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Introduction: Homeworld-Bound Again

Guide to the Guide

This guide is structured to serve players of all stripes, not just those who want to know how to navigate the solo campaign.

Veterans of *Homeworld* and newcomers alike will learn from the tips and techniques described here.

Online players can get their fill as well with multiplayer information covering the traditional Somtaaw fleet and the radically new Beast fleet.

And, of course, we have full, detailed walkthroughs of each of the 17 single-player missions. Whether you want just an overview or step-by-step instructions, these chapters give you what you need. Each walkthrough provides the most general information at the start and goes into more detail as you read on.
This guide is organized as follows:

- **Part I: Ships and Technology** discusses the game hardware in detail, including chapters on ships from all four races and a meticulous climb up the solo game's technology tree.

- **Part II: General Strategies** offers guidance for both veteran *Homeworld* players and those new to this burgeoning franchise. Learn to travel, fight, defend, and harvest like a pro.

- **Part III: Single Player Walkthroughs** provide guidance, both general and specific, for each single-player mission. These chapters tell you what to expect and offer strategies that can make your quest easier and more exciting.

**A Note on the Manual**

This guide presumes that you’re familiar with all the basic techniques and commands of the game to the extent that they’re described in the manual that comes with *Homeworld Cataclysm*. Every effort is made to avoid repeating information from the manual, though some overlap is inevitable and, often, even desirable.

**Game Difficulty**

The single-player walkthroughs are written based on the Normal difficulty level.

As the game is structured, the other difficulty levels are variations on the Normal level. The variances to the Normal difficulty levels are:
**Very Easy:** Six times Normal Health for player’s ships, one-fourth Normal building time (ships take a shorter time to build than Normal), one-fourth Normal building cost (ships are cheaper than Normal), double Normal weapon damage, significant reduction in the number of Normal enemy forces.

**Easy:** Triple Normal Health for player’s ships, one-half Normal building time, one-half Normal building cost, minor reductions in the number of Normal enemy forces.

**Normal:** This level described in walkthrough.

**Hard:** Player’s ship’s health reduced to 85 percent of Normal.

**Very Hard:** Player’s ship’s health reduced to 70 percent of Normal.

Take note of these differences to ensure that you won’t encounter nasty surprises based on your choice of difficulty level.

If you play on the Very Easy or Easy level, you’ll see fewer enemies than are described in the walkthroughs. Also, thanks to quicker building times and cheaper costs, it will be easier to build all of the ships the walkthroughs recommend. You’ll also find your success in battle more pronounced because of your increased Health and the enemy’s decreased strength.

If you play on Hard or Very Hard, you’ll see precisely the enemies and events described in the walkthroughs, but you’ll have more difficulty keeping your ships alive thanks to your vessels’ reduced durability against enemies with the same Health found in the Normal difficulty level.

Here’s what doesn’t change based on difficulty level:

- The kinds of enemies
- The amount of resources available
- Firepower and armor
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New in Homeworld Cataclysm

Though not a full-fledged sequel, Homeworld Cataclysm sports so many new features that even grizzled veterans of the Kushan Exodus will need to learn their trade anew. Here are some of the most prominent differences:

Mothership v. Command Ship

The Mothership has been replaced by the Command Ship. Unlike the Mothership of old, the Command Ship can move around the battlefield; it may not sound like a big deal, but it makes a huge difference. See the “Somtaaw Fleet” section for details.

Research

The Research Ship is no more. Instead, all research for the Somtaaw fleet is done on the Command Ship via modules—add-ons to the Command Ship constructed through the Build Manager. Each module specializes in certain technologies that are unlocked as the game progresses. For the Beast, there are no research facilities (except the Genetics Module). Instead, research is done through infecting and assimilating enemy ships. See “Technology and Research” for more information.

Support Units

Your Command Ship can only provide crew and supplies for a fixed fleet size. Without expansion, you’ll be limited to the built-in confines of the basic Command Ship. Relief comes in the form of Support Modules—annexes added to the Command Ship that allow it to host more and larger ships. Carriers, too, can be expanded with Support Modules. See “Support, Building, and System Management” for more information.
**Harvesting**

There’s more to harvest than just asteroids. Dust clouds, nebula ribbons, and the highly valuable, beautiful, and dangerous crystals all provide the resources you need to keep your fleet afloat. See “Harvesting Resources” for more information.

**Ships**

The entire Somtaaw fleet is composed of never-before-seen ships. Many of these vessels combine the abilities of ships from the original *Homeworld* into one. For example, the harvesting, repairing, and salvaging abilities are now all carried out by Workers—that is, once each ability has been researched. On the other side, the Beast fleet is comprised mainly of Somtaaw ships and those used by the other races (most of which were featured in the original game). However, it’s the way that ships are acquired, upgraded, and built that makes playing as the Beast unique. The first three sections of this guide expand on this.

**Technology**

The technology structure has changed significantly. Research is opened by building modules. Once a module is built, all of its research topics become available either immediately (multiplayer) or gradually, triggered by events in the game (single-player). See “Technology and Research” for more information.

**Sensors Manager**

You can now issue all commands, including targeting, through the Sensors Manager. See “Part II: General Strategies.”

**Waypoints**

It’s easy to set a defined course for your ships with waypoints. Order your ships to navigate around enemies, explore uncharted space, or run patrol patterns. See “Navigation” for more information.
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Unexplored Space
You can no longer see all of available space, only those areas your ships have scanned with their sensors. This “fog of war” effect realistically limits your fleet’s field of vision in areas outside its sphere of immediate presence. See “Part II: General Strategies.”

Time Compression
If you want to speed up the game—during, say, a long resource collection period—you can make time pass eight times faster than normal with the push of a button. See “Part II: General Strategies” to learn how.

No Refueling
It’s no longer necessary to refuel your ships.
Homeworld Cataclysm’s single-player missions feature a totally new collection of ships. Some have features similar to those of ships in the original game, but most sport either combined attributes of old ships or entirely new abilities altogether.

The Somtaaw fleet reflects the Kiith’s occupation in interstellar mining. The Command Ship begins with the ability to construct basic defensive combat vessels and Workers. This selection, of course, befits a mining vessel but doesn’t suit an epic quest against well-armed evil. Even, however, as the Kuun-Lan cobbles together increasingly powerful combat ships, their appearance and abilities retain faint echoes of their foundation in mining technology.

Mastering these basic ships is essential to success in both the single-player missions and multiplayer contests. Because most Beast ships are constructed based on Somtaaw ships, knowing these ships goes far in preparing you to fight your enemies and direct Beast Command Ships yourself.

Note
You need to know how to fight with and against all of these ships. There are two reasons for this. First, this chapter covers the Somtaaw ships as they appear in the single-player campaign and in multiplayer contests. You’ll frequently battle other players using the same fleet. Second, in the solo game, the Beast will increasingly attack you with your own ships as it acquires your technology. The stats of the ship types will change slightly (see “Beast Fleet”), but their mode of attack and basic strengths and weaknesses are identical.
# Somtaaw Ship Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ship</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Build Time</th>
<th>Health</th>
<th>Firepower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recon</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0:16</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acolyte</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0:12</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mimic</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0:15</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACV</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0:20</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCV</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>0:26</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramming Frigate</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multibeam Frigate</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>3,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hive Frigate</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>1,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destroyer</td>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>2:30</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>8,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dreadnought</td>
<td>6,800</td>
<td>7:20</td>
<td>90,000</td>
<td>24,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier</td>
<td>3,400</td>
<td>6:40</td>
<td>42,000</td>
<td>4,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentinel</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>0:20</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leech</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>0:10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>0:45</td>
<td>3,300</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>1:08</td>
<td>25,000</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Super Acolyte</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0:25</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>7,800</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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#### THE SOMFRAW FLEET

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Armor</th>
<th>Coverage (Percent)</th>
<th>Maneuvering</th>
<th>Max Speed</th>
<th>Support Units Required</th>
<th>Special Attack</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>1,050</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Link, Missile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mimic, Link</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>EMP, Unlink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mimic, Unlink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,700</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,800</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Swarm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16,000</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85,000</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Repulse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65,000</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Force Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Leech, Spy, Vent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Repair, Salvage, Harvest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ship Directory

Fighter Class

Recon

- Mission Introduced: 1
- Firepower: 40
- Health: 80
- Armor: 25
- Coverage: 4 percent
- Maneuverability: Very High
- Maximum Speed: 1,050 m/s
- Build Time: 0:16
- Build Cost: 40 RUs
- Support Units Required: 2
- Required Technologies:
  - Advanced Sensors
  - Advanced Fighter Drive
  - Energy Cannon
  - Armor Level 2
- Upgrades: Advanced Sensors, Advanced Fighter Drive, Energy Cannon, Armor Level 2
- Special: —

The Recon is a speedy scout craft, but that’s about it. Sure it has guns and you can order it to fire, but it’s really a waste of time. They have no appreciable firepower or armor but they’re cheap.

Uses

The Recon is your best scout because it’s fast (nothing can catch it) and it’s very cheap and quick to build. Set waypoints in unexplored space to have a quick look around.

Tip

The sensor radius of the Recon is as wide as some larger ships. Because of this, the Recon can often park near the core of an enemy fleet and never be noticed; she can see them but they can’t see her.
Formations and Tactics
There shouldn’t come a time when you’ll have Recons in a formation. When sending Recons out on scouting missions into unknown regions, set them to Evasive Tactics unless you want them to get popped by the first ship they see. Recons can be used for kamikaze assaults, but they don’t leave much of a mark.

Good Match-Ups
The only match-ups that favor Recons are against unarmed ships like Workers or Proximity Sensors. Granted, it’ll take a while for a Recon to shatter a Worker, but it will succeed.

Bad Match-Ups
They’re all bad. Against anything with so much as a rubber-band gun, the Recon’s best weapon is its speed.

Acolyte

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission Introduced</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>6 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>825 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>0:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>75 RUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>Fighter Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Energy Cannon, Missile Launcher, Linking Technology, Advanced Fighter Drive, Armor Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>Link, Missiles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The basic combat fighter, the Acolyte, serves you well at first. In full-scale combat, however, it comes in handy only when speed is an issue—it’s the fastest combat ship in the game. The Acolyte’s firepower isn’t particularly impressive and its hull is extremely fragile. Bottom line: Once you can make ACVs, you should mostly abandon Acolytes.

**Uses**

Acolytes are good defenders and adequate strike craft early on—when the opposition’s not too strong and there aren’t any heavier ships to deal with. They’re also a sound offensive investment when you lack resources, time, and need a strike team now. Use them even after you have ACVs for quick-hit attacks, mine clearing, and chasing down retreating enemy fighters.

**Formations and Tactics**

Acolytes, like all strike craft, should employ Claw formation unless focusing fire on a large, solitary ship with no escort or moving guns (for example, an Ion Array Frigate). In this case, Sphere formation is a must.

**Good Match-Ups**

Interceptors or Attack Bombers are a good match-up, especially if you have superior numbers. Superior numbers also put Acolytes in good stead against ACVs and single-gun corvette-class ships. Acolytes are also your only choice for mine-sweeping duty.

**Bad Match-Ups**

Anything with multiple guns will chew right through even a large squad of Acolytes. Keep them away from Multigun Corvettes, Destroyers, Missile Corvettes, and so on.
**Mimic**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission Introduced</th>
<th>2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>750 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>0:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>70 RUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>Fighter Drive, Holographic Emitters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Energy Cannon Linking Technology, Quantum Explosive Charge, Advanced Fighter Drive, Armor Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>Mimic, Link</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Though Mimics are unarmed, they’re still one of your most important weapons. These small ships can cloak themselves as small enemy ships or asteroids. If you want to fool an opponent into thinking your fleet is more numerous than it is, you can order a Mimic to disguise itself as one of your own ships. Mimics can be detected (and therefore trumped) by Proximity Sensors or ships upgraded to Advanced Sensors. Though they have no guns, Mimics do have a default attack: a ramming, kamikaze dive.

**Uses**
The primary use of Mimics is as clandestine scouts. Cloak yourself as an enemy ship and camp next to your foe’s fleet so you can keep an eye on it.
Formations and Tactics
Mimics usually travel alone, so formations aren't an issue. Generally, keep them in Evasive Tactics.

Good Match-Ups
None. Mimics aren't effective offensive ships. With a Quantum Explosive upgrade, however, they can do serious damage to a frigate-class ship.

Bad Match-Ups
All match-ups are bad; the Mimic is no more armored than a lowly Recon.

Super Acolyte

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission Introduced</th>
<th>17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>7,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>80 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>900 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>0:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>300 RUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This Bentusi ship is available only in the single-player game (and in the last level at that). Build them immediately and constantly to destroy the Beast’s flagship, the Naggarok.

Uses
Their sole purpose is to help you burn out the Naggarok.
Formations and Tactics
Circle formation around the Naggarok. It’s that simple. Otherwise, make sure they’re in the more mobile Claw formation.

Good Match-Ups
They beat anything as long as they keep moving.

Bad Match-Ups
None.

Corvette Class

ACV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission Introduced</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>6 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>600 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>0:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>150 RUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>Fighter Drive, Linking Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Energy Cannon, EMP Weapon, Advanced Fighter Drive, Armor Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>Unlink, EMP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ACV is one of the most useful ships in the fleet. It’ll be the meat of your attack force on nearly every level of the single-player game.

Uses
The ACV is dominant among strike craft. It can easily defeat equal numbers of Corvette-class ships and will even emerge victorious against superior numbers of Fighter-class ships. Use them to target large, lightly escorted frigates and Super Capital-class ships.
ACVs are great escorts and guards, and will only really drop from primary use when you can afford to start building Multibeam Frigates in large quantities.

**Tip**

*When ramming frigates approach (or even if they’ve already taken hold) fire the ACV’s EMP blast. This temporarily disables the ramming frigate, causing it to break contact with its prey and leave it briefly vulnerable to a sphere formation attack.*

**Formations and Tactics**

Claw formation for dogfights, and Sphere formation for targeting slow, solitary ships.

**Good Match-Ups**

ACVs beat all other strike craft even if outnumbered. However, they’re too slow to chase down smaller ships. Ion Array Frigates or Ion Beam Frigates are very vulnerable to ACV Sphere attacks.

**Bad Match-Ups**

Don’t send them near ships with missiles or multiple, turreted weapons. Also, keep them out of skirmishes with Beast Carriers, Heavy Cruisers, or the Command Ship; infection beams will jump from ACV to ACV in an instant.
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MCV

Mission Introduced: 2
Firepower: 0
Health: 80
Armor: 40
Coverage: —
Maneuverability: High
Maximum Speed: 550 m/s
Build Time: 0:26
Build Cost: 140 RUs
Support Units Require: 4
Required Technologies: Fighter Drive, Holographic Emitter, Linking Technology
Upgrades: Energy Cannon, Quantum Explosive Charge, Advanced Fighter Drive, Armor Level 2
Special: Mimic, Unlink

The MCV is a larger, composite version of the Mimic. It has heavier armor and, therefore, less speed than its smaller component. Its primary benefit is its ability to imitate larger enemy ships, friendly ships, and asteroids. It also packs a much bigger kamikaze punch than simple Mimics.

Uses
For spy duty, you might as well use the cheaper Mimics. If, however, you want an opponent to think you have a much stronger fleet, have an MCV pretend it's a Destroyer.

Formations and Tactics
MCVs travel alone, so formations aren't important. Always order them into Evasive Tactics.

Good Match-Ups
None, the MCV isn't a good offensive weapon. Its kamikaze attack, however, can take a large bite out of larger ships. Note that the MCV should be disguised as it approaches to attack or it'll be vapor before it arrives.
Bad Match-Ups
They’re all bad unless the MCV is ramming into someone’s hull at full bore.

**Frigate Class**

**Ramming Frigate**

Mission Introduced: 1
Firepower: 2,500
Health: 11,000
Armor: 4,700
Coverage: 6 percent
Maneuverability: Medium
Maximum Speed: 398 m/s
Build Time: 1:00
Build Cost: 650 RUs
Support Units Required: 10
Required Technologies: Afterburner (only required in Multiplayer)
Upgrades: Advanced Ion Cannon, Repair Bots, Armor Level 2, Infection Vaccine (Multiplayer Only)
Special: Ram

This hammerhead frigate can fire its guns, but its favorite activity is plowing into enemy ships and pushing them out of the heat of a battle.

**Uses**
Pick an adversary’s strongest, largest ship in a formation and break up the attack by pushing it out of the fight entirely.

**Tip**
Use it primarily on Gravwell Generators and Support Frigates to disrupt an enemy’s auxiliary defenses.
Formations and Tactics
They usually fly solo, so formations aren’t a problem. Never set them to Evasive Tactics or they’ll break off before they get to their prey.

Good Match-Ups
The bigger and slower, the better. Any large ship is a prime candidate.

Bad Match-Ups
Don’t bother sending it against fighters, they’ll either elude it or the rest of their formation will move into Sphere formation around the Rammer.

Multibeam Frigate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission Introduced</th>
<th>8</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>3,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>90 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>370 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>1:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>700 RUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>Frigate Drive, Advanced Ion Cannon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Energy Cannon, Repair Bots, Advanced Frigate Drive, Armor Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Shortly after it’s acquired, the Multibeam Frigate will mostly supplant the ACV as your meat-and-potatoes ship. After Mission 9 or so, you’ll build more of these than any other ship type. With the best weapons coverage in the fleet and outstanding firepower, the Multibeam Frigate is a perfect attack ship and escort.
Uses
Band-select a group of enemy fighters and let your Multibeams shoot at several at once. Use them to disrupt both small and large ship formations. They are also brutally efficient against mines and Beast Cruise Missiles and are, bar none, the best escorts in the fleet.

Formations and Tactics
Claw formation is generally the best choice so all ships have a clear shot in all directions. Wall formation is better when the attack comes exclusively from the front—thus focusing the fire of all ships equally. Aggressive is the best stance, especially when they’re acting as escorts.

Good Match-Ups
Against fighters, single-weapon frigates, Cruise Missiles, or mines, the Multibeam is hard to beat.

Bad Match-Ups
Keep them away from infection beams; they’re too expensive to just throw away. They’re not remotely effective against Destroyers or Dreadnoughts (their Multigun advantage is less important) but are still better than ACVs.

Hive Frigate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission Introduced</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>1,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>3,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>12 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>390 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Ships & Technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Build Time</th>
<th>1:00</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>575 RUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>Frigate Drive, Micro-Ship Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Energy Cannon, Repair Bots, Advanced Frigate Drive, Armor Level 2, Armor Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>Swarm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Hive Frigate has very little firepower for a Frigate-class ship but it makes up for its relatively wimpy fixed-mount guns with a swarm of six pesky attack drones. The Hive Frigate’s great advance over Homeworld’s Drone Frigate is the maneuverability and intelligence of its swarmers; they’re essentially mini-fighters rather than just unmanned guns.

**Uses**

Lead an attack on a large fighter squadron or a wall of Multigun Corvettes with a Hive Frigate, let loose the swarm, and follow with an ACV wing of your own. While the opposition targets the swarm, the ACVs can quickly acquire their distracted targets. Hive Frigates also make a great distraction for pursuing attackers—leave the Hive Frigate behind and watch as the distance from your pursuers increases.

**Formations and Tactics**

Wall formation and Aggressive Tactics are the way to go. Mix them in with a wall of Multibeam Frigates for a fighter-shredding machine.

**Tip**

*Keep Hive Frigates on a short leash. In Aggressive mode, they tend to surge into battle a bit too eagerly. This rush is actually what they’re supposed to do, but it becomes very problematic when they fly out to meet a Beast Heavy Cruiser. The ensuing infection is almost inevitable. If this becomes a problem, knock them down to Neutral Tactics.*
Good Match-Ups
Pit them against small swarms of smaller fighters, Multibeam Frigates, Multigun Corvettes, and Destroyers—basically anything with multiple weapons that will be occupied by the swerving swarm of drones.

Bad Match-Ups
Super Capital-class ships are too strong for the Hive Frigate’s inferior armor and firepower. They cut through the drones and focus directly on the frigate itself. Really large fighter groups can work around the drones and still get off damaging shots at the Hive Frigate. Never let them near a ship with an infection beam.

Super Capital Class

Destroyer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission Introduced</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>8,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>40,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>16,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>30 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>325 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>2:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>3,000 RUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>Destroyer Drive, Missile Launcher, Advanced Ion Cannon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Energy Cannons, Advanced Destroyer Drive, Repair Bots, Armor Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

You must have a large wall of Destroyers. Trust us. The more the merrier. Though not as powerful as the undeniably superior Dreadnought, Destroyers are faster and cheaper and take only one-third the time to build. Their main problem is their lack of weapon coverage; though they can fire missiles in all directions, the bulk of their attack is to the front. What’s worse, they take forever to turn to face their targets.
Uses
The Destroyer should lead your assaults until a Dreadnought enters your life.

Formations and Tactics
Wall formation, all the time. Attack in Aggressive, defend in Neutral. Aren’t Destroyers easy to use?

Good Match-Ups
Destroyers match up well against medium-size frigate fleets and even other Destroyers, Carriers, and Heavy Cruisers when you have superior numbers. There’s not much a Carrier can do against a well-supported wall of Destroyers. Beast infection beams can’t subvert a Destroyer, so use them to go after Super Capital Beast ships.

Bad Match-Ups
Destroyers are very vulnerable to fighters in Sphere formation and Ramming Frigate attacks. They are also seriously disadvantaged against a Dreadnought.

Dreadnought

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission Introduced</th>
<th>14</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>24,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>90,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>85,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>80 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>390 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>7:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>6,800 RUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>Advanced Destroyer Drive, Missile Launcher, Energy Cannons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Repulsor Weapon, Repair Bots, Armor Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>Repulse</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
You’ll probably only have Support Unit capacity for one of these flying nightmares, but that’s all you’ll need. On raw stats alone, the Dreadnought can outgun even an Imperial Heavy Cruiser without breaking a sweat. Plus, it’s got missiles! It has massive firepower that can attack in nearly any direction and will fire while turning. That’s very good because this “battle wagon” turns extremely slowly.

**Uses**
Killing big things. Enemy Command Ships are Dreadnoughts’ favorite meal but they’ll settle for Carriers, Heavy Cruisers, or really anything else it can get near. It’s even strong against fighter attacks thanks to its missile launchers and rotating top and bottom ion beam turrets.

**Formations and Tactics**
Once you have one of these, every attack fleet should be led by a Dreadnought. Have everything line up behind this ship for an unstoppable onslaught.

**Good Match-Ups**
It has no natural predators (except the Naggarok, but we’ll get to that in the walk-throughs), so almost every match-up is a good one. Stick, however, to killing large, well-defended ships; the missiles will go after the escorts while the Dreadnought descends on the target. Dreadnoughts are immune to the subverting effects of the Beast infection beam (though not its basic destructive power) so use them heavily against Super Capital-class Beast ships.

**Bad Match-Ups**
Like all Super Capital ships, the Dreadnought has a problem with very large wings of corvette-class fighters. Multigun Corvettes or Multibeam Frigates can do serious damage.
# Carrier

- **Mission Introduced**: 10
- **Firepower**: 4,200
- **Health**: 42,000
- **Armor**: 65,000
- **Coverage**: 80 percent
- **Maneuverability**: Very Low
- **Maximum Speed**: 300 m/s
- **Build Time**: 6:40
- **Build Cost**: 3,400
- **Support Units Required**: —
- **Required Technologies**: Destroyer Drive, Support Systems
- **Upgrades**: Energy Cannons, Crystal Harvesting Ability, Repair Bots, Advanced Destroyer Drive, Armor Level 2
- **Special**: —

Once you’ve maxed out the support capacity of your Command Ship, the only way you can accommodate a larger fleet is by building Carriers. Their support capacity can be expanded by the addition of up to six Support Modules.

## Uses

A Carrier should always follow a remote attack fleet out to battle where it acts as a surrogate Command Ship. The only thing it can’t do is produce Super Capital ships. Otherwise, it can repair, upgrade, dock, process, and construct smaller ships. When necessary, you can use the Carrier as an offensive weapon, just don’t expect much—its weapons and turning speed are more suited to self-defense. Although Carriers are immune to the subversive effects of the Beast infection beams, their fragile Support Modules can’t withstand the destructive effect—effectively keeping them out of such encounters.
Formations and Tactics
Formations aren't an issue with Carriers. Keep them in Neutral Tactics, guarding either your Command Ship or an attack fleet.

Good Match-Ups
Because Carriers can take a lot of damage, they can be effective against slower frigates. Their turreted guns and high Health make them solid at defending against small groups of fighters too.

Bad Match-Ups
Large clouds of Corvette-class fighters cause major trouble.

Micro-Ship Class

Leech

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission Introduced</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>1,250 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>0:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>40 RUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>Phased Telemetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Armor Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>Leech, Vent, Spy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Once you learn how and when to use it, the Leech is a fantastic weapon. The little ship is undetectable by enemy sensors unless it’s spotted by Proximity Sensors or the enemy ships are equipped with Advanced Sensor technology. You can send Leeches out to do one of three things: spy, leech, or vent. The most useful activity is venting: The Leech drains its target of Health while suppressing all the usual warning alarms. If the victim doesn’t visually notice the damage, the ship can expire with no notice whatsoever.

**Tip**

**The More Leeches You Use to Vent, The Faster the Victim Expires.**

**Uses**

Use a large school of them to take down a larger ship. If you’re short on resources and the victim isn’t too far away, use the leech function instead of vent to convert the victim’s health into RUs for you.

**Formations and Tactics**

For what it’s worth, always keep Leeches in Evasive Tactics.

**Good Match-Ups**

As long as the Leech is undetectable, it can match up against any ship. However, it lacks any combat abilities whatsoever.

**Bad Match-Ups**

Any ship is an instantly fatal hazard if it can see the Leech.
Sentinel

Mission Introduced  5  
Firepower  290  
Health  500  
Armor  350  
Coverage  15 percent  
Maneuverability  High  
Maximum Speed  250 m/s  
Build Time  0:10  
Build Cost  70 RUs  
Support Units Required  3  
Required Technologies Micro-Ship Construction  
Upgrades Energy Cannons, Force Field Level 1, Force Field Level 2, Force Field Level 3, Advanced Sensors, Armor Level 2  
Special Force Field, Unlink Force Field

This surprisingly potent little ship (more firepower than an ACV) can hold its own in a fight, especially in a large group. Speed, however, is its problem; it’s slower than a Dreadnought. More notable is its ability to cast a force field in front of or completely around a ship.

Tip

At least 12 Sentinels are required to create a closed-sphere force field, and they can’t fire while projecting the field.

Uses

Though they have combat capabilities, the best use for Sentinels is as a force field for a Command Ship, an attack group leader (such as a Dreadnought), or a Carrier. Partial shields in front of smaller ships are very effective against Super Capital ships where the risk of a flank attack is less.
Formations and Tactics
When using them as an attack group, place them in Claw formation and order Aggressive Tactics. When targeting a solitary ship with no escorts, use Sphere.

Good Match-Ups
A gang of Sentinels on an unescorted Ion Array Frigate is a great move. If a ship is slow and can’t fire in multiple directions, the Sentinels can handle it.

Bad Match-Ups
Their speed knocks them out of serious fighter combat. Interceptors, Attack Bombers and even Acolytes are too much for them. Though the Ion Array Frigates are good targets, ships with tracking or multiple ion beams are not.

Non-Combat Class
Worker

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission Introduced</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>3,300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>425 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>0:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>500 RUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Repair Systems, Salvaging Ability, Repair Bots, Armor Level 2, Infection Vaccine (Multiplayer only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>Harvest, Repair, Salvage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Worker is the second most indispensable ship in your fleet (other than the Command Ship). Once upgraded it can do it all: harvest all types of resources, repair friendly ships, and salvage damaged enemy ships. All in one little (albeit slow) package.

**Uses**
Workers should stick to their own jobs. Generally occupied in harvesting, however, Workers love to be brought along with combat fleets to provide spot repair service and impromptu salvaging.

**Formations and Tactics**
Broad formation keeps the ships far enough apart to require separate targeting. Generally, these defenseless ships should be in Evasive Tactics. If, however, you need them to stick around even when being fired upon (if they’re on their way to make an important repair), switch to Neutral Tactics.

**Good Match-Ups**
None

**Bad Match-Ups**
All
The Processor is an eminently useful vessel. Its basic function is to accompany Workers out to distant resource fields to provide a remote collection station. Its moderately effective gun turrets can be trusted to protect its charges from small attacks. Finally, and most importantly, the Processor will automatically fire its repair beams at any friendly ship in range.
Uses
Assign it as an escort to Workers; four Workers to each Processor is a good ratio for effective resource collection. Also, escort attack fleets or just individual ships to provide automated repair service.

Formations and Tactics
You want Processors to be steadfast in their duties, not scampering off at the first sign of trouble or chasing after every enemy. So, always opt for Neutral Tactics.

Good Match-Ups
None really, though it can handle small groups of fighters with its solid guns and good attack coverage.

Bad Match-Ups
Though the Processor’s health and armor are outstanding, its speed keeps it from getting the upper hand in most battles. Keep it away from enemy salvage crews, and Beast infection beams and Cruise Missiles—they seem to be popular targets.

The Kuun-Lan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mission Introduced</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>5,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>130,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>90,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>70 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>110 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Energy Cannons, Crystal Harvesting Ability, Repair Bots, Siege Cannon Weapon, Support Systems, Armor Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>Siege Cannon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Your Command Ship is the heart mind of your fleet. If she dies, you’re finished. Protect her with your life. This means near constant escorts and, later, a spherical force field. Fortunately, because she can move, defending the Command Ship isn’t as difficult as keeping a Mothership safe from harm was in Homeworld. You can often bring the Command Ship along with your attack fleet, but don’t expect to get anywhere fast—the Kuun-Lan is very slow. Its turns also are agonizingly slow.

**Tip**

**DON’T NEGLECT THE SIEGE CANNON. LEARN HOW TO USE IT EFFECTIVELY! WHEN USED PROPERLY, THERE’S NO DEFENSE AGAINST IT.**
The Beast Fleet

Battling pirates or the elite guard of an immortal dictator are like skipping stones compared to playing against the Beast. This massive, techno-organic predator is so radically different from your conventional forces that it requires a total change of mindset.

Similarly, if you think fighting them is challenging, just wait until you get behind the controls of a Beast Command Ship in multiplayer battles. Nothing, frankly, prepares you more for fighting the Beast than being the Beast.

The first thing you need to understand, for both single-player and multiplayer games, is how the Beast functions. Next, as with any other enemy, you need to know the ships—convient, because they’ve mostly been stolen from you!

The Nature of the Beast

The Beast doesn’t build and acquire technology like human forces. Left entirely alone with no contact with other races, the Beast wouldn’t be able to produce any ships at all. It must have “parts” it can add to itself.

The only thing a Beast Command Ship can build entirely on its own is a Genetics Module. This, in turn, leads to the Beast’s ability to construct an infection beam.

**THE BEAST INFECTION BEAM IS AN ESSENTIAL WEAPON.**

The infection beam can undermine the systems of a targeted ship and turn control of the ship over to the Beast. The Beam’s effects can even jump from ship to ship—one shot can easily infect an entire squadron of fighters in tight formation.
Ships struck with the beam can be incorporated into the Beast, eventually being added to the list of ships the Beast can construct. First, however, the Beast must reverse engineer the ship to research its basic and upgraded technologies for the Beast’s own use.

**Beast Ships**

The Beast fleet is largely composed of ships it has encountered in its travels. The more ship types it has infected, the greater its inventory of ship types. An advanced Beast fleet sends into battle combinations of Imperial, Turanic, and Somtaaw vessels, plus a few vessels from other cultures.

Fortunately, your experience with these ships in their uninfected form allows you a measure of familiarity amid the chaos. Still, seeing a wing of your own Multibeam Frigates escorted by infected Imperial Heavy Interceptors is a jarring sight.

**The Beast Ship, known as the Cruise Missile, is one of the most feared sights in space.**

Once the Beast has gathered certain technologies from its victims, it can build its only purely native vessel: the Cruise Missile. Not actually a missile, the Cruise Missile is a high-speed fighter, loaded
with infectious Beast material. Her only attack capability is a ramming, kamikaze attack that, when upgraded with the Beast Infection Weapon, has the same effect as an infection beam: instantaneous subversion.

The following list outlines the ships that can be used by the Beast in both single and multiplayer combat.

**Beast Ship Summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ship</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>Build Time</th>
<th>Health</th>
<th>Firepower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Recon</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0:18</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interceptor</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0:10</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cloaked Fighter</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0:22</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attack Bomber</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0:23</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acolyte</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0:12</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACV</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>0:20</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multigun Corvette</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>0:50</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Corvette</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0:45</td>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missile Corvette</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>0:25</td>
<td>1,500</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cruise Missile</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>0:30</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ion Array Frigate</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>1:15</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>3,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Field Frigate</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>1:35</td>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramming Frigate</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>13,000</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multibeam Frigate</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>11,500</td>
<td>3,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hive Frigate</td>
<td>625</td>
<td>1:00</td>
<td>11,000</td>
<td>1,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier</td>
<td>3,400</td>
<td>7:00</td>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Cruiser</td>
<td>6,500</td>
<td>7:00</td>
<td>85,000</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentinel</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0:20</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>0:55</td>
<td>3,700</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>1:20</td>
<td>27,000</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Part I: Ships & Technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Armor</th>
<th>Coverage (Percent)</th>
<th>Maneuvering</th>
<th>Max Speed</th>
<th>Support Units Required</th>
<th>Special Attack</th>
<th>Multiplayer Default</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>810</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>750</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Cloak</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>825</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Link, Missile</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>EMP, Unlink</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>730</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,700</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>550</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,400</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>490</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>68</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,700</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Cloak</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,800</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Ram</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,200</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Swarm</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65,000</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Infect</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77,000</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Infect</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Force Field</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,800</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Salvage, Harvest</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45,000</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In multiplayer games, several of the ships listed in the table have already been captured by the Beast. The Beast has the ability to research and subsequently build them as the game begins. It must still research their technology, but it needn’t infect them anew.

All other ships (all Somtaaw vessels) can only be researched and built after being infected in the course of a multiplayer game.

Ship Directory

All ships used by the Beast function similarly to their uninfected incarnations. Applicable strategies, special actions, and most attributes are identical.

Some statistics, however, are altered. Beast ships are more heavily armored and travel more slowly than equivalent uninfected ships.

What’s more, they gain the ability to heal themselves over time.

For more details on the Somtaaw ships, consult the “Somtaaw Fleet” section. For the Turanic and Imperialist Taiidan vessels, check out “Turanic Raider and Imperial Taiidan Ships.” Any ships not covered in those chapters receive a full analysis below.
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**Fighter Class**

**Recon**

- **Origin**: Somtaaw
- **Firepower**: 40
- **Health**: 100
- **Armor**: 30
- **Coverage**: 4 percent
- **Maneuverability**: Very High
- **Maximum Speed**: 1,000 m/s
- **Build Time**: 0:18
- **Build Cost**: 50 RUs
- **Support Units Required**: 2
- **Required Technologies**: None
- **Upgrades**: Advanced Sensors, Advanced Fighter Drive, Armor Level 2
- **Special**: None
- **Multiplayer Default**: Yes

The Beast version of the Somtaaw Recon is effectively identical to her uninfected source. However, her reduced speed means Somtaaw Recons can chase it down.

**Beast Interceptor**

- **Origin**: Turanic
- **Firepower**: 65
- **Health**: 225
- **Armor**: 85
- **Coverage**: 5 percent
- **Maneuverability**: Very High
- **Maximum Speed**: 810 m/s
- **Build Time**: 0:10
- **Build Cost**: 65 RUs
- **Support Units Required**: 2
- **Required Technologies**: Fighter Drive
- **Upgrades**: Advanced Fighter Drive, Armor Level 2
- **Special**: None
- **Multiplayer Default**: Yes
The Interceptor is the most basic Beast fighter. Because it's based on Turanic technology, the ship is heavier in armor than the corresponding Acolyte of the Somtaaw fleet but is weaker in all other attributes. The armor is enhanced by its Beast infection but its speed is likewise diminished.

Cloaked Fighter

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Kushan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>5 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>750 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>0:22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>95 RUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>Fighter Drive, Cloaking Ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Advanced Fighter Drive, Energy Cannons,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Armor Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>Cloak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplayer Default</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Cloaked Fighter is one of the few infected technologies not directly won from any of the three races in *Homeworld Cataclysm*. Previously a fixture in the Kushan fleet and used extensively in the return to Hiigara, this very light fighter can make itself invisible to all but Proximity Sensors and ships upgraded with Advanced Sensors.

Beyond its cloaking technology, the Cloaked Fighter is on par with the Beast Interceptor (though it's significantly slower and less well armored). Once the battle evolves out of basic fighter combat, you'll want to use the Cloaked Fighter exclusively for spying (à la the Mimic) or for sneak attacks on unescorted Workers. Be aware that Cloaked Fighters can only stay hidden for a limited time.
Attacks Bomber

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Imperialist Taiidan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>360</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>5 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>640 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>0:23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>120 RU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Tech.</td>
<td>Fighter Drive, Plasma Bomb Launcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Advanced Fighter Drive, Armor Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplayer</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Like its Taiidan version, this heavy-firepower fighter is very vulnerable to other fighter-class ships. This weakness is enhanced by the heavier weight of the increased Beast armor. It will frequently travel with a corvette escort as it tackles its favorite targets: small frigates.

Acolyte

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Somtaaw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>6 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>825 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>0:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>90 RU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Tech.</td>
<td>Fighter Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Energy Cannon, Missile Launcher, Linking Technology, Advanced Fighter Drive, Armor Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>Link, Missiles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplayer</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

primagames.com
The Acolyte is the best small fighter in space. Plus, two can be linked to form the more powerful ACV. You’ll lose some of her trademark speed, but she’s still the fastest thing with a gun.

**Corvette Class**

**Heavy Corvette**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Kushan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>1,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>50 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>550 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>0:45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>250 RUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>Fighter Drive, Heavy Corvette Upgrade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Advanced Fighter Drive, Energy Cannons, Armor Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplayer Default</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Another veteran of the Hiigaran Exodus, the Kushan Heavy Corvette is very effective against strike craft thanks to her double turrets and strong (now enhanced) armor.

**Multigun Corvette**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Imperialist Taiidan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>78 Percent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Missile Corvette

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Turanic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>1,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>1,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>60 Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>490 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>0:25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>320 RUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>Fighter Drive, Missile Launcher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Advanced Fighter Drive, Armor Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplayer Default</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Though this Raider assault ship is very ineffective against fighters (they can break missile locks with their superior handling), she’s brutal on slow-moving corvettes and frigates. The Beast infection has done nothing, however, for her slowness.
The Cruise Missile is the Beast’s only homegrown ship. This high-speed corvette’s sole purpose is to plow into enemy hulls and, when upgraded, infect entire ships (below Destroyer class). The Cruise Missile doles out intense physical damage against larger ships that are immune to the Beast plague.

Defend against them with Acolytes or Multibeam Frigates. Anything with lots of speed or multiple tracking weapons can neutralize a wing of Cruise Missiles.

When playing as the Beast, use this ship as often as you can afford it. The only problems are the number of technologies (three) required to build and upgrade them, the length of the research for some of those technologies, and the ships’ high cost. They’re so expensive, it’s like throwing away Heavy Corvettes in bunches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Beast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>0 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>650 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>0:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>400 RUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>Fighter Drive, Missile Launcher, Bio-Warhead, Beast Infection Weapon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Advanced Fighter Drive, Armor Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplayer Default</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tip**

If you see an enemy Command Ship with a Super Capital Ship in mid-production, target the building ship with Cruise Missiles to delay the construction or destroy the ship entirely.
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Speaking of numbers, always launch Cruise Missiles in large wings. They’re best to use after the traditional ships attack; while the enemy is engaged, the Cruise Missiles sneak in and hit their mark before they can all be targeted.

ACV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Somtaaw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>6 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>600 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>0:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>180 RUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>Fighter Drive, Linking Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Energy Cannon, EMP Weapon, Advanced Fighter Drive, Armor Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>Unlink, EMP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplayer Default</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The ACV is the perfect combination of Fighter- and Corvette-class ships. Under Beast production and control, it’s harder to kill but less effective in dogfights because of its reduced speed.

This composite ship gives the Beast the ability to build both ACVs and Acolytes—it can retire an infected ACV, research it, build a new one, unlink it, and retire the resulting Acolytes.
**Frigate Class**

**Ion Array Frigate**

- Origin: Turanic
- Firepower: 3,500
- Health: 11,000
- Armor: 5,100
- Coverage: 6 percent
- Maneuverability: Low
- Maximum Speed: 230 m/s
- Build Time: 1:15
- Build Cost: 700 RUs
- Support Units Required: 15
- Required Technologies: Frigate Drive, Advanced Ion Cannon
- Upgrades: Cloaking Ability, Advanced Frigate Drive, Armor Level 3
- Special: Cloak
- Multiplayer Default: Yes

Infected Ion Array Frigates are terrors despite their unidirectional weapons and extreme vulnerability to strike-craft attacks. Since their speed isn’t really an issue (they tend to stand still while attacking), their armor increase is a net improvement over their uninfected incarnation.

**Defense Field Frigate**

- Origin: Imperial Taiidan
- Firepower: 0
- Health: 5,000
- Armor: 4,650
- Coverage: 100 Percent
- Maneuverability: Low
- Maximum Speed: 310 m/s
- Build Time: 1:35
- Build Cost: 900 RUs
- Support Units Required: 10
- Required Technologies: Frigate Drive, Defense Field
- Upgrades: Advanced Frigate Drive, Armor Level 3
- Special: None
- Multiplayer Default: Yes
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The Taiidan Defense Field Frigate casts a globe of protection that deflects bullets and plasma bombs. The shield has no effect on missiles, mines, and ion beams. Since its main function is to guard friendly ships from fighter attack, the added armor from the Beast infection is a boon to its effectiveness.

### Ramming Frigate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Somtaaw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>2,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>13,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>4,700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>6 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>398 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>1:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>750 RUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>Afterburner (only required in Multiplayer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Advanced Ion Cannon, Repair Bots, Armor Level 2, Afterburner (Single player), Infection Vaccine (Multiplayer Only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>Ram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplayer Default</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Though the Somtaaw Ramming Frigate is a bit slower on the approach in Beast hands, once it’s locked on, it’s much harder to kill.

The Ramming Frigate is vulnerable to EMP bursts (from ACVs) and is a prime candidate for Sphere formation attacks.

### Multibeam Frigate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Somtaaw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>3,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>11,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Multibeam Frigates are the most versatile and useful ships in the Somtaaw fleet. The Beast seems to enjoy them too—they’re a favorite target of infection beams and Cruise Missiles, and they serve as escorts for the larger Beast ships.

They’re less effective against larger ships with multiple tracking weapons, though their enhanced Beast armor improves their chances in such a battle.

**Hive Frigate**

- **Origin**: Somtaaw
- **Firepower**: 1,400
- **Health**: 11,000
- **Armor**: 3,800
- **Coverage**: 12 Percent
- **Maneuverability**: Medium
- **Maximum Speed**: 390 m/s
- **Build Time**: 1:00
- **Build Cost**: 625 RUs
- **Support Units Required**: 20
- **Required Technologies**: Frigate Drive, Micro-Ship Construction
- **Upgrades**: Energy Cannon, Repair Bots, Advanced Frigate Drive, Armor Level 2, Armor Level 3
- **Special**: Swarm
- **Multiplayer Default**: No
Hive Frigates are pests and easily underestimated. Enemy ships are quickly distracted by the cloud of swarmers flitting about their hulls. They sometimes forget to target the source of it all while the Hive Frigate and her fleetmates take aim. The organic Beast armor, therefore, suits her well—she can withstand much more fire in her often-exposed position.

**Super Capital Class**

**Carrier**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Imperialist Taiidan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>45,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>65,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>75 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>290 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>7:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>3,400 RUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>Destroyer Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Crystal Processing, Advanced Destroyer Drive,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Energy Cannon, Beast Infect Weapon,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Armor Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>Infect</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplayer Default</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Granted to the Beast by the shortsighted Imperialists, this massive Carrier is one of the most durable in space thanks to the Beast’s redecoration. The infection brings this Carrier on par with the otherwise superior Somtaaw Carrier.

**Heavy Cruiser**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Imperialist Taiidan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>85,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>77,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Another gift from the Imperialist allies, this monstrosity loses nothing by its inclusion in the Beast. It’s still vulnerable to strike force attacks, but it can hold up a bit longer than the Imperial version. Her new regeneration capabilities and enhanced armor make her a tough kill—if you don’t throw enough at her, she may heal faster than you can damage her.

**Micro-Ship Class**

**Sentinel**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin</th>
<th>Somtaaw</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>15 Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>250 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>0:10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>80 RUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>Micro-Ship Construction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Energy Cannons, Force Field Level 1, Force Field Level 2, Force Field Level 3, Advanced Sensors, Armor Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>Force Field, Unlink Force Field</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplayer Default</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The Sentinel is a marvelous acquisition for the Beast and a disastrous one for those who oppose her. These already tenacious ships (whose speed is irrelevant) are liberally employed in the service of protecting Beast Super Capital ships.

Non-Combat Class

Worker

- Origin: Somtaaw
- Firepower: 0
- Health: 3,700
- Armor: 1,800
- Coverage: 0 percent
- Maneuverability: Very High
- Maximum Speed: 365 m/s
- Build Time: 0:55
- Build Cost: 650 RUs
- Support Units Required: 4
- Required Technologies: None
- Upgrades: Repair Systems, Salvaging Ability, Armor Level 3
- Special: Harvest, Salvage, Repair
- Multiplayer Default: Yes

Like her Somtaaw counterpart, the Beast Worker can harvest resources and salvage crystals and damaged enemy ships. It can’t, however, upgrade to repair its fleet-mates without infecting a previously upgraded Somtaaw Worker.

Processor

- Origin: Somtaaw
- Firepower: 2,500
- Health: 27,000
- Armor: 45,100
- Coverage: 80 Percent
- Maneuverability: Low
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum Speed</th>
<th>235 m/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Build Time</td>
<td>1:20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Build Cost</td>
<td>1,200 RUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Units Required</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required Technologies</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Crystal Harvesting Ability, Repair Systems, Armor Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplayer Default</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Somtaaw Processor is well suited to the Beast’s needs. She helps feed the Beast’s insatiable hunger for resources and provides bonus automatic repair ability. On the downside, the ship has been downgraded from slow to really, really slow, further hampering the speed of any fleet she’s a part of.

**Special Considerations: Battling the Beast**

There are a few things about battling the Beast that you must take into account. These tips will aid you immeasurably in gaining an advantage over the Beast in both single- and multiplayer games.

**The Recharge Interval**

The Beast infection beam needs time to recharge after use. Send an easily infected ship toward a Beast Command Ship, Carrier, or Heavy Cruiser to tempt the ship to fire the beam.

As its effects take hold, scuttle the ship (see below) and bring in your attack fleet. The Beast won’t be able to charge the beam before your ships can arrive and open fire.
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Note, however, that a Beast Command Ship or Carrier can shift power to the infection beam and charge it faster than normal. To counter this, be ready to move in immediately; even with power shifted, the beam can't charge that quickly.

Scuttle the Infection

When a ship is being infected, you have a moment while the ship is still under your control to scuttle it—and keep it and its technology away from the Beast.

If your ships are hit with the beam, quickly select the unfortunate units and scuttle them. This keeps them from being turned against you and prevents the Beast from gaining their technology. Be careful not to select the unit's entire squadron when you're hurriedly trying to detonate it.

Don't Touch the Beast

Beast ships can't be salvaged, rammed, leached, spied, or vented. Any ship that touches the hull of an infected vessel will receive infection.

Trying to salvage the Beast is not a good idea.

The only cure for this problem is the Infection Vaccine, only available in multiplayer mode. This research inoculates Workers and Ramming Frigates against this kind of proximity infection.
Turanic Raider and Imperial Taiidan Ships

If you only had the Beast to deal with, your mission might be a little too easy. Just to make things really interesting, how about two other forces of evil patrolling the dark corners of space with your blood on their minds? Now that sounds like a challenge! You’ll be in constant combat with the ships of the Turanic Raiders and the Imperialist Taiidan. Their vessels will also appear in modified form as Beast ships. Best to get to know them now rather than in the midst of a missile barrage.

Turanic Raider Ship Directory

The Turanic Raiders are a ruthless pirate band that terrorizes the galaxy. Their fleet is geared to quick, surprise attacks, devastating ship thievery, and violent breach-and-board attacks. They can neither be reasoned with nor trusted, even in the face of a common and overpowering enemy.

Destroy any Turanic ship on sight. It may be your only chance.
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Turanic Raider Ship Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ship</th>
<th>Firepower</th>
<th>Armor</th>
<th>Coverage (Percent)</th>
<th>Maneuverability</th>
<th>Max. Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fighter</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvage Corvette</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>1,200</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missile Corvette</td>
<td>320</td>
<td>1,300</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ion Array Frigate</td>
<td>3,500</td>
<td>4,800</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier</td>
<td>7,500</td>
<td>58,000</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>235</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fighter Class**

**Turanic Fighter (Interceptor)**

- Firepower: 65
- Armor: 75
- Coverage: 5 percent
- Maneuverability: Very High
- Maximum Speed: 780 m/s

The Raider Fighter (also known as an Interceptor) is really no match for the Bentusi-inspired Acolyte. Though it has a slight edge in armor, it’s otherwise an inferior ship. Even a slightly smaller group of Acolytes should be able to best a wing of fighters with no loss of personnel.

The only edge the fighter can gain is against the ACV. Its additional speed can lend trouble to the more powerful, but slower, ACVs. Still, it’s never any problem to unlink ACVs and suddenly overwhelm the fighters with a swarm of Acolytes.

This ship type can be infected and is also used by the Beast. See “Beast Fleet” for more information.
Corvette Class

Standard Corvette

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>10 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>550 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Standard Corvette is the Raiders' primary salvage ship. Unlike the Somtaaw Workers, however, the Standard Corvette is armed to the teeth and nimble to boot. Its heavy armor and good maneuverability make it a challenging kill for an ACV escort. As if they're not difficult enough to fend off, the Standard Corvette has unveiled a Mimic Technology that enables it to pose as other ships or even space debris and asteroids. Don't be surprised if your Workers are suddenly ambushed by a bunch of rocks.

This brutal salvage ship can be overwhelmed by superior numbers or by a strong wall of Multibeam Frigates. It's particularly vulnerable once it has latched onto its quarry; focus fire on it in Sphere formation as it tries to make off with your Processor.

Missile Corvette

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>1,200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>60 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>500 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Missile Corvette looks fearsome—and it is against slower-moving corvettes and frigates. It's particularly adept at feasting on Ion Beam Frigates or other ships with slow turning ability and non-tracking guns. The ship's guided missiles are far
too slow to track fast-moving fighters effectively. With a team of escorts to back it up, however, it’s exceedingly dangerous against a large ship.

The Missile Corvettes can be incorporated into the Beast’s fleet. For more information, see “Beast Fleet.”

**Frigate Class**

**Ion Array Frigate**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firepower</th>
<th>3,500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>4,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>6 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>245 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the proper circumstances, the Ion Array Frigate is one of the deadliest ships in space. In large groups that suddenly uncloak alongside a poorly escorted Destroyer, their crews can be onboard the crippled ship in minutes. This situation can, however, be easily countered by keeping even a token fighter escort near large ships; their constant motion and shower of fire leave the Ion Frigate no answer. They’re among the frigates most vulnerable to strike craft attacks.

This vessel can be incorporated into the Beast’s fleet. For more information, see “Beast Fleet.”

**Super Capital Class**

**Carrier**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firepower</th>
<th>7,500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>58,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>40 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>235 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Turanic Carrier has the best firepower of any Carrier. Unfortunately, its extremely low coverage leaves it very vulnerable to strike craft assaults. Against Capital-class ships, however, it’s the one Carrier that can really hold its own in battle.

**Imperialist Taiidan Ship Directory**

**Imperialist Taiidan Ship Summary**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ship</th>
<th>Firepower</th>
<th>Armor</th>
<th>Coverage (Percent)</th>
<th>Maneuverability</th>
<th>Max. Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Attack Bomber</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destroyer</td>
<td>7,055</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missile Destroyer</td>
<td>4,550</td>
<td>12,500</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvage Corvette</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>1,100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multigun Corvette</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Field Frigate</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4,400</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ion Beam Frigate</td>
<td>3,040</td>
<td>4,200</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proximity Sensor</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assault Frigate</td>
<td>2,548</td>
<td>4,500</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carrier</td>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>60,000</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support Frigate</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>3,800</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gravwell Generator</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3,400</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Defender</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>385</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Interceptor</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Very High</td>
<td>775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minelayer Corvette</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1,250</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy Cruiser</td>
<td>20,000</td>
<td>75,000</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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** Fighter Class **

** Heavy Interceptor **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>6 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>775 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The basic Imperial fighter is quite a match for the Somtaaw Acolyte. On paper, the Acolyte has an advantage, but the match is, in truth, fairly even. On the other hand, ACVs can easily handle a large group of Interceptors unless the Imperialist ships decide to flee and bring back a larger fleet; the ACVs are powerless to stop the retreat unless they unlink and give chase with the slightly faster Acolytes.

The Interceptor is extremely vulnerable to Multibeam Frigates and lacks firepower to do much more than annoy Capital-class ships.

** Attack Bomber **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>5 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>650 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Attack Bomber is very weak in combat with other strike craft, Multibeam Frigates, and any ship with missiles. Its plasma bombs simply travel too slowly to hit any of the currently deployed fighters or corvettes. What the Bombers do very well is attack Capital-class ships and slow frigates. If a one of these larger ships lacks an escort, it's a prime target for the Bombers. These attacks can be fended off easily with a respectably sized strike craft escort.
Attack Bombers can compensate for their primary weakness by bringing along a wing of escorts to ward off other strike craft.

When an Attack Bomber is infected by the Beast, it becomes part of the monster’s fleet. See “Beast Fleet” for details.

**Heavy Defender**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Firepower</th>
<th>190</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>70 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>385 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Heavy Defender’s function is to beat down attacking strike craft during the first moments of contact. To this end, they have a brutal trio of high-speed guns. Any strike craft escaping this attack, however, will have sitting duck for dinner thanks to the Defender’s minimal speed. Defenders are outmatched by Multibeam Frigates and very large swarms of strike craft; they can’t shoot *everyone*.
Corvette Class

Multigun Corvette

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>78 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>600 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With six turreted guns, the Multigun Corvette is almost as terrifying to strike craft pilots as the Somtaaw Multibeam Frigate. What the Multigun Corvette lacks in firepower, it picks up in speed (comparable to the Multibeam at least). What makes it hard to counter and a pleasure to command is its ability to hit multiple targets at once. As such, it makes a fantastic escort for larger ships and harvesting crews; just a few can ward off any but the largest strike craft swarms.

The weakness of their guns makes Multigun Corvettes ineffective as strike craft.

Multigun Corvettes can enter the service of the Beast. See “Beast Fleet” for more details.

Minelayer Corvette

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>1,250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>0 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>425 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By dropping mines in areas of approach, Minelayer Corvettes can transform a confident arrival by an enemy fleet into a bitter retreat from a wall of magnetic,
explosive mines. These mines are only attracted to enemy ships—but don’t recognize disguised Mimics as hostiles.

When a Minelayer is attacked, it scrambles, dropping mines at every opportunity. Because it has no other weapons, this is its only option. ACVs have the correct combination of firepower and speed to prevent Minelayers from dumping their mines—Acolytes can’t lay down enough fire and are shortly consumed by dumped mines.

The mines themselves are best combated with Acolytes set to Evasive Tactics.

**Frigate Class**

**Defense Field Frigate**

| Firepower | 0          |
| Armor     | 4,400      |
| Coverage  | 100 percent|
| Maneuverability | Low |
| Maximum Speed | 325 m/s |

Defense Field Frigates have absolutely no weaponry. They depend entirely on the field they project around themselves for protection. The frigate itself and all ships contained in it are protected from damage from projectile weapons but can still be struck by missiles, ion beams, and mines.

This Imperialist frigate can be engineered and deployed by the Beast. See “Beast Fleet” for details.

**Ion Beam Frigate**

| Firepower | 3,040      |
| Armor     | 4,200      |
| Coverage  | 2 percent  |
| Maneuverability | Low |
| Maximum Speed | 300 m/s |
The Imperialist Ion Beam Frigate isn’t as powerful or as durable as the Turanic version, nor does it feature a cloaking device. But it can at least brag that it’s considerably faster.

Faster or no, the ship is still saddled with a unidirectional beam and a very slow turning speed—rendering it deadly to its targets (the most firepower short of a Destroyer) but a sitting duck for strike craft. Lock it within Sphere formation and rain death upon it.

**Assault Frigate**

| Firepower | 2,548 |
| Armor     | 4,500 |
| Coverage  | 75 percent |
| Maneuverability | Low |
| Maximum Speed | 325 m/s |

Assault Frigates aren’t as powerful as the Ion Beam Frigates but they’re much more versatile. With four turreted guns, the ship can target enemy ships in several directions simultaneously and fire while in motion. The front-firing plasma bomb launcher serves as its primary attack weapon, most effective against other frigates.

The turreted guns damper the usual strike craft advantage against the Assault Frigate. Still, its rear area isn’t protected and is wide open to attack. With only four guns, however, the Assault Frigate is most vulnerable to attacks by extremely large wings of strike craft.

**Support Frigate**

| Firepower | 2,000 |
| Armor     | 3,800 |
| Coverage  | 50 percent |
| Maneuverability | Medium |
| Maximum Speed | 450 m/s |
The Support Frigate provides automated repair services to ships in combat. It can be quite a menace as it undoes all the hard-fought damage you’re busy dishing out. Often, they travel in pairs, fixing each other when necessary.

Squadrons of strike craft have a distinct advantage over Support Frigates. The frigate’s powerful guns aren’t very accurate against strike craft and can only fire in the front hemisphere of the ship; it’s entirely exposed at the rear. However, this weapon is formidable against other frigates.

Try to eliminate these ships quickly when attacking their fleets. This often isn’t easy. Two unconventional attacks seem to be the most effective. First, move one or both out of the battle with Ramming Frigates—they won’t be away long but it’s better than nothing. Second, and preferably, attach a few Leeches to each Support Frigate in a group and watch them suddenly vaporize. Problem solved!

**Gravwell Generator**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>3,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>0 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>325 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gravwell Generators don’t have guns of their own, but they’re among the Imperialists’ most powerful weapons. Sent as escorts, these ships can create a gravity well that briefly paralyzes approaching Fighter-, Corvette-, and Frigate-class ships.

They’re very hard to target because attacks are being constantly interrupted by newly formed gravity wells. Unfortunately, Leeches can’t attach to the Gravwell’s hull.

Ramming Frigates, on the other hand, can rush the ship, plow through the gravity field, and push the Gravwell Generator out of the battle. It’ll require a few collisions, but the Gravwell will eventually expire from the impacts.
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Super Capital Class

Carrier

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>4,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>75 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>300 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Imperial version of the Cruiser is second only to the Somtaaw rendition. It’s extremely well armored but lacking severely in firepower—adequate only for the most basic self-defense.

The Carrier can build Fighter-, Corvette-, and Frigate-class ships in its own construction bays. Therefore, they should always be primary targets to cut the flow of enemy ships.

The Beast employs its own version of the Imperialist Carrier. See “Beast Fleet” for details.

Destroyer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trait</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>7,055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>15,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>35 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>295 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once you enter heavy Capital-ship combat, this is the ship of choice for the Taidan Imperialists. Front-firing ion cannons are backed up by four heavy guns and two turrets. Although it’s devastating from the front, the Destroyer is still vulnerable from the rear and sides. Plus, the two turrets aren’t enough to ward off a large wing of ACVs. Stay away from the front of this powerful ship, attack the sides and rear, and it’ll start to take very substantial damage.
Missile Destroyer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>4,550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>12,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>0 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>295 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This specialized Destroyer is weaker than its traditional counterpart but it’s perfectly suited to eliminating all strike craft. The homing missile barrages can pop entire attack wings right out of space in moments. Missile Destroyers are often seen as escorts for other Capital-class vessels.

To neutralize them, counter withDestroyers or Multibeam Frigates, preferably from behind as the ship has no turrets.

Heavy Cruiser

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>20,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>75,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>30 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Very Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>250 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Heavy Cruiser is big and slow, but no one’s got the guts to tell it so—not with its punishing array of turreted ion beams and heavy guns.

Strike craft can attack with relative impunity but won’t do much damage. Frigates and Capital ships can’t stop the Heavy Cruiser. These opponents, be they victims or would-be attackers, are just slow enough for the Heavy Cruiser to focus all of its fire on a single target. Ouch.

The Heavy Cruiser is a fairly easy salvage, though it requires a whopping five Workers to haul it home.
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The Beast has added this prize to its Capital-ship fleet. For more information, see “Beast Fleet.”

Non-Combat Class

Proximity Sensor

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Firepower</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armor</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage</td>
<td>0 percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maneuverability</td>
<td>Very High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum Speed</td>
<td>1,000 m/s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These non-combatant ships keep an eye on their region of space with larger-than-normal sensor spheres. These sensors warn your enemies of your approach and can unmask Mimics and see the otherwise-elusive Leech.

It’s often necessary to eliminate these ships before you can go about your business. ACVs can clear an entire array easily but may need to unlink to Acolyte form if the Imperialists give chase.
Technology and Research

Research is the heart of all combat in Homeworld Cataclysm. If you don’t keep up with advances in ship technology, you’ll be quickly left behind, a hollow hull floating in space.

Research functions vary differently for the two primary races: the Somtaaw and the Beast. Understanding each is essential to success in the single- and multiplayer campaigns.

Somtaaw Research

Hiigaran research methods have changed significantly since the Kushan Exodus. At least, it has for the downtrodden miner Kiith Somtaaw.

Their’s is a much more utilitarian system, expandable to the necessities of deep space exploration. Somtaaw research isn’t based on an unwieldy Research Ship but rather directly on the Command Ship in any of five possible research modules that can be built as needs arise.

Each module specializes in a particular slate of research topics that are unlocked gradually by the development of predecessor technologies.

Note

In the single-player game, research topics don’t necessarily become available when their module is built and all predecessor research is done. The introduction of research often depends on story circumstances.
Once a topic has been researched, all ships depending on it are added to the Building Manager (if all other required technologies are completed) and resulting upgrades become available. Also, any resulting research topics are added to the module’s list of technologies to be researched.

Modules

There are five kinds of research modules:

- Hangar
- Armor
- Engineering
- Advanced Engineering
- Weapon Module

**Hangar Module**

**Cost:** 1,250 RUs

**Technologies:**

![Diagram of technology tree]

- Hangar Module
- Fighter Drive
  - Adv. Fighter Drive
  - Frigate Drive
  - Linking Technology
    - Adv. frigate Drive
    - Destroyer Drive
    - Adv. Destroyer Drive
Armor Module

Cost: 1,250 RUs

Technologies:

- Armor Module
  - Armor Level 2
  - Force Field Level 1
  - Armor Level 3
  - Force Field Level 2
  - Force Field Level 3

Engineering Module

Cost: 1,000 RUs

Technologies:

- Engineering Module
  - Holographic Emitter
  - Support Systems
  - Afterburner
  - Repair Systems
  - Salvagin Ability
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Advanced Engineering Module
Cost: 1,750 RUs

Technologies:
- Advanced Engineering Module
  - Microship Construction
    - Repair Bots
    - Phased Telemetry
  - Advanced Sensors
  - Infection Vaccine (Multiplayer Only)
  - Crystal harvest Ability
    (Requires Salvaging Ability in Engineering Module)
  - Advanced Sensors

Weapon Module
Cost: 1,500 RUs

Technologies:
- Weapons Module
  - Advanced Ion Cannon
  - Missile Launcher
  - Siege Cannon
  - Energy Cannon
  - EMP Weapon
  - Quantum Explosive Charge
  - Repluse Weapon
Research Topics

Research topics allow you to build increasingly powerful ships and outfit your existing ones with new technologies.

The following section explains each technology in terms of the module it comes from, upon which technologies it depends, which other technologies it leads to, which ships it factors into, which ships it upgrades, and multiplayer research times.

Advanced Destroyer Drive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Hangar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived From</td>
<td>Destroyer Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlocks</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Prerequisite For</td>
<td>Dreadnought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Carrier, Destroyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Time (Multiplayer)</td>
<td>6:42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Advanced Destroyer Drive not only increases the speed of your Destroyers and Carriers, but also opens the way to the construction of Dreadnoughts.

Advanced Fighter Drive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Hangar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived From</td>
<td>Fighter Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlocks</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Prerequisite For</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Acolyte, Mimic, ACV, MCV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Time (Multiplayer)</td>
<td>2:33</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Advanced Fighter Drive increases the speed of all Fighter-class ships. You must return existing ships to dock before they will be upgraded.
Advanced Frigate Drive

Module: Hangar
Derived From: Frigate Drive
Unlocks: —
Construction Prerequisite For: —
Upgrades: Multibeam Frigates and Hive Frigates
Research Time (Multiplayer): 5:40

The Advanced Frigate Drive increases the speed of Multibeam and Hive Frigates. It has no effect on Ramming Frigates, which are limited to the lower-class drive system.

Advanced Ion Cannon

Module: Weapons
Derived From: —
Unlocks: —
Construction Prerequisite For: Multibeam Frigate, Dreadnought
Upgrades: —
Research Time (Multiplayer): 3:45

The ion cannon is a powerful weapon. It’s saddled with shorter range than guns or energy cannons but more than compensates with its strength and speed. In single-player combat, Advanced Ion Cannon technology can be acquired by salvaging an Imperial Ion Beam Frigate.

Advanced Sensors

Module: Advanced Engineering
Derived From: —
Unlocks: —
Construction Prerequisite For: —
Upgrades: Recon, Sentinel
Research Time (Multiplayer): 4:10

With this technology, Recons and Sentinels receive an increase in sensor range and gain the ability to detect Leeches or ships using cloaking or mimicking technology. Advanced Sensors also enable your fleet to see the Health bar of enemy ships.
**Afterburner**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived From</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlocks</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Prerequisite For</td>
<td>Ramming Frigate (Multiplayer only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Ramming Frigate (Single-player only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Time (Multiplayer)</td>
<td>3:10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Afterburner technology applies only to the Ramming Frigate. In a single-player game, it serves as an upgrade to enable the Rammer to push Capital-class ships. In multiplayer contests, it must be researched before Ramming Frigates will become available.

**Armor Level 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Armor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived From</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlocks</td>
<td>Armor Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Prerequisite For</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>All ships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Time (Multiplayer)</td>
<td>4:10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Armor Level 2 protects all upgraded ships of all classes from the effects of missiles, kamikaze attacks, or nearby explosions of other ships.

**Armor Level 3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Armor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived From</td>
<td>Armor Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlocks</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Prerequisite For</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Sentinel, Worker, Command Ship, Carrier, Destroyer, Dreadnought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Time (Multiplayer)</td>
<td>8:23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Armor Level 3 protects the Command Ship, Sentinels, Workers, Carriers, Destroyers, and Dreadnoughts from damage by plasma bombs, energy cannons, and ion cannons.
Crystal Processing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Advanced Engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived From</td>
<td>Salvaging Ability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlocks</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Prerequisite For</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Command Ship, Processors, Carriers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Time (Multiplayer)</td>
<td>3:20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Once your Workers are able to salvage ships, they can turn their abilities to the valuable crystals that litter space. Before they can haul one in, however, you must ready the Command Ship, Carriers, and Processors by researching methods of processing the salvaged crystals.

Destroyer Drive

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Hangar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived From</td>
<td>Frigate Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlocks</td>
<td>Advanced Destroyer Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Prerequisite For</td>
<td>Carriers, Destroyers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Time (Multiplayer)</td>
<td>3:20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Destroyer Drive is required to build Destroyer-class ships.

EMP Weapon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Weapons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived From</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlocks</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Prerequisite For</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>ACV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Time (Multiplayer)</td>
<td>5:53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The EMP is an extremely useful special attack. Upgraded ACVs can overcharge their power plants and emit a pulse that temporarily knocks out the electronics of a targeted ship and all nearby vessels. During this time, the victimized ship can’t move or fire. Individual ACVs can’t affect a larger ship with an EMP blast, but a large squadron, all activating at once, can very briefly stop a capital ship dead in its tracks. EMP is a great way to force a Ramming Frigate to disengage.
**Energy Cannon**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Weapons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived From</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlocks</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Prerequisite For</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Recon, Acolyte, Mimic, ACV, MCV, Hive Frigate, Carrier, Processor, Sentinel, Command Ship, Destroyer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Research Time (Multiplayer) 7:07

If the rat-tat-tat sound of your ships’ guns or “mass drivers” is driving you nuts and you just can’t seem to keep up in battle, maybe it’s time you replaced them with Energy Cannons. These more-powerful weapons pack a mean punch and fire at a suitably high rate.

**Fighter Drive**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Hangar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived From</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlocks</td>
<td>Advanced Fighter Drive, Frigate Drive, Advanced Frigate Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Prerequisite For</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Research Time (Multiplayer) 0:45

The Fighter Drive is effectively required for the building of all ships except Workers and Recons.

**Force Field Level 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Armor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived From</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlocks</td>
<td>Force Field Level 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Prerequisite For</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Sentinel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Research Time (Multiplayer) 3:20

Force Field Level 1 gives Sentinels the ability to project a force field that deflects gunfire.

**Force Field Level 2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Armor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived From</td>
<td>Force Field Level 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlocks</td>
<td>Force Field Level 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Prerequisite For</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Sentinel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Research Time (Multiplayer) 5:50
This higher-level force field strengthens the Sentinels’ force field to deflect missiles.

**Force Field Level 3**

- Module: Armor
- Derived From: Force Field Level 2
- Unlocks: —
- Construction Prerequisite For: —
- Upgrades: Sentinel
- Research Time (Multiplayer): 8:33

This force field is the highest level available. It further increases the power of Sentinels’ force fields to deflect plasma bombs, energy cannons, and ion cannons.

**Frigate Drive**

- Module: Hangar
- Derived From: Fighter Drive
- Unlocks: Advanced Frigate Drive
- Construction Prerequisite For: Multibeam Frigate, Hive Frigate, Ramming Frigates (Multiplayer only)
- Upgrades: —
- Research Time (Multiplayer): 2:30

The Frigate Drive is required to build any Frigate-class ship. In the single-player campaign, you can build a Ramming Frigate without this technology.

**Holographic Emitter**

- Module: Engineering
- Derived From: —
- Unlocks: —
- Construction Prerequisite For: Mimic, MCV
- Upgrades: —
- Research Time (Multiplayer): 3:00

This technology, stolen from Turanic fighters, leads to construction of a ship that can disguise itself as other ships or asteroids. This ruse can be exposed by Proximity Sensors or ships equipped with Advanced Sensors.
Infection Vaccine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Advanced Engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived From</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlocks</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Prerequisite For</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Worker, Ramming Frigate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Time (Multiplayer)</td>
<td>3:23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Normally, even being close to a Beast ship is enough to turn a ship over to the Beast. This touch-infection makes salvaging and ramming Beast ships impossible. The Infection Vaccine can protect Workers and Ramming Frigates from this kind of infection, allowing them to do their favorite jobs with impunity. The vaccine doesn’t protect ships from the infection beam or the effects of a Cruise Missile strike.

Linking Technology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Hangar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived From</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlocks</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Prerequisite For</td>
<td>ACV, MCV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Acolyte, Mimic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Time (Multiplayer)</td>
<td>4:35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Linking Technology allows you to combine two Acolytes or Mimics to make an Acolyte Composite Vehicle (ACV) or Mimic Composite Vehicle (MCV). You also can unlink combined ships any time you like.

Micro-Ship Construction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Advanced Engineering</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Derived From</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unlocks</td>
<td>Repair Bots, Phased Telemetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction Prerequisite For</td>
<td>Hive Frigate, Sentinel, Leech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Time (Multiplayer)</td>
<td>4:10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Micro-Ship Construction opens the door to several small but powerful ships. The Sentinel and the Leech are two very small vessels with very big jobs. The other ship inaugurated with this research topic is the Swarmer—a mobile, intelligent attack drone launched by the Hive Frigate. Without the technology to build the automated Swarmers, the Hive Frigate is useless and, thus, unavailable.
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Missile Launcher

Module Weapons Derived From —
Unlocks —
Construction Prerequisite For Dreadnought, Destroyer
Upgrades Acolyte
Research Time (Multiplayer) 3:35

The Missile Launcher provides a technology necessary for building your two most powerful ship types: the Destroyer and the Dreadnought. It also has a benefit for the little guy—the Acolyte can take advantage of this development with an upgrade, adding a special attack to its basic front-mounted guns.

Phased Telemetry

Module Advanced Engineering
Derived From Micro-Ship Construction
Unlocks —
Construction Prerequisite For Leech
Upgrades —
Research Time (Multiplayer) 1:40

With existing technology, a Leech can’t communicate with or receive direction from the Command Ship without revealing itself to an enemy fleet. Its deployment depends on the development of Phased Telemetry, a technology that enables undetectable transmissions between the Leech and its controllers back home.

Quantum Explosive Charge

Module Weapons
Derived From —
Unlocks —
Construction Prerequisite For —
Upgrades Mimic, MCV
Research Time (Multiplayer) 1:40

The self-sacrificing suicide attack of the Mimic and MCV can be rendered far more effective with this upgrade. A QEC-equipped MCV has been known to disable an entire frigate.
Repair Bots

Module: Advanced Engineering
Derived From: Micro-Ship Construction
Unlocks:
Construction Prerequisite For:
Upgrades: Frigate- and Super Capital-class ships and Command Ship
Research Time (Multiplayer): 5:05

This upgrade for your largest ships gives them the ability to gradually self-heal. The development of these small, totally automated onboard repair droids helps close the ability gap with the self-healing Beast fleet.

Repair Systems

Module: Engineering
Derived From:
Unlocks:
Construction Prerequisite For:
Upgrades: Worker, Processor
Research Time (Multiplayer): 3:45

Workers and Processors upgraded with this technology can repair friendly ships. Workers perform repairs on selected targets while Processors automatically repair any nearby friendly ship.

Repulsor Weapon

Module: Weapons
Derived From:
Unlocks:
Construction Prerequisite For:
Upgrades: Dreadnought
Research Time (Multiplayer): 4:10

The Repulsor Weapon is based on some very striking Republican Taiidan technology. Once your ship has analyzed the weapon, it can go about designing its own version and latching it to a Dreadnought. The beam sends out a magnetic shock wave that pushes back any enemy ships in its range, interrupting their attacks and creating distance between you and your enemies.
Salvaging Ability

Module: Engineering  
Derived From: —  
Unlocks: Crystal Processing  
Construction Prerequisite For: —  
Upgrades: Worker  
Research Time (Multiplayer): 3:45

Salvaging Ability equips Workers to salvage damaged enemy ships. Once the ship is sufficiently disabled, Workers may order attack ships away and lock onto the crippled vessel. They then automatically convert the ship to fleet use and make adequate repairs. Once your Processors and Command Ship are upgraded with Crystal Processing, Workers also can salvage crystals.

Siege Cannon Weapon

Module: Weapon  
Derived From: —  
Unlocks: —  
Construction Prerequisite For: Siege Cannon  
Upgrades: —  
Research Time (Multiplayer): 5:00

The ultimate weapon in the Somtaaw fleet is the Command Ship-mounted Siege Cannon. The energy ball it emits can vaporize a Destroyer in one shot. Before it can be brought to bear, however, it must be researched.

Support Systems

Module: Engineering  
Derived From: —  
Unlocks: —  
Construction Prerequisite For: Support Modules  
Upgrades: —  
Research Time (Multiplayer): 1:40

Support Systems enables you to build Support Modules. These additions to the Command Ship permit expansion of the ship’s ability to support a fleet. The more Support Modules you have, the more Support Units your Command Ship will possess, and the more ships it may have in its fleet.
Beast Research

The Beast approaches research and technology very differently, taking technology from others rather than engineering it alone. There is only one module the Beast can produce: the Genetics Module. Unlike the Somtaaw Command Ship, however, the Genetics Module is an inherent part of the Beast Command Ship; it doesn’t need to be built as part of the preparation for battle. This “head start” is an important element in the play balance between the two races.

The Genetics Module alone only supplies the Beast with three very basic abilities: Support Systems (to expand its support capacity via modules), Crystal Processing, and the Beast Infection Weapon. This third item enables the Beast’s most fundamental weapon: the infection beam.

The beam is fired from the Command Ship (and later Carriers and Heavy Cruisers), infecting most ships it strikes. After a painful but brief transition, the target transfers to the control of the Beast. So, with one topic of research, the Beast can build a fleet by stealing ships from others.

If the Beast only stole ships, it would be merely insidious. What the creature does next is far worse. By retiring an infected craft, the Beast gains the ability to build that ship and research all technologies contained in the ship.

For the Beast, each ship it has infected (and retired) becomes a “module” in its Research Manager. Before the ship type can be built from scratch, however, the Beast must research the technologies required to build it. Once this is done, any upgrade technologies installed on the particular infected ship can be researched as well.

This “reverse engineering” of stolen ships makes for some very difficult strategic choices for a Somtaaw player facing off against the Beast. Do you research Micro-Ship Construction to build a Hive Frigate or do you deny yourself this technology so the Beast won’t be able to build Sentinels?

Things get even more interesting when you look at dependent technologies, ones triggered by the research of another technology. For Somtaaw, if you research, for example, Fighter Drive, you have immediate access to Advanced Fighter Drive.
The Beast simply doesn’t work this way. The only way the Beast can get this upgrade is to infect a ship with an Advanced Fighter Drive.

Obviously, playing as the Beast forces you to think differently about technology.

**Research Topics**

Given the different slate of ships with which the Beast begins (see “Beast Ships”), it’s not surprising that there are several research topics not available to the Somtaaw fleet. These are outlined below.

**Beast Infect Weapon**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction Prerequisite For</th>
<th>Command Ship, Carrier, Heavy Cruiser, Cruise Missiles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Time (Multiplayer)</td>
<td>5:50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This fundamental Beast weapon is essential to its success—without the power to infect enemy ships, the Beast will never gain valuable upgrades. This weapon gives rise to the infection beam and the ability to infect most ships below Super Capital class. It can be outfitted to the Command Ship or a Carrier or Heavy Cruiser by upgrade. When added to a Cruise Missile, this technology bestows the ability to infect rather than simply impact targets.

**Bio-Warhead**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction Prerequisite For</th>
<th>Cruise Missile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Time (Multiplayer)</td>
<td>1:20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This technology is required, along with Fighter Drive and Missile Launcher, to build Cruise Missiles. Until you upgrade with the Beast Infection Weapon, the Cruise Missiles don’t transmit the infection; they merely detonate and destroy.
**Cloaking Ability**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction Prerequisite For</th>
<th>Cloaked Fighter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>Ion Array Frigate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Time (Multiplayer)</td>
<td>1:31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cloaking renders a ship invisible to enemies with conventional sensor equipment. The effect has a limited duration and lifts when a cloaked ship attacks. Cloaking must be achieved while outside enemy Sensor range or the enemy will be able to see the ship. Recons and Sentinels outfitted with Advanced Sensors can spot a cloaked vessel and warn their fleet.

**Corvette Drive**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction Prerequisite For</th>
<th>Missile Corvettes, Multigun Corvettes, Heavy Corvettes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Time (Multiplayer)</td>
<td>1:45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Corvette Drive is required technology to build Corvette-class ships.

**Defense Field**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Construction Prerequisite For</th>
<th>Defense Field Frigate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upgrades</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Time (Multiplayer)</td>
<td>1:51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Defense Field allows a ship to cast a protective sphere. The sphere provides protection from guns and plasma bombs. It doesn’t, however, offer protection against ion beams, missiles, or mines. It’s required technology, along with Frigate Drive, for construction of Defense Field Frigates.
Fast-Tracking Turrets

Construction Prerequisite For Multigun Corvettes Upgrades — Research Time (Multiplayer) 2:50

This weaponry is required, along with Corvette Drive, to build Multigun Corvettes.

Heavy Corvette Upgrade

Construction Prerequisite For Heavy Corvette Upgrades — Research Time (Multiplayer) 1:00

This armor/firepower upgrade is required, along with Corvette Drive, to build Heavy Corvettes.

Heavy Guns

Construction Prerequisite For Heavy Cruiser Upgrades — Research Time (Multiplayer) 3:40

You can’t build a Heavy Cruiser without Heavy Guns. It’s required technology along with Destroyer Drive and Advanced Ion Cannon.

Plasma Bomb Launcher

Construction Prerequisite For Attack Bomber Upgrades — Research Time (Multiplayer) 1:40

Plasma Bomb technology is required for the construction of Attack Bombers.
Support, Building and Systems Management

Building ships should be old hat to anyone who’s ever played a real-time strategy game in general or Homeworld in particular. You pick a ship, pay the cost of construction, set your builders to work, and take the helm while the ship’s still hot.

Building in Homeworld Cataclysm is generally the same as in the original. There is one big exception—a limitation that forces a slew of new strategic choices.

Cataclysm introduces the concept of fleet support. This concept imposes hard but expandable limits on the number of ships your fleet can maintain; if you can’t maintain it, you can’t build it.

Also new is the Systems Manager, an interface that allows you to control the major functions of your Command Ship and Carriers.

Both races handle building, support, and systems management similarly but there are important differences.

Building

Building ships effectively is an acquired skill. With experience you learn what to build, when to build, and when to do nothing. Alas, this sense can’t be taught.
There are, however, a few general principles that can get you on your way to using both your fleet and your available resources effectively.

**Resources**

The most essential consideration in building is making sure you have enough resources to make your vision come alive.

Keep the Workers busy to keep the RUs flowing in.

Your main concern should be building within your means. You may want a dozen Multibeam Frigates but if that leaves you no RUs for a desperately needed ACV escort for your Command Ship, then you aren’t spending your money wisely.

The other consideration is maintaining a constant flow of resources. Keep your Workers constantly busy and take advantage of quiet spells to harvest and build effectively.

Effective harvesting takes constant attention. Resource strategies are covered in depth in “Harvesting Resources.”

**Building Bays**

In general, you can start as many construction projects as you have the RUs and the SUs to build and support. There are some limits, however.

Smaller ships are built inside the Command Ship’s hangar. All Fighter-, Corvette-, Micro-ship-, and Frigate-class ships and Workers are manufactured internally and either docked or ejected as they’re completed.
Your largest ships are constructed outside the Command Ship. This leaves them vulnerable to attack while they’re in production.

The Command Ship must build Super Capital Carrier-class ships and Processors in its single external construction bay. It can only build one of these ships at a time.

Modules are also constructed externally but, because each module is built in a different space, you can work on several at once.

Building and Support Units

You can only build ships that you can support. Building is limited by the SU requirements of all existing ships and ships in production.

Carriers

Carriers have limited construction bays that are capable of fabricating all but Super Capital ships. Obviously, ships built by Carriers will launch from that Carrier.

Be sure when fighting far away from your Command Ship that the school of ACVs you just built will come out of your nearby Carrier and not your Command Ship in another sector of space.

Retiring

Retiring a ship in your fleet takes it permanently out of service. Decommissioning a ship returns 60 percent of the ship’s original cost.

It’s often necessary to retire ships to make room for scavenged or infected ships. Beware, however, that retiring takes a while.
If you’re pressed for time, consider scuttling the ship instead—you’ll lose the entire investment in the ship but it might be worth it.

**Support**

Support is a new concept to the *Homeworld* franchise. The basic principle is very simple.

Every ship requires a certain number of Support Units to operate and stay in good working order. The sum of all your ships’ SU ratings plus the SU demand of ships under construction can’t exceed your fleet’s maximum support capacity.

Support capacity is tied to three things: the Command Ship, Support Modules, and Carriers.

**Command Ships**

Command Ships are the primary location of most of your support staff. When you begin (unless you get a fully kitted out vessel in multiplayer), you’re limited to the fixed support capacity of the Command Ship.

This ceiling can be raised only by the addition of Support Modules. Before you can build those, however, you must research Support Systems.
The support capacities for Command Ships are:
- Somtaaw: 90 SUs
- Beast: 65 SUs

**Support Modules—Command Ship**

To expand your Command Ship, you must build Support Modules.

Once research is complete, you can begin to build Support Modules.

Each Command Ship can add 12 Support Modules. The number of SUs added by each module, however, depends on which race you’re playing:
- Somtaaw: 10 SUs
- Beast: 15 SUs

Support Modules can expand fleet-wide Support Unit capacity by a maximum of 120 for Somtaaw fleets and 180 for the Beast.

A maxed out Command Ship with all Support Modules has capacity for:
- Somtaaw: 210 SUs
- Beast: 245 SUs

**Carriers**

Just because your Command Ship is packed to the gills doesn’t mean that you can’t accommodate any more ships. The next pressure valve for support capacity is the Carrier.
Each fleet may have up to two Carriers. Carriers are unique among ships built by the Command Ship because they don’t themselves consume any of your fleet’s Support Units.

They do, however, expand fleet-wide support capacity substantially. This feature makes these ships essential to any large fleet, even if you never move the Carriers from the Command Ship’s side.

Each Carrier adds a fixed amount to your fleet’s support capacity:
- Somtaaw: 40 SUs
- Beast: 96 SUs

**Support Modules—Carriers**

In addition, Somtaaw Carriers can expand their support capacity by building Support Modules.

Each Carrier can accommodate 6 Support Modules, adding 60 SUs to your fleet’s total capacity.

Beast Carriers can’t be expanded by Support Modules. But, the support capacity of the Beast Carrier is dramatically higher than its Somtaaw counterpart.
Support Unit Totals

A fully expanded fleet with all available Support Modules and Carriers in service will yield your *absolute* capacity maximum.

For each fleet this maximum is:
- Somtaaw: 434 SUs
- Beast: 437 SUs

Salvaging and Infection

Your available support capacity or “support headroom” is a very important consideration when salvaging or infecting enemy ships. If the captured ship doesn’t fit under your current support capacity cap, you won’t be able to execute the command.

*IF YOU DON’T HAVE ENOUGH SUPPORT UNIT HEADROOM, YOU WON’T BE ABLE TO SUCCESSFULLY SALVAGE ENEMY SHIPS.*

In the case of salvaging, you’ll be told there isn’t enough room for the ship. You may then either retire or scuttle ships to make room. While scuttling is an extreme option, often it’s the only way when you need to get a particular enemy ship fast; what’s a couple ACVs when you can net a Heavy Cruiser?

When infecting ships, the reaction is a bit different. If there’s no room for the targeted ship, it will explode rather than become infected. If you’re playing as the Beast, always make sure you have enough free Support Units to continue to infect enemy ships.

Support Units over Capacity

Though it’s normally a rock-solid ceiling, one situation can put a fleet over its maximum support capacity. If you’re given ships through no action by you (as in Mission 13), you’ll be allowed to keep those ships and all those you have of your own construction.
SHIPS BESTOWED BY YOUR FELLOW SOMTAAW SHIP, THE FAAL-CORUM, IN MISSION 13 CAN EXCEED YOUR SUPPORT CAPACITY.

You won’t, however, be able to build any new ships until the fleet drops back under maximum capacity.

**Systems Management**

The Systems Manager can be very important in times of crisis. It, however, works very differently depending on which race you’re playing.

**Managing Docked Ships**

The Systems Manager takes over the functions of the Launch Manager in the original Homeworld. Both races can still selectively dock and launch ships from both Command Ships and Carriers. This interface hasn’t changed.

**Repair Priorities and Emergency Power Allocation**

It’s on the other side of the Systems Manager that things get more powerful and more complicated.

This panel determines how you micromanage the systems and modules within your Command Ship or Carrier. How this is done differs dramatically between Somtaaw and Beast ships.
Somtaaw

SYSTEMS MANAGER IN A SOMTAAW COMMAND SHIP ALLOW YOU TO ALLOCATE AUTO-REPAIR ACTIVITY.

In the Somtaaw ships, this panel is captioned “Module Status/Repair Priority.” Since your ship is modular, the individual system modules can be independently damaged—indeedendent of each other and the ship on which they’re operating.

This Module Status bars tell you the damage status of each of the five research modules, the collective health of your Support Modules, and the condition of a Siege Cannon (if you have one).

The Repair Priority buttons kick in once you’ve researched Repair Bots.

These automated drones default to fix any problem in any part of the ship with equal priority unless instructed otherwise.

You can instruct them otherwise by designating a badly damaged module as a Priority 1 repair and knock others down to lower repair priorities. Such fiddling allows you to focus a finite amount of repair ability where it’s most needed.

These adjustments also can be made preemptively. Support Modules, for instance, are a bit fragile and tend to be destroyed first in attacks on Command Ships and Carriers. You can set them to Priority 1 in advance to prevent their quick destruction.

Beast

The controls in the Beast ships are very different.

All Beast ships come with an organic self-repairing capability. As with the Somtaaw Repair Bots, the energy put into this repair work is finite and can be focused to where it’s most needed.
PART I: SHIPS & TECHNOLOGY

THE BEAST EMERGENCY POWER ALLOCATION EFFECTIVELY CONVERTS SHIP HEALTH INTO INCREASED PERFORMANCE IN OTHER AREAS.

With the Beast, however, it’s more than simply emphasizing one area over another. With the Emergency Power Allocation, you can actually shift power away from your ship’s life systems and put the energy into one of five areas:

- Thrust
- Infection
- Defensive Weapons
- Research
- Build

The area you check operates at dramatically increased speed. If, for example, you wish to recharge your infection beam quickly for another quick shot, you can switch the power allocation to infection. You also can speed up building and research, make the ship move faster, or beef up its defensive weaponry.

There’s a cost for such versatility. The power you’re redistributing is from the ship’s life force. Thus, while you’ve refocused power, the ship’s Health slowly begins to drop. It continues to decline until you set the allocation back to System Default.

Judicious and well-timed use of reallocation can be an awesome behind-the-scenes tactical advantage. Picture a Somtaaw opponent rushing in after an infection beam attack, thinking that you have a while to recharge. Imagine the captain’s surprise when you fire again in half the normal interval. Sweet!
PART II

General Strategies
Navigation

If your ships can’t get to where they’re most effective, you might as well just pack it in. Ships need to move and be positioned to fight when the moment arrives. This can be tricky.

Learning to navigate in the true three-dimensional space is one of the most challenging parts of the game but isn’t nearly as difficult as it appears.

Once you’ve mastered this skill, the rest is easy.

Three-Dimensional Space

One of the coolest things about the Homeworld games is their use of space. Unlike so many other games, Homeworld Cataclysm actually takes place in three dimensions.

Move orders are given along two axes, vertical and horizontal.

The consequences of this concept and the unfamiliarity of many players with actually playing in a 3-D world on a two-dimensional monitor can make getting started in the game a bit daunting.

Fortunately, it really is easier than it looks.

Navigating in three dimensions means taking into account not only horizontal movement (forward, back, left, right, etc.) but vertical movement as well. Since space is infinite and lacks any genuine concept of “up” and “down,” conventional thinking about how to move goes out the window.
At least it would seem to. The easy way to get your head around this fundamental technique is to realize that there are two “cheats” in the *Homeworld* view of traveling in 3-D space.

**Space Isn’t Infinite**

In case you hadn’t noticed, the game areas in *Homeworld Cataclysm* don’t go on forever. They’re bound by confines, outside of which you cannot travel.

Games are played in large boxes, not infinite space.

Moving in a defined space, or at least knowing that you’re moving in a defined space, mutes the feeling of disorientation that comes from thinking of the game space as infinite.

**Up Is Always Up and Down Is Always Down**

Ships in *Homeworld Cataclysm* never get turned over. Have you noticed that? All your ships, when at rest, are always oriented in the same way.

Ships always line up “right side up.”

In practical terms, this means that you can think of traveling “up” and “down.” You can say things like “near the top.” This wouldn’t be so in real 3-D space.
Most importantly, you can think in terms of altitude. Purists will say that altitude requires elevation above something. Well, in this case, that something is the floor of the game area—it’s an imaginary limitation but one with a real effect on gameplay.

**Using 3-D Space to Your Advantage**

Strategically, 3-D space permits you to situate your ships and make attack approaches from, for example, below your enemy’s position.

Often, attacking effectively is a matter of which direction you come from. Forcing a ship (especially a slow-turning Capital-class ship) to turn to face an attack from behind gets you a fantastic advantage.

Approaching from behind is a two-dimensional concept. Which direction would force a ship to take the longest to turn? From behind *and* from above or below. The extra seconds required to make this alignment would be quite valuable indeed.

**Selecting Locations in 3-D Space**

Moving along the same plane your ship is on now is easy: point and click. This is simple horizontal movement.

Moving to a different altitude, especially when trying to move alongside a fixed object, is a bit harder.

It’s a two-step process: Select your position horizontally (in the current plane) and then raise or lower the altitude to pick the precise point in space you wish to travel.

MOVING TO THIS ASTEROID REQUIRES MATCHING ITS LOCATION FROM ONE ANGLE, SHIFTING THE CAMERA TO ANOTHER ANGLE, MAKING ADJUSTMENTS, AND MARKING THE CORRECT LOCATION.
The best way to ensure that a ship gets where you want it to go is to rotate the camera to verify that you’ve chosen the correct point in all three dimensions. The more angles from which you view the situation, the more precise the movements will be.

This process takes time. In single-player games, you’re free to pause the action and set up your moves with time stopped. This isn’t the case in multiplayer games.

We can’t emphasize enough the value of playing the solo missions as a preparation for multiplayer. Work on never hitting the pause key when establishing vertical move orders.

Experienced warriors know how to use their vertical orientation in space to tactical advantage. They also know that most new players and even a large proportion of more seasoned commanders never intentionally change altitude—it really is the path of least resistance.

Being able to assume this tendency, or any tendency for that matter, about your opponent, can reap major strategic rewards. Anything that disorients an opponent or forces him to do something he’s not comfortable with tips the scales in your direction.

The easiest way to exploit this advantage is to routinely move your Command Ship off the “default” plane on which it began. Because both players usually start on the same plane, games tend to be played only in that plane (like a board game).

By dropping down to the bottom of the game field, you can render yourself effectively invisible to Recons traveling at the default plane. Unless your opponent realizes why you can’t be found, he’ll go on searching, leaving you free to prepare an attack.

**Ship Facing**

The larger and slower a vessel is, the more important the direction that it is facing.
For fighters, turning to a target is easy and takes just an instant. For frigates and Capital ships, however, orienting correctly can be a major operation and a strategic disadvantage.

This raises a real problem when you want ships to “back up.” Since there’s no “reverse” on the Destroyer control panel, you must take two steps to get the ships properly oriented.

First, move the formation to a destination a bit beyond where you want them to go. They’ll turn and travel to that location.

When they arrive, move them back a few kilometers the way they came. After turning and moving the token distance, they’ll be facing in the desired direction.

**Waypoints**

Waypoints are a new feature in *Homeworld Cataclysm* and let you plot a specific course for a ship. The other alternatives are to micromanage the ship’s flight or let it get from point A to point B by its own judgment. Though you love your pilots dearly, they don’t always make the best choices in these matters.
For example, to avoid a fleet of frigates between your Recon and the area you wish to scout, chart a course that gives the large ships wide berth. Don’t be afraid to be a control freak—waypoints are very easy to set up.

Set up automated patrols with waypoints.

Another use of waypoints is to establish patrol patterns. Pick two points and set the waypoint mode to “End to End,” and the ship will pace back and forth between the two points, illuminating space with its sensors and attacking any ships that violate its patrol area.

Finally, you can set up an elaborate pattern of waypoints as an automated way to check out wide areas of unexplored space. Tell your Recon to zigzag through the cosmos to see what she can see. When she’s done, you’ll have a better idea of where the resources are and how much space you have to work with.

Hyperspacing

One way to cover long distances in multiplayer games is by hyperspacing. When you select the command, choose a location (on both axes) and click to establish.
It takes a while for your ships to auto-dock and prepare for the jump, so don’t expect it happen all at once or lend itself to quick escapes.

HYPERSPACE JUMPS LET YOU MOVE QUICKLY ACROSS THE GAME AREA.

Perhaps the most aggressive use of hyperspace is jumping directly behind to your opponent’s Command Ship to begin your final assault.

MOVING IN THE SENSORS MANAGER

Making long distance moves is only possible in the Sensors Manager. One of the enhancements to Homeworld Cataclysm is the ability to do anything in the Sensors Manager that you do in the normal view—attacking, waypoints, hyperspace, and special actions.

There are many situations in which commanding your fleet from this lofty vantage point is most effective. It’s empowering to know that you now have full control from this view.
Combat

Glorious ship-to-ship combat is what this is really all about. Massive fleets, swooping and trudging at one another in the cold vacuum of space. Guns blazing, ion beams illuminating the dark void. You see my point.

Learning the basics and more advanced tricks of combat in Homeworld Cataclysm requires practice, deviousness, determination, and just a bit of study. Since we can’t provide the first three, here’s what you need to know.

Combat Models

Though every ship has its own approach to battle, there are really three distinct combat models in Homeworld Cataclysm:

- Strike Craft Combat
- Frigate Combat
- Capital Ship Combat

Strike Craft Combat

Strike craft combat involves, above all else, speed, maneuverability, light but potent firepower, and constant motion.

Strike craft, defined roughly as either Fighter- or Corvette-class ships, are built to annoy, peck, and swarm. Instead of armor or lots of Health, strike craft have speed, making them difficult, if not impossible, for frigates or Capital ships to target.
Strike Craft Attack Modes

Strike craft can be used in three ways, each with its own set of tactics:

- Battling other strike craft
- Battling frigates, Capital ships, or slow, non-combat units
- Escorting

Battling Strike Craft

When battling other strike craft, fighters and corvettes are in their element.

Claw Formation

In these duels, your default formation should be the aptly named Claw formation. This concave “X” arrangement allows your strike craft to sweep back and forth past targets and change directions quickly while still in formation. The staggered distances of the ships in Claw formation make targeting quickly moving vessels more accurate.

---

CLAW FORMATION JUST LOOKS FEARSOME. IT’S ALSO BLAZINGLY EFFECTIVE IN DOGFIGHTS AGAINST OTHER STRIKE CRAFT.

---

Strike craft should always be set to Aggressive Tactics unless you specifically don’t want them running off after every enemy they see. This setting not only makes them more assertive in engaging approaching enemies, but also allows them to pick new targets when specifically assigned targets have been destroyed.
Outnumbering Strike Craft
Build your strike craft groups large enough to outnumber most opponents. In strike craft battles, it’s often the number of guns involved, not the power of those guns that matters. A larger force of weaker fighters will usually defeat a stronger but smaller one.

Attack with Multiple Squads
Two squads of strike craft are better than one. Multiple squads targeted on the same ship can lay down a more constant stream of fire by alternating in their passing patterns.

Focus Fire
Even with strike craft, focusing your fire on one target gives you an advantage. Picking one target tells the entire group to fire exclusively at that target until it’s destroyed. This is the most efficient way to quickly rub out large wings of strike craft.

Focused fire finishes enemies quickly so you don’t have lots of enemies swarming around, barely alive but still firing.

For those really into micromanagement, choosing the target on which to focus makes a big difference. You want a ship to be fired on for as long as possible. So, when a squad of strike craft is headed directly at your squad,
target the ship farthest away in the formation. If, on the other hand, the squad is flying away from you, target the closest ship, it will be in range for all your guns.

**Multigun Corvettes and Multibeam Frigates**
The Multigun Corvette and Multibeam Frigate change the dynamics of strike craft combat.

If you’re playing as the Beast, use this ship as the primary counter to strike groups. You can band-select a group of targets at once and let the Multiguns do the work. Always include a few as strike craft escorts once they become available.

For Somtaaw fleets, the Multibeam Frigate serves the same purpose. Unfortunately, it’s larger and slower than the Multigun Corvette. The effect is the same or, if used with skill, even better.

**Battling Frigates, Capital Ships, and Slow, Non-Combat Units**
Strike craft have a distinct advantage over all larger and slower ships. Capital ships generally can’t keep up with the constantly moving chaos of strike craft. They do, however, have the raw firepower to vaporize a strike team in seconds. How do you manage your strike craft to avoid this fate and fully exploit your advantage?

A mighty Capital ship is doomed when surrounded by a cloud of fighters or corvettes.

**Formations**
In some situations, you should continue to use Claw formation. With a heavily escorted ship or one with a wide array of tracking attacks (a Dreadnought, for example), the mobility of the Claw is essential to survival. No matter how powerful a ship is, there’s nothing it can do if it can’t pin down your strike craft.
Against slower frigates and Capital ships without escorts, the more effective formation is the stationary but staggeringlly powerful Sphere formation.

The Sphere enhances the strike crafts’ individually weak firepower by intensely focusing it on one surrounded target.

The drawback is that your strike craft must suspend themselves in space while attacking; this makes them easy targets. In the end, the minor losses are a small price to pay for the degree of success.

This strategy also applies to slow or stationary targets like resource collectors and Proximity Sensors. Encircle them with Sphere formation for the most efficient decimation.
Escorting

For escorting larger ships or resource vehicles, arrange strike craft in Sphere formation. This setup offers full coverage against enemy assaults though losses are more frequent than in Claw formation.

---

**Frigate Combat**

Frigates fall between strike craft and Capital ships. They aren’t as immobile as their larger brethren, but they can behave much more like strike craft (see the Hive and Multibeam Frigates).

If a certain frigate is more mobile and is armed with tracking weapons, place it in Claw formation—a strike craft-style attack can be very, very effective. Against slower targets, the Sphere formation works wonders.

---

If the ship is of the more lumbering variety (such as the Ion Beam or Assault Frigate), a more conservative, Capital-ship–style Wall formation attack is the correct choice.
Use this guideline to determine which tactics, and whether strike craft or Capital ships, are more appropriate.

## Capital Ship Combat

Fighting with Super Capital-class ships is very straightforward and applies against enemies of all types.

### Formations

Capital ships should always be arranged in large groups in Wall formation. To be effective, Capital ships must have equal access to a target to permit the maximum focus of firepower. Wall formation provides this.

The downside to Wall is, for the ships to move, the entire formation must pivot at its center. This can take a very long time.

Capital ships usually should be set to Aggressive Tactics so they can use their superior range to preemptively fire on approaching strike craft.
Focus Fire

With Capital ships, focusing fire is even more important than with strike craft. It’s also even easier because your ships aren’t constantly on the move.

Keep each formation of Capital ships bound to one hotkey. When you select the entire group, designate one target for all guns to attack. Each ship will focus all of its weaponry at that single target. That’s a lot of firepower, even with a small group.

When the first target detonates, don’t waste any time assigning your ships to the next unfortunate victim. Choose targets that the formation is already facing. Only turn the Wall formation when absolutely necessary.

Escorts Are Vital

While Capital ships are focusing on an enemy, they’re probably being pecked to death by enemy strike craft. Counter these assaults by assigning large strike craft escorts to the Capital ships. In most circumstances, these escorts should be in Sphere formation.
A SPHERE OF MULTIBEAM FRIGATES IS AN UNMATCHABLE ESCORT FOR ANY LARGE SHIP.

The best escort choices for Capital ships are Multigun Corvettes or Multibeam Frigates.

Turn to Face Targets

Learn to anticipate the direction an attack will come from and begin turning your Capital ships to face it as early as possible. The ships should be properly oriented before the attacker can fire on them.

Capital ships shouldn’t be forced to change direction any more than necessary.

The Pincer Move

If you can manage it, two evenly balanced Walls of Capital ships can create a deadly trap. Let one group engage the enemy from the front while the other comes around from the flanks, rear, above, or below.
The Walls are closing in! The pincer move is a Capital ship classic.

If the targets stand to fight, they'll be sandwiched between the two groups. If they try to flee, they'll run headlong into the other group.

Using Capital Ships as Escorts

Late in multiplayer games, battles that were initially fought by small teams of strike craft will gradually escalate to full-on Capital ship warfare.

Even Processors and Workers will be assigned a small contingent of Destroyers or, at least, Ion Array Frigates just for safe keeping.

If resource fields are important or you need to hotly defend your Command Ship, then it's a good strategy to use the whopping ships as escorts. If nothing else, it might be a big surprise to someone.
Defending and Escorting

Defense wins championships. How many times have you heard this cliche? Well, guess what? It’s true. If two evenly matched fleets meet, the one with a better defensive setup emerges victorious more often than not. Sometimes, even in a mismatch, the weak combatant wins thanks to better defense.

Also, you often can use the tools of defense for other purposes.

Escorting in General

The bedrock of good defense is setting up escorts. Escorts are ships that accompany another ship or ships. These ships don’t need to be commanded independently once they’re assigned to their charge. If the escorted ship is ordered to move, the escorts move with her. If she’s ordered to attack, the escorts attack to support her. It’s a lovely relationship.

WELL-CHOOSEN ESCORTS COMPLEMENT THE SHIP THEY’RE COVERING BY PROVIDING WHAT IT CAN’T.

Remember that specifically ordering escorts to do anything (such as attack or move) overrides their guard order and they’ll cease acting as escorts.
Choosing Escorts

The purpose of escorts is to “complete” the ship they’re guarding. If the ship is a slow frigate that’s vulnerable to strike craft attacks, a wing of Multibeam Frigates would be the perfect choice; together, they make the perfect ship.

It doesn’t matter how large a ship is, it can always use an escort. An Attack Bomber, for instance, is itself a fighter but has trouble attacking other fighters. A small escort of Acolytes or Interceptors shores up this weakness and frees the bomber to do what it does best: attack frigates.

The problem is a matter of distributing your fleet. You can’t have escorts on every ship. You have to decide what is important and what isn’t.

To aid your decisions, remember these general concepts.

1. Fighters and corvettes are vulnerable to frigates.
2. Corvettes can cause trouble for fighters.
3. Capital ships can be decimated by fighters and corvettes.
4. Frigates are at the mercy of Capital ships.

With these general principles, it’s easy to get started in effective escorting.
Escorting the Command Ship

One escort priority is simple: Your Command Ship must have an escort at all times.

What this escort is depends on what you expect to attack. If it’s early in a game, a school of fighters will be quite adequate. If Capital ships have entered the fray, some heavier guns mixed in with these fighters should keep the home base safe.

Above all, keep the Command Ship escort balanced and appropriate to probable threats. Work toward having a ship type in the gang for every occasion. Good balance makes for near-perfect defense.

Fortunately, the Command Ship is mobile (unlike the Mothership in *Homeworld*). Therefore, it needn’t be a remote and vulnerable target on the other side of space. You can bring it with you on big strikes or keep it behind far enough to be safe but close enough that its escorts can be brought forward to join the battle if needed.

Escorts and Harvesting

The second priority is protecting your resource operation. Your Workers and Processors are the most vulnerable link in the operational chain thanks to their minimal or non-existent weaponry and constant operation far from the Command Ship.
If the supply of resources breaks down, you’re finished. Always send attack ship escorts with Workers and Processors. It can be something as simple as a wing of ACVs, or it can be as elaborate as a small wall of Destroyers. In the later stages of the game—when resources are at a premium and aggressive players make a play to shut down enemy resource operations—it’s important to defend with all your might.

Work toward having escorts for each individual Worker and each Processor. This may sound impossible given the demands of combat; you can’t commit so many ships to resource operations. That’s true, actually, but the escorts don’t need to be large; they can be a single ship.

As long as the Workers are toiling near each other, the escorts from all in the group can converge if trouble does arrive. This way, each ship has at least one friend to take the pressure off until help can arrive.

If your resource teams get into dire trouble in a multiplayer game, hyperspace them quickly to another location on the map.

**Escorting Attack Ships**

Escorts aren’t only for helpless ships waiting on the home front, they’re for heat-of-battle attack ships, too. When you send a Destroyer, for example, into the maelstrom, it should always enter with a large contingent of Multibeam Frigates or Multigun Corvettes arrayed around it in Sphere formation.
Strike Craft Escorts

Strike craft (fighters and corvettes) generally make the best combat escorts for Capital ships because they’re fast enough to pursue an attack and get back to their charge quickly. Plus, they can be built simultaneously with the larger ship they’ll be expected to guard. Strike craft also can sacrifice themselves in kamikaze attacks if absolutely necessary.

Sphere Formation

Sphere formation is the best choice for escorting large attack ships. In this alignment, the escorts array themselves around the lead ship on all sides.

When attacks arrive, the ships remain in their formation and fire from their positions. This isn’t the best formation to preserve the escort ships—they’ll take way more damage than they would in Claw formation—but it’s the strongest for keeping fire off the ship being escorted.

Why is it the strongest? In Sphere, the escorts arrange themselves on all sides of the lead ship, not on one side as with the X, Claw, and Wall formations. Also, the escorts won’t leave the formation to pursue but, instead, act like a globe of rotating turrets, focusing fire as enemies appear.
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Combat Escorting: Summary

Beyond these fundamental issues, all else is judgment and situation-specific strategy. Remember to allocate your available ships where they’re needed most but don’t be afraid to commit large groups of ships to vitally important escort duty.

Non-Combat Escorts

There are some escort situations that have little or nothing to do with combat.

Order Processors to Escort Workers

Processors exist to provide a remote drop-off point for harvesting Workers and offer a small amount of firepower to an otherwise helpless mining operation.

PROCESSORS PROVIDE EASY SERVICE TO WORKERS BY ESCORTING THEM.

The most efficient way to get Workers and Processors cooperating is to order a Processor to guard Workers. Once set to its task, the Processor will follow the Workers wherever they go and be in position to receive whatever goodies the Workers bring back from the harvest.
The proper ratio of Workers to Processors is important to a smoothly running resource operation. A single Processor can support up to four Workers on its receiving pads.

As such, try to keep the ratio capped at *four Workers to one Processor*. This won’t always be possible; Processors are expensive in terms of both cost and Support Unit consumption.

Exceeding this ratio will reduce the efficient transfer of resources to the Processor, but this kind of overwork won’t put too serious a dent in your income flow.

**Health Escorts**

Escorts can be used to keep ships healthy and ready for battle.

**Processors**

The best Health escort is a Processor. Its automated repair beam targets any damaged friendly vessel nearby. Set it to guard your important ships or ones you expect to take extensive damage, and the ship will keep repairs going even in the heat of battle.

*Processor escorts are slow, but they provide timely and automatic healing in the midst of battle.*

If possible, bring along two Processors so they can heal each other.
Processors do have drawbacks. First, they're unpredictable; you can’t order them to heal a specific ship and there’s no accounting for the automated choices. Second, because they’re armed, they have a tendency to break off and engage enemies. Discourage this by setting them to Neutral Tactics. Third, Processors slow any fleet they’re a part of. Finally, Processors are favorite targets of salvage teams and Beast infection attacks. For your enemies, stealing Processors is much easier and more profitable than destroying them. Try to know where your Processors are at all times and keep them out of danger whenever possible.

**Workers**

Workers can be used as medical escorts. Assign a group of Workers to tag along with one of your Capital ships. When a ship needs repair, manually order the Workers to take care of their comrade. Don’t forget, however, that you’ll have to reestablish the escort after the repairs are complete.

Workers can provide spot repair service if brought along as escorts.

Once you have Carriers, you can dock Workers and bring them out when they’re needed.
Harvesting Resources

Resources are the lifeblood of any fleet. Without a constant influx of resources, you can’t build new ships. Without new ships, you can’t defend your Command Ship, let alone mount an attack of any kind. Without a Command Ship, you’ve lost.

The economics are that simple.

This chapter offers some advice for effective space mining. Plus, we’ll get into the strategies behind cutting off your opponent’s access to resources. If you can manage it, your foe will be dead in the water.

Resource Sources

The traditional asteroids, dust clouds, and nebulas aren’t the only places to get your fix of valuable resources. Now available for the first time, there’s a newly discovered source of crystal resources. All you need to do is figure out how to use it.

Asteroids and Dust Clouds

Asteroids are your bread-and-butter harvesting targets.
The standard harvesting targets for your Workers are the floating asteroids and dust clouds that litter every corner of space.

---

**Dust Clouds are very common as well.**

Workers are well trained to find these deposits on their own as long as they’re within areas of explored space.

---

**Tip**

_Sometimes, Workers may need a little help seeing a deposit right under their noses. Help them by moving them to it and ordering them to harvest again._

---

**Nebula Ribbons**

These rare but rich resource veins wind through nebula clouds. A Worker who locates one will follow the ribbon until it ends, stopping only to dump its load of resources.

---

_You never know where the resource-rich nebula ribbons will lead. It’s often dangerous to find out._

---

Supervise Workers closely when they’re following these clouds. You never know where they’ll end up.
Crystals

These new resources can’t be harvested conventionally. First, your Processors, Carriers, and Command Ship must be set up to handle these new materials. Then, your Workers must be equipped to grapple with the crystal and drag it back for processing.

Collecting and Processing Crystals

The first step in exploiting crystals is to research Crystal Processing in the Research Manager. Next, upgrade your Command Ship, Processors, and Carriers. Finally (if you haven’t done it already), research Salvage Ability and upgrade your Workers.

Now you’re ready to bring home some crystal.

It takes two Workers to drag a small crystal and four to bring back a large one. The Workers take the crystal to the nearest processing pads, where the crystal is converted into RUs. It takes some time, but the payoff is astronomical.

Warning: They Blow Up!

A word of caution about crystals: They’re very unstable. They tend to explode violently if damaged—so violently that the shock wave emitted by the blast can instantly vaporize fighters.
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Oops. Crystals don’t like to be shot. Fortunately, they have a high threshold for damage.

This little quirk gives rise to some new strategies. Crystals can be targeted by force-firing on them. Targeting a crystal while it’s being hauled or processed by an enemy ship is a very quick way to cause a major disaster in your foe’s resource collection network.

When collecting crystals, don’t make your Workers trudge too far with them in tow. The longer they have to travel, the less likely it is they’ll make it back. Always send a Processor when Workers go to get crystals.

Finally, if you notice your opponent’s Command Ship (or any valuable vessel) parked near a crystal field, the course of action is obvious. For this same reason, keep a lookout for fields of crystals and see if you can draw an opposing fleet into it.

Finding Resources

Resources within space you’ve explored are shown in the Sensors Manager. When told to harvest, Workers will strip every rock in explored space before declaring the supply exhausted.
Workers won’t seek resources outside explored space. Use your Recons to search far and wide to find new fields for the Workers to devour. Once a field has been scanned by one of your ships, the Workers can see it and will move to it if ordered again to harvest.

Crystals have such a strong energy signature that they appear in the Sensors Manager even if they’re outside explored space.

**Basic Harvesting Strategy**

Keep your Workers constantly busy collecting rock. If they’re not harvesting available resources they’re not earning their keep.

Because Worker pilots focus intently on their jobs, it’s quite common for one to blunder right into an enemy fleet that’s sitting on a distant resource field. It’s up to you to keep this from happening by checking in with your Workers frequently.
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Escorting Resource Ships

Your Workers and Processors should never be without at least a minimal strike craft escort. These units often operate too far from the rest of your fleet for distant ships to provide salvation from surprise attacks.

RESOURCE SHIPS SHOULD NEVER BE CAUGHT UNPROTECTED. KEEP AN ESCORT FLEET WITH THEM AT ALL TIMES.

It may feel like a waste of firepower, but you'll be glad you did when the Raiders arrive. It only takes a couple of fighters per Worker to form an adequate resource escort.

Escorts can clear out resource fields in advance of the Workers' arrival to flush out mines and Raider Standard Corvettes disguised as asteroids.

As games progress, it becomes increasingly important to guard your resource operation with larger, more potent ships. Do it even if it means diverting a Destroyer or two. No matter what else, keep the rock flowing!

Using Processors

Harvesting can be made more efficient if you escort your Workers with Processors or even Carriers.

Workers automatically dump their payload at the nearest collection pad. Normally, the ships have to trek all the way back to the Command Ship. This is critically wasted time.
With a Processor as an escort, your Workers can shuttle between the resources and the nearby Processor, stripping a field in a fraction of the normal time.

Plus, Processors provide modest protective firepower and automated repair services for any friendly ship that approaches them.

Try to assign the Processor to guard no more than four Workers. This prevents bottlenecks on the Processor’s four collection bays.

**Harvesting in the Single-Player Game**

It’s always in your interest to harvest as many resources as possible. If you haven’t picked an area clean at some point during a mission, there had better be a good reason.

Often, you’ll have time to harvest either before an event occurs or after a battle is over. It’s always preferable to do it *before* so you can use the resources and so you can deny them to your enemies. Throughout the walkthroughs in Part III, we’ll tell you the best time to harvest and whether you can gain a strategic advantage by doing so.
In one mission, for example, you can strip an entire game field clean by delaying work on a mission Objective. So long as you don’t complete the objective (repairing a ship), the Beast won’t arrive.

When you do trigger the Beast’s arrival by completing the repairs, there’s nothing left for it to harvest. The Beast is denied the resources it needs to mount a full attack, and the mission is yours for the taking.

**Harvesting in Multiplayer Games**

Harvesting in multiplayer games is a cutthroat game of king of the hill. Whoever controls the resources controls the net game! If you can constantly disrupt your opponent’s resource collecting, or even better, cut your foe off entirely, you’ll be assured a victory in short order. Broke players are doomed.
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Single-Player Walkthroughs
The end is never really an end, but a new beginning. That’s a cliché, but it’s also a staple of great storytelling. If a yarn doesn’t leave you feverishly wondering what happens after the curtain goes down, it’s not much of a story. Luckily, for followers of the Homeworld saga, the story only gets more interesting after the Kushan’s hard-fought return to their ancestral world.

In Homeworld Cataclysm, the story that began in the original Homeworld continues into a future not so full of promise and joy. Cracks have formed in the new Hiigaran society and a new enemy has revealed itself like a fox stumbling onto a poorly fenced chicken farm.

These walkthroughs take you through each episode of this epic tale. Each chapter begins with an overview and lists of what you can expect to see in each mission—new ships, research, enemies, and objectives. Then, for those with a thirst for more detail, there’s a step-by-step description of the missions.

A Note on Skill Levels

These walkthroughs cover the Normal skill level but are fully applicable to all other difficulties. To understand what effect your chosen skill level has on gameplay, consult the outline below.

- **Very Easy:** Six times Normal Health for player’s ships, one-fourth Normal building time, one-fourth Normal building cost, double Normal weapon damage, significant reduction in Normal enemy forces.
- **Easy:** Triple Normal Health for player’s ships, one-half Normal building time, one-half Normal building cost, minor reductions in Normal enemy forces.
- **Hard:** Player’s ship’s Health reduced to 85 percent.
- **Very Hard:** Player’s ship’s health reduced to 70 percent.
Mission 1: Near H11gara

Talk about being tossed right into the middle of the action! In your first mission, you emerge on the periphery of a massive battle, skirmishes raging in different locations. Fortunately, your participation is limited, and you aren’t required (or even able) to confront any of the more powerful vessels. This introductory level offers a taste of basic combat, defense, and resource harvesting.

Objectives
1. Destroy Taiidan Bombers
2. Explore the Designated Region
3. Destroy Resourcing Convoy
4. Defend Proximity Sensors
5. Destroy Crippled Heavy Cruiser

Research
- Fighter Drive (Completed)
- Linking Technology

New Builds
- Recon
- Acolyte
- Worker
- Processor
- Hangar Module
- ACV

Taiidan Imperialist Ships
- Attack Bomber
- Interceptor
- Defender
- Resource Collector
- Multigun Corvette
- Carrier
- Heavy Cruiser
- Ion Cannon Frigate
- Destroyer
Walkthrough

Objective 1: Destroy Taiidan Bombers

The Taiidan Attack Bombers attacking our Ion Cannon Frigates must be destroyed. Quickly build some Acolytes, and send them over to help out the frigates.

Immediately Pause (P by default) and get your bearings.

New Builds: Acolyte, Recon, Worker, and Processor

The Acolyte is the most basic strike craft. It’s fast enough to run down any known enemy combat ship. Its hull is, however, a touch fragile, making the ship unfit for all but the lightest duty. Make sure you always have a numerical advantage if you’re using Acolytes.

The Recon is your basic scout ship. It’ll blow up if an enemy breathes on it too hard, but there’s nothing that can outrun it or—more to the point—that it can’t outrun. Always keep Recons set to Evasive Tactics. Use waypoints to send them out on patrols to locate hidden enemies and find resource deposits.
Workers keep your fleet humming by doing the heavy lifting. A basic Worker can harvest asteroid-bound resources. With upgrades, it can salvage damaged enemy ships, heal crippled members of your fleet, and extract resources from more-exotic materials. Always keep a bunch around and keep them well defended; their thick hides only partially compensate for their lack of speed and weaponry.

The Processor is as essential as the Worker. Its primary use is as a roving resource drop-off point—speeding resource collection far from your Command Ship. Though its weapons are far from terrifying, a Processor can fire on attacking foes. When upgraded, it automatically repairs nearby ships. When they’re not receiving resources, keep your Processors guarding important ships to provide emergency repairs.

For more information on each of these vessels, see “Somtaaw Fleet.”

**NEW BUILD: HANGAR MODULE**

The Hangar Module is required to build new ships and conduct research on relevant technologies. If it’s destroyed in battle, rebuild it immediately—you won’t get far without it. For more information and a list of research topics, see “Research and the Technology Tree.”

Skirmishes between friendly forces and the Taiidani armada are raging in two places. The first, located 45 km away at bearing 390, is the site of a beacon and your initial mission objective.

**BEACONS ARE INDICATED IN YOUR SENSORS MANAGER AS BLINKING YELLOW CIRCLES. THEY EMIT AN AUDIBLE PING AND INDICATE IMPORTANT LOCATIONS.**

Opposite these two battles is a large array of Proximity Sensors—creating a massive blue sensor wall. These come into play later.
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This matrix of blue dots is a wall of proximity sensors keeping a section of space illuminated to your fleet’s sensors manager.

With the game still paused, send your Workers to begin harvesting the resources nearby (indicated in your Sensors Manager as dark brown dots).

The cluster of brown dots in your Sensors Manager represents resources. Send your Workers to fetch the small patch near your starting point.

Tip

You can issue any orders (but not initiate building and research) with the game paused, but nothing happens until you start things moving again. Get in the habit of pausing the game before issuing new commands or doing anything that requires you to concentrate on something other than the flow of the game.
Finally, assign your Recons and Workers as Groups 1 and 9, respectively. Resume play, and begin constructing a squadron of eight Acolytes.

YOUR FIRST ACOLYTES. NEW SHIPS LINE UP IN SO-CALLED PARADE FORMATION NEXT TO YOUR COMMAND SHIP AND ARE CONSIDERED DOCKED, SO THEY’LL FOLLOW THE COMMAND SHIP UNTIL GIVEN ORDERS OF THEIR OWN.

The first batch of Acolytes lines up next to your Command Ship as they’re constructed. When all ships are complete, designate them as Group 2. Next, build another squad of eight Acolytes (to be designated Group 3).

You soon receive word that a squadron of Interceptors is coming to investigate your arrival (from bearing 240). Assemble Group 2 in Claw formation and order them to guard the Workers to await the enemy’s arrival.

ONCE THE FIGHT BEGINS WITH THE INTERCEPTORS, DON’T STRAY TOO FAR FROM THE COMMAND SHIP.
TARGET ONE ENEMY AT A TIME WHEN BATTLING
WITH SINGLE-GUN VESSELS LIKE THE ACOlyTE.
UNTIL YOU MASTER THIS SKILL, YOU CAN PAUSE
THE GAME BEFORE SELECTING A NEW TARGET
FOR YOUR GROUPS.

Engage the Interceptors before they target your Workers. Once the threat is
subdued, continue guarding your Workers with Group 2.
Another wave of Interceptors will be along soon.

Designate your second squad of
Acolytes as Group 3 and move them
incrementally toward the beacon. As
Group 3 approaches the battle, target the
nearest bomber for annihilation. Few of
these enemies are in formation, so it
shouldn’t be too hard to pick them all off.

PICK OFF THESE SCATTERED BOMBERS TO RESCUE
YOUR FELLOW HIIGARANS.

DO NOT ENGAGE THE NEARBY
ENEMY CARRIER.
Once you’ve eliminated all the bombers in this area, the first mission objective is complete. Dock your surviving Acolytes to repair their wounds.

**Objective 2: Explore the Designated Region**

Our sensor grid has been knocked out in this area. Send Recons to explore and find out what enemy ships may be lurking there. Order your Recons (Group 1) to move gradually toward the new beacon at bearing 162 (about 75 km). Take along Group 2 as an escort (Claw formation in Neutral Tactics). Don’t move directly to the beacon, just close enough for your Recons’ sensors to illuminate the area.

When you arrive near the beacon, you see a team of Imperialist Resource Collectors and their Defender escorts. A whole lot of resources are out here for the pickin’.

**Your Recons won’t be able to handle those Defenders. Bring in a wing of Acolytes to do the job for them.**

**Objective 3: Destroy the Resourcing Convoy**

**Tip**

START MOVING YOUR COMMAND SHIP TOWARD THIS NEW STASH OF RESOURCES. ONCE THE AREA IS CLEAR OF HOSTILES AND THE OLD RESOURCE FIELD IS SPENT, BRING THE COMMAND SHIP AND WORKERS ALL THE WAY OUT TO MINE THE NEW FIELD.
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Destroy all enemy Resource Collectors harvesting in the area. Watch out for any ships guarding the resources. Engage and destroy the escorts first, and then focus on one Resource Collector at a time in Sphere formation.

SPHERE FORMATION IS THE ONLY WAY TO GO AGAINST SLOW-MOVING TARGETS. MAKE SURE NO ESCORTS ARE AROUND; SHIPS IN SPHERE FORMATION HOVER IN SPACE, MAKING THEM VERY EASY TARGETS.

NEW RESEARCH: LINKING TECHNOLOGY

You may begin researching Linking Technology. This technology allows you to create composite ships from less powerful fighters. When research is complete, you can link your existing Acolytes together to form ACVs or build ACVs from scratch. To equip your existing ships with this technology, you must send them back to the Command Ship for an upgrade.

Linking Technology also gives ACVs the power to *unlink* and revert to a pair of Acolytes.

See “Research and the Technology Tree” for details.

CAUTION

DON’T LET THE COLLECTORS LEAD YOU TOWARD THE NEARBY CARRIER. IF, IN THEIR RETREAT, THE COLLECTORS DO PULL YOUR ENGAGED SHIPS INTO FIRING RANGE, GO BACK TO THE RESOURCE FIELD AND AWAIT THE COLLECTORS’ RETURN.
Docking Group 3 upgrades the ships with the new linking technology. Once the repairs and upgrades are done, link them to form four ACVs and send them out to defend the Proximity Sensors.

**NEW BUILD: ACV**

The ACV is one of only two types of corvette-class ship in the Somtaaw fleet. Comprised of two linked Acolytes, the ACV has twice the armor, twice the firepower, and twice the price tag of an Acolyte. Its primary drawback is its slow speed relative to the Acolyte; ACVs can be outrun by Turanic fighters and Imperialist bombers and Interceptors. Except when speed is crucial, the ACV is your only real choice in fighters.

Docking Group 3 upgrades the ships with the new linking technology. Once the repairs and upgrades are done, link them to form four ACVs and send them out to defend the Proximity Sensors.

Vaporize the Multigun Corvettes with your school of ACVs in Claw formation, and then focus on the Interceptor escorts. Once this enemy force has been scrapped, the objective is complete.

**THE PROXIMITY SENSOR ARRAY IS UNDER ATTACK FROM THIS BAND OF HOOLIGANS.**

**NOTE**

**GROUP 2 MUST BE UPGRADED AS WELL; DO IT AT THE EARLIEST SAFE OPPORTUNITY. ALL FUTURE ACOLYTES WILL COME WITH LINKING TECHNOLOGY.**
Send a squad of at least eight ACVs, re-dubbed Group 3, in Claw formation toward the crippled Heavy Cruiser (marked by the beacon and hanging behind the main battle with a clutch of Defender escorts).

**Objective 5:**
**Destroy Crippled Heavy Cruiser**

The damaged Heavy Cruiser is behind the action in this battle. It’s marked by a beacon as it moves to escape the fray.

Sphere formation is ineffective against ships with multiple turreted weapons. The gunners on Heavy Cruisers and similarly equipped vessels just love to see a fighter hovering in space.

Descend upon the Defenders in Claw formation and then focus on the cruiser. Don’t use Sphere formation on the multigunned Heavy Cruiser!

When the Heavy Cruiser is reduced to space dust, the final mission objective is complete.

Once you’ve gathered all the sector’s resources, you may end the mission.
Mission 2: Outskirts of the Hiigaran System

Mission 2 begins as a simple rescue operation but ends with a mysterious turn. A disabled Hiigaran vessel needs your protection from scavenging space pirates, known as Turanic Raiders. While providing this aid, you’ll discover something valuable floating in depths of space. Muster your forces to retrieve this item before the Raiders stake their claim.

Objectives
1. Build Engineering Module
2. Find the Bushan-Re
3. Repair the Bushan-Re
4. Salvage Derelict Vessel
5. Destroy Turanic Raiders

Research
- Repair Systems
- Salvaging Ability
- Holographic Emitter

New Builds
- Engineering Module
- Mimic
- MCV

Turanic Raider Ships
- Fighter
- Standard Corvette
- Missile Corvette
Walkthrough

**Objective 1:**
Build Engineering Module

To research new repair technology, you must build an Engineering Module. This module is in the Build Manager at the bottom of the list. This objective is easy. Go to the Build Manager and initiate construction of the Engineering Module. When construction is complete, your first mission objective is fulfilled.

Next, start research into Repair Systems and, when that’s done, Salvaging Ability. When your research is done, pause the game.

**New Research: Repair Systems and Salvaging Ability**

Once the Engineering Module is finished, you may begin research on Repair Systems and Salvaging Ability. Because you can only do one at a time, start with Repair, the one you’ll need first.

Repair Systems enable your Workers and Processors to fix other ships, and Salvaging Ability lets your Workers drag damaged enemy vessels back to the Command Ship for conversion to your use. Once each topic is researched, your Workers and Processors can be upgraded without having to return to the Command Ship. See “Research and Technology Tree” for more detail.

**Objective 2:**
Find the Bushan-Re
BEFORE YOU HAVE TIME TO DO MUCH OF ANYTHING, THESE PIRATES SHOW UP JUST TO KEEP THINGS INTERESTING.

Locate the *Bushan-Re* so repairs can proceed immediately. Organize your forces quickly because you’ll be getting a prompt visit from a squadron of Turanic Raider fighters (an alert will warn you just before their arrival). Repel the attack and set your Workers out to harvest.

Send your Recons out to search for the *Bushan-Re*. Use waypoints for each individual Recon to fully explore the space around your ship.

THE SEARCH FOR THE *Bushan-Re* BEGINS BY SENDING YOUR RECONS TO SEARCH THE IMMEDIATE AREA AROUND YOUR COMMAND SHIP. USE WAYPOINTS TO AUTOMATE THE PROCESS.

Note

THIS SECTOR IS FULL OF MOVING ASTEROID CLUSTERS. THEY SHOW UP ON YOUR SENSORS MANAGER AS RESOURCES BUT ARE VERY HARD TO PIN DOWN FOR EFFECTIVE HARVESTING. YOU’LL NOTICE, HOWEVER, THAT SOME OF THE RESOURCES ON YOUR MAP ARE STATIONARY. THESE YOU CAN HARVEST. DON’T EXIT THE MISSION WITHOUT EXPLOITING ALL AVAILABLE RESOURCES.
Keep your eyes on the Sensors Manager. Several wings of fighters will approach from different directions. Keep your strike teams close to the Kuun-Lan and on alert.

Sometime during these scuffles, the Tactical Officer will alert you to some com signals at bearing 255, about 80 kilometers from the starting position. Send the Recons out to sniff around.

The TO’s hunch was right; the Bushan-Re is, in fact, the source of one of those signals. When the Recons make visual contact with the crippled Destroyer, the objective is complete.

Upgrade your Workers and dispatch them (with numerous ACV escorts) to the crippled Bushan-Re. Set all your Workers to repair the Hiigaran Destroyer; the more Workers you have, the faster it will go.

During this lengthy process, you receive a report of incoming hyperspace signatures nearby. They appear to be Hiigaran ships; be prepared to protect them when they arrive.
The newly arrived Hiigaran frigates need your help as well. Or do they?

As it turns out, they don’t need protection. The approaching vessels uncloak to reveal their true forms: Raider corvettes. Other squads (of missile corvettes and fighters) appear at the edges of explored space.

The cloaks lift to reveal a squadron of Turanic Raiders. Keep your ACVs close to the Bushan-Re and attack anything that comes into range.

Priority one is to defend the Bushan-Re! Set the ACVs out to draw blood. Drop them down to Neutral Tactics so they won’t pursue attackers, which would leave the Destroyer vulnerable. Focus primary attention on the strike craft killer missile corvettes.

Once the Bushan-Re is at full health, this objective is complete.

Caution: It’s possible that one of the Turanic squads will attack your Command Ship. If the attacking wing consists merely of fighters, the Command Ship can take care of itself. If, however, one of the missile corvettes attacks, you may want to pull back one of your ACV groups to provide support.
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Objective 4: Salvage Derelict Vessel

You receive word of a second distress signal in your vicinity. If it’s not the Bushan-Re, it must be another ship, perhaps a derelict. Send a pair of Workers to salvage the unknown derelict vessel. You should send a small contingent of fighters to support the Workers. The Workers salvaging must be upgraded after researching Salvaging Technology in the Engineering Module.

Eventually, the signal’s source is located very near your position: 30 km from the Bushan-Re, bearing 270. Send a pair of Workers with full escort to salvage the derelict.

A SINGLE WORKER WITH A FULL ESCORT OF ACVS WILL BE NECESSARY TO HAUL IN THE DERELICT SHIP.

There’s no problem snagging the strange ship. It’s getting it back to the Kuun-Lan that’s going to be tricky; this objective is interrupted by more immediate danger.

WHEN A WORKER IS ASSIGNED TO SALVAGE A SHIP, IT LATCHES ONTO THE TARGET’S HULL. ONCE CONTACT IS ESTABLISHED, A WORKER CAN BE SHOT OFF BY THE PURSUITING ATTACK SHIPS.
As one of your Workers takes hold of the derelict, you discover that you’re not the only interested party; the Raiders have spotted the ship as well. You’ll have to fight for it. Eliminate all hostile forces you encounter. Always have a defensive force near your Workers while they salvage.

**NEW RESEARCH: HOLOGRAPHIC EMITTER**

Based on the wreckage of the Raider corvettes, Engineering has devised a way to copy their Mimic Technology. This technology will allow you to build a Mimic, a ship that can disguise itself as a larger member of your fleet, an enemy ship, or even an asteroid. See “Research and the Technology Tree” for a more complete description.

Initiate Holographic Emitter research as soon as it becomes available.

To protect your salvage, set your ACV wings to escort the Worker in Claw formation.

The Raider squads consist of standard and missile corvettes, and fighters—no problem for ACVs. Concentrate your fire on the corvettes before turning to weaker fighters.

**Tip**

If you didn’t get the derelict ship before the pirates showed up, go snatch it during the battle before the Turanic corvettes get an opening. Just make sure you pull one of your ACV squads out of the fray to act as an escort.
When all attackers are destroyed, the objective is complete.

**NEW BUILDS: MIMIC AND MCV**

When your Holographic Emitter research is complete, you can build Mimics and MCVs.

Mimics are unarmed but serve as fantastic stealth scouts, disguising themselves as any fighter- or corvette-class ship in your fleet or your enemy's, or even as a small asteroid. This cloak is undetectable with standard sensors and, thus, provides great cover for spying on enemies or doing low-key reconnaissance work.

The MCV consists of two linked Mimics. The power of this corvette-class ship is its ability to pose as a frigate-class ship or a large asteroid.

Both ships can, with some technological advancement, be ordered to throw themselves at enemies in fierce kamikaze attacks.

---

**Tip**

*MAKE SURE YOU’VE FULLY HARVESTED ANY STATIONARY RESOURCE FIELDS IN THE REGION. THE MOVING ONES AREN’T HARVESTABLE.*
Mission 3: Coruc-Tel System

Your find seems to have serious political implications for your embattled Kiith. In the interest of secrecy, you must equip your simple mining ship to quietly study the alien derelict. This mission requires you to meet with and rescue a Somtaaw research vessel paralyzed in a trap.

Objectives
1. Find the Clee-San
2. Send Mimic to Clee-San
3. Clear path for Clee-San

Research
- Missile Launcher

New Build
- Weapons Module

Turanic Raider Ships
- Fighters
- Missile Corvette
- Minelayer Corvette
Walkthrough

**Objective 1: Find the Clee-San**

The Clee-San isn’t where it’s supposed to be. Your Command Ship is receiving transmissions from the research vessel, but they’re being scrambled. You must first investigate the source of the signal to discover what’s gone wrong. The last known position of the Clee-San is pinged in your Sensors Manager.

Begin, however, by harvesting in the large field of nearby asteroids.

**This isn’t really a Turanic fighter, but the raiders won’t know that. Mimics are effective spies until your enemies develop sensors capable of detecting their artifice.**

Initiate construction of your first Mimic. Disguise it as a Turanic fighter and send it toward the source of the transmission: bearing 170, about 190 km from your start position.

As your Mimic approaches the Clee-San, it receives word of a nearby minefield. Because your ship appears to be a Turanic vessel, the mines aren’t attracted to it.

**The Clee-San’s not in a safe place. You must cut a path through those mines and neutralize the large garrison of strike craft.**
Raider ships and a sphere of live mines surround the *Clee-San*. The path between your ship and the research vessel is also, as you’ve just seen, littered with mines. As the Mimic arrives, the ship transmits a basic message.

**Objective 2: Send Mimic to Clee-San**

Because you’ve already sent a stealthy Mimic to scout the *Clee-San*, all you need to do now is move it into communications range and assign it as an escort to the *Clee-San*.

*TO RECEIVE THE *CLEE-SAN*’S MESSAGE, ASSIGN THAT MIMIC TO GUARD THE EMBATTLED SHIP.*

Once at its side, the Mimic will convey the *Clee-San’s* message and transmit the codes necessary for the minefield to appear (as orange dots) on the Sensors Manager.

This objective is complete when the Mimic makes contact.

**Objective 3: Clear Path for Clee-San**

Take groups of Acolytes and attack mines that are in the way. Once nearby mines are clear, the *Clee-San* will move toward the *Kuun-Lan*. If the *Clee-San* encounters more mines, it will stop and wait for you to clear them. If no mines are encountered, the *Clee-San* will dock with the *Kuun-Lan*.

You may move the Mimic back toward the Command Ship, but stop when you get near the entry to the minefield. Park the Mimic along the path to use its sensors...
to see incoming Raider ships. As your Acolytes advance through the field, move the Mimic ahead to show what’s out there.

**FOCUS ON THE MINES DOWN THE CENTER OF THE MINEFIELD.**

Unlink one squadron of your ACVs to form twice the number of Acolytes. These smaller fighters’ speed will come in handy against the lethal magnetic space mines.

**Tip**

YOU DON’T HAVE TO CLEAR ALL OF THE MINES, ONLY THE ONES DOWN THE CENTER OF THE MINEFIELD.

BASICALLY, IF YOU FLY IN A STRAIGHT LINE FROM THE KUUN-LAN TO THE CLEE-SAN, THE MINES THAT COME TO YOU ARE THE ONES TO DESTROY. IF THEY DON’T REACT TO YOUR APPROACH, THEY PROBABLY WON’T CAUSE ANY DIFFICULTY LATER.

**New Build: Weapons Module**

The Weapons Module provides the facilities necessary to develop new and more potent weapon systems. For a list of research topics covered by this new addition to your Command Ship, see “Research and the Technology Tree.”

**New Research: Missile Launcher**

This technology is a prerequisite for several powerful frigate-class ships that will appear later. For now, however, you can upgrade your Acolytes with these guided, armor-piercing projectiles to make them stronger offensive weapons.
Wait until the Weapons Module is built and Missile Launchers have been fully researched. Then, upgrade your Acolytes.

Send in a squad of 16 Acolytes to detonate the mines. Place them in the X formation and, most importantly, set them to Evasive Tactics.

Position your still-linked squad of ACVs near the front of the minefield. When enemy ships target your Acolytes, retreat out of the field and allow these stronger strike vessels to do the job. As you clear mines, you can draw this squad into the field behind your advancing Acolyte team.

**Tip**

It’s very difficult to see mines coming before it’s too late. To partially solve this problem, use the Sensors Manager to navigate the mine gauntlet. Switch to the normal mode once you’ve engaged a mine, but most of your time should be spent in the Sensors Manager. Even in the Sensors Manager, however, it’s difficult to see which mines are on the same plane as your ships. View the action from a top-down position and rotate the perspective frequently to see which mines are near your Acolytes.
Generally, the Acolytes are facing off against individual mines; target each with the entire squad. Your ships’ approach instantly activates a mine’s tracking system. As it closes, the ships focus their fire in plenty of time to detonate the mine before it can cause any mayhem.

If a mine gets past the initial assault, having your Acolytes set to Evasive Tactics permits them to disperse and outrun the mines. (Only Acolytes are fast enough to escape.) During this frantic flight, at least some of the ships reacquire the target and, if all goes well, pop it before it finds a target.

When dealing with large clusters of mines, attract the mines’ attention and retreat until you open some distance. Then turn and target them one mine at a time.
You won’t conquer this task until you eliminate the sources of the mines: a team of Minelayer Corvettes.

When you spy them, clear any intervening mines with your Acolyte team before engaging the ships.

**Tip**

**You can relink your Acolytes to form ACVs for these dogfights. This significantly ups the power of your strike team in situations in which speed isn’t necessary. Be sure to unlink before resuming mine destruction duty.**
ACVs in Sphere formation can safely eliminate the Minelayers.

**Note**

The Minelayer Corvettes don’t have weapons per se, but can drop mines in the heat of battle. If you try to attack the Minelayers with the faster but weaker Acolytes, they’ll be picked off by mines before they make a dent in the Minelayers’ hides.

As you approach the Mine Sphere, all of the supporting Strike Craft rush to greet you. Draw them back and face off with the help of the ACVs.

Target them not with the Acolytes, but with the escorting ACV squadron in Sphere formation—Acolytes don’t have the firepower to deal with the thick-hulled Minelayer Corvettes. Their new missiles help, but they only get one shot and that’s usually not enough.

As you approach the Clee-San, your sensors illuminate several Missile Corvettes and squads of fighters. Engaging all of these ships at once would be near-certain death. To keep the odds in your favor, engage the closest corvette and
retreat far away from the mine sphere. This engage-and-retreat tactic can be time consuming, but it protects you from picking up stray mines and allows you to scuffle with the corvettes one (or, at worst, two) at a time.

Beacons show which mines are the problem. Target them carefully. When the way is clear, the Clee-San starts limping toward the Kuun-Lan.

Once you've perforated all the Raider craft, approach the mine sphere surrounding the Clee-San. Beacons indicate which mines are preventing the ship from escaping. Clear those mines and the Clee-San automatically moves toward the Kuun-Lan.

Troublesome mines are highlighted by beacons. Clear them and continue your return.

If, during your return, any of the unexploded mines pose a threat, the Clee-San will stop and wait for you to clear the way.

When the Clee-San docks at the Kuun-Lan, the objective is complete and the mission is over.

Harvest any remaining resources and make the jump to hyperspace.
Mission 4: Deep Space (Tel Sector)

A deadly surprise has sprung from your find. The probe unearthed in the derelict ship has unleashed something, forcing the Command Ship to jettison its lower decks, including the Hangar Module. You must find out what happened to that probe and what kind of Pandora’s Box you’ve pried open.

Objectives
1. Replace Hangar Module
2. Escort Clee-San
3. Research Infection
4. Protect the Kuun-Lan

Research
- Missile Launcher
- Infection Organism

New Builds
- Weapons Module

The Beast Ships
- Infected Module
- ACV
- Worker
- Ion Array Frigate
- Heavy Cruiser
Walkthrough

Objective 1: Replace Hangar Module

The Kujun-Lan looks naked without its Hangar Module. Build a new one quickly!

To satisfy the first objective, begin building a new Hangar Module in the Build Manager.

If you don’t have enough resources on hand, send your Workers out to harvest immediately.

When the module is complete, the objective is satisfied.

Objective 2: Escort Clee-San
ASSIGN FIVE INEXPERIENCED ACVs TO FOLLOW THE CLEE-SAN ON HER INVESTIGATION. NO NEED FOR ANY MORE THAN THAT.

The Clee-San is taking some scans of the jettisoned Hangar Module (bearing 210, 80 km) to discover the source of the disaster. She needs company. Assign the Clee-San an escort of five ACVs or ten Acolytes in Sphere formation.

As the Clee-San pulls up alongside the jettisoned module, your second mission objective is complete.

DO NOT USE ANY MORE ESCORTS THAN ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY. TRUST US!

THE INFECTION BEAM FROM THE INFECTED HANGAR MODULE HAS TURNED YOUR OWN SHIPS AGAINST YOU. SEE WHY YOU ONLY SENT FIVE?

When your away team arrives at the infected module, an even bigger surprise awaits. A particle beam fired from the module cuts off contact with the Clee-San and her escorts. Even worse, the escorts are suddenly closing on the Kuun-Lan in an attack formation.

OBJECTIVE 3: RESEARCH INFECTION
Whatever happened to the research module must have spread to the other ships. You have no choice but to deal with them as hostiles. Get a research team studying the tapes, and stay away from the research module at all costs.

Open the Research Manager and begin study of the Infection Organism. When the research is done, the mission objective is complete.

**NEW RESEARCH: INFECTION ORGANISM**

This research, listed under the Engineering Module, informs your fleet about the nature of the Beast.

**Objective 4: Protect the Kuun-Lan**

Destroy any infected ships that attack while you review the tapes to learn more about what happened to the *Clee-San*. However, stay away from the research module because it’ll probably infect anything that gets near it.

The first priority is to replace the ships lost with the *Clee-San*. Build as many ACVs or Acolytes as your Command Ship can support and move them toward the infected module (but no farther than the resource field).
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KILLING FORMER COMRADES IS NEVER EASY, BUT IT’S WHAT YOU MUST DO WITH THIS FIRST WAVE OF BEAST STRIKE SHIPS.

Your first encounter is with the infected former members of your fleet. You have no choice but to pulverize them.

CL bUe stc urly ouc Wrkerc 0 t-bu mble 0nto the Bc a st’ s tscuJe fe’ld beforc ou c es tUd iNe a prcseNeN ce therc. Tisc can happen if you started resourcing promptly upon arrival and the Workers have automatically headed out for the next available field. Keep them docked for now.

To help you keep an eye on the Beast, place a Recon within sensor range of the infected module.

Claim the resource field by guarding it with your ACVs. If a Beast Worker ventures in, kill it in Sphere formation.
Next, advance your strike teams into the resource field near the infected module. Beast Workers have already begun exploiting the resources here. Attack each Worker in Sphere formation and establish control over the field. Send in your own Workers as soon as possible, and bring your Command Ship into reasonably safe proximity to the field (to hasten harvesting).

**Caution**

Don’t let the Workers draw the ACVs back toward the infected module or they’ll meet the same fate as their predecessors. Even if you don’t attract an infection beam, getting too close to the infected module may cause it to shift closer to the resource field. How much closer? It can shift to infection beam range, preventing any further harvesting.

Soon, a fleet of Raiders emerges from hyperspace near the Clee-San and the infected module. Your warnings are seen as little more than pathetic lies. The consequences are predictable as the Beast adds several powerful ships to its fleet.

**Tip**

Even after the arrival of the pirates, you should still have time to finish harvesting the resources near the Beast ships. Once the Raiders’ ships have been infected by the Beast, however, it’s definitely time to go.
So powerful, in fact, that discretion is clearly the better part of valor. Take all you can from the resource field and, when you’re ready, flee into hyperspace.
Mission 5: A1owa System

On its face, this mission is about tough choices. By now, you should be managing a fleet of maximum size, as many ships as your Command Ship can support. The demands of this mission will stretch your forces widely, obliging you to protect several far-flung locations at once while holding off an enemy of greater size and power. With a little strategy and foresight, however, you can minimize this disadvantage and, to an extent, use it to your tactical advantage.

Objectives
1. Intercept the Bentusi Trading Station
2. Protect the Bentusi Trading Station
3. Destroy the Beast Fleet
4. Build Advanced Engineering Module

Research
- Support Systems
- Micro-Ship Construction

New Builds
- Advanced Engineering Module
- Support Module
- Sentinel

The Beast Ships
- Acolyte
- Ion Array Frigate
- Interceptor
- Ramming Frigate
- Heavy Cruiser
- Attack Bomber
- Heavy Corvette
- Carrier
- Worker
Walkthrough

Objective 1: Intercept the Bentusi Trading Station

Send out a Recon to intercept the Bentusi trading station. We advise you to do some housekeeping before starting your mission.

Locating the Bentusi trading station is the trigger for all the events of this mission, so take the opportunity to gather the astonishing quantity of resources in your vicinity.

A RESOURCE FIELD IS HIDDEN JUST OUTSIDE YOUR EXPLORED SPACE. THIS IS THE BEAST’S BACK-UP SUPPLY SOURCE, SO DRAIN IT NOW FOR YOUR OWN BENEFIT AND THE STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE IT WILL LATER IMPART.

Gobbling up the goodies isn’t just good monetary policy; it makes strategic sense. Positioned between you and the Beast fleet, just outside of your current explored space, is a resource field. When the Beast’s primary field is spent, it’ll turn to this field for resources. If, however, you’ve already consumed the resources, the Beast loses its ability to build.

To find this field and exploit it efficiently, assign all of your ships, including the Kuun-Lan, to guard your Workers as you send them about 50 km toward bearing 115.
Don’t stray from this area while harvesting. If the Beast enters your sights, it triggers you to prepare for battle. As long as you don’t see the enemy and it doesn’t see you, you can harvest in peace.

When the field is exhausted, move back to your starting position and chew up those huge asteroid fields.

After you’ve stripped the field for all it’s worth, return to your starting point and get to work on the fields there. When all the resources are gone, dock your Workers.

Now, with a killer bank balance, you can get to work on the objective. Build a couple of large ACV squads (as many as your Command Ship can support) and set them to guard the Kuun-Lan.

Caution

If you don’t dock the Workers, they’ll probably go in search of more resources. This will bring them into direct contact with the Beast and cause a lot of trouble for you.
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Next, send a Recon toward the beacon marking the Bentusi Exchange. Follow at a distance with your Command Ship and its escorts. The Kuuun-Lan should anchor near—but again, not too near—the Bentusi Exchange (about 25 km). The Recon should quickly achieve visual contact with the Bentusi.

Unfortunately, the Beast has arrived first. The Bentusi are under siege from several Ion Array Frigates and Acolytes. When the Recon has arrived near the Exchange, the objective is complete.

**OBJECTIVE 2: PROTECT THE BENTUSI TRADING STATION**

You receive word of an incoming Beast attack fleet at bearing 075. Before committing ships to defending the Bentusi, you must fend off this attack.
Before you can protect the Bentusi, you must vaporize a large attack on your command ship.

First to arrive are a team of Acolytes; no problem! This easily quelled assault is followed by a much larger one: Acolytes and Ion Array Frigates.

Let the Kuuun-Lan handle the fighters while your ACVs pound the Ion Array Frigates in sphere formation.

The sad truth is that the Bentusi are doomed. Sorry to spoil the surprise, but this is a strategy guide after all. This objective can’t be completed. Thus, you may want to avoid placing your ships in harm’s way until absolutely necessary by withholding your aid until the Hiigaran fleet arrives to assist.

Tip

You can’t salvage Beast ships. If you try, your workers will acquire the Beast infection the instant they make contact with an infected ship.

Caution

You can’t salvage Beast ships. If you try, your workers will acquire the Beast infection the instant they make contact with an infected ship.
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Wait for this wave to reach the firing range of the Command Ship. Then, focus all fire on the Ion Array Frigates with ACVs in Sphere formation. The Command Ship will take care of the buzzing Acolytes.

**Tip**

The Beast ships seem to be coming from an area of unexplored space near the Bentusi Exchange. Send a Mimic, disguised as a Beast Acolyte, toward bearing 345 (from the start point) to illuminate the source of the Beast attack. You’ll find that the source is a carrier near a dwindling field of resources.

Dispatching a Mimic reveals the strength and location of the Beast fleet.

This objective will be ongoing until the Beast threat subsides or the Exchange falls.

**Objective 3:**

**Protect the Caal-Shto**

The Hiigaran reinforcements have arrived. It’s now safe to aid the Bentusi.

You’re no longer alone in this fight. The carrier *Caal-Shto* has arrived with a small armada that will substantially even the odds with the Beast. Still, the *Caal-Shto* and the Bentusi station need the support of at least one strong wing of ACVs.
Now that there’s some cover, you can send some help to the Bentusi.

**Note**

You’ll need to prevent the Caal-Shto’s destruction until the Beast is defeated. This doesn’t require much attention from your ships at this point; pull back if you see the Caal-Shto being swarmed but, otherwise, stick with the Bentusi.

**Objective 2, Continued:**

Protect the Bentusi Trading Station

Stay close to the Exchange and the Bentusi will cover you from strike craft attack, leaving you free to focus fire on the frigates.

Largely ignore the strike craft attacking the Exchange; if you stay with the Exchange’s ion beam range, it’ll take care of all the small craft for you. Instead, attack any Ion Array Frigates in Sphere formation.

It was written in the cards. You can’t prevent this disaster.
The Beast Heavy Cruiser will eventually, no matter what you’ve done, penetrate into firing range of the station and pound it with the infection beam. The Bentusi, however, sense the infection and defend themselves the only way they can, by self-destructing.

This mission objective, though failed, is now complete.

**Objective 4: Destroy the Beast Fleet**

The explosion of the Bentusi Exchange vaporized most of the Beast fleet and left the Beast Heavy Cruiser near death. Encircle it with ACVs in Sphere formation and polish it off, concentrating on destroying the Beast Heavy Cruiser before it can infect your ships.

**New Research: Support Systems**

Researching this topic allows you to expand your fleet by increasing the Kuun-Lan’s support crews. The larger your support system, the more ships you can maintain. For more information, see “Research and Technology Tree.”

**Note**

*Other than the Heavy Cruiser, the carrier is the only vessel that can fire the infection beam.*
The last gasps of the Beast carrier come in the form of Heavy and Multigun Corvettes.

Skirmish with the teams of Heavy and Multigun Corvettes patrolling from the Beast carrier. Don't let the Ramming Frigate get anywhere near your Command Ship or the Caal-Shto.

**Tip**

To battle the Ramming Frigate, set your ACVs to Evasive Tactics and target the frigate in Sphere formation. If the Rammer does get ahold of one of your fighters, consider scuttling it if it's already heavily damaged; the self-destruction blast will seriously damage the frigate.

After these battles, survey the remaining Beast forces. If you drained the resource field, there should be little left but the carrier and some Workers.
Finally, gear up for an assault on the Carrier. Group ACVs into two groups of 12 or more ships. Both groups should target the Carrier in Claw formation (not Sphere) using Aggressive Tactics.

THE HORROR! SOME OF YOUR ACVs ARE INFECTED DURING THIS FINAL ASSAULT. KEEP THEM OUT OF THE BEAST’S HANDS BY SCUTTLING THEM.

It’s very likely that your attack fleet will be struck by an infection beam, turning some of your ships against their comrades.
When the carrier is engaged, it spews forth its last batch of Heavy Corvettes, Missile Corvettes, and ACVs before jumping into hyperspace. As soon as the smaller ships are launched, abandon the attack on the carrier, switch to Claw formation and focus on the strongest corvettes.

When you think about it, this really is the noblest way for your infected colleagues to go.

**Tip**

There’s a trick to dealing with infected ships in your fleet, but it takes practice. When the beam strikes a ship, the vessel will twist in space for a moment, seething with electrical charge. During this time, you still technically have control over the ship. When the ship turns red, it’s no longer yours to command.

While the ship is absorbing the infection, band-select it and order it to self-destruct (by pressing Shift S twice quickly). Don’t simply left-click on the ship or you’ll select the entire group.

At first, you may have to pause the game to avoid accidentally selecting healthy ships. Eventually, however, you’ll be able to isolate the correct ships without pausing—about the same time you learn to focus fire on a single target while the game is moving.

When the carrier is engaged, it spews forth its last batch of Heavy Corvettes, Missile Corvettes, and ACVs before jumping into hyperspace. As soon as the smaller ships are launched, abandon the attack on the carrier, switch to Claw formation and focus on the strongest corvettes.

The objective is complete when all Beast ships are destroyed.
When the battle’s over, enter your Build Manager and begin building this crucial module. Once construction is complete, the way is open to researching Micro-Ship Construction and, therefore, building Sentinels and (in part) Leeches. These tiny but powerful craft are crucial in the coming missions.

**NEW BUILD: ADVANCED ENGINEERING MODULE**

This research module opens the way to construction of myriad state-of-the-art ships and upgrades. See “Research and the Technology Tree” for details.

**NEW RESEARCH: MICRO-SHIP CONSTRUCTION**

This research, courtesy of the Advanced Engineering Module, allows building of the tiny but powerful Sentinels. See “Research and the Technology Tree” for more details.

If you haven’t already done so, harvest any remaining resources in the area. When you’re ready, you may end the mission.
Mission 6: Nebula

Prepare for a wild ride. Getting the Caal-Shto to safety will be no picnic as you guide it blindly through this nebula. The Imperials don’t know you’re here but that doesn’t mean you won’t run into some in the dark interstellar clouds. Just make sure any that see you don’t live to tell about it. Get the Caal-Shto through to the end with diligent defense and the help of a new ship that literally sucks the life out of its targets.

Objectives
1. Explore the Taiidan Base
2. Scout NAV Points
3. Escort and Protect the Caal-Shto with Command Ship
4. Destroy Taiidan Minelayers
5. Destroy Heavy Cruiser and Escort
6. Research Phased Telemetry

New Builds
- Armor Module
- Hive Frigate
- Leech

TAİIDAN IMPERIALIST SHIPS
- Interceptor
- Minelayer Corvette
- Heavy Cruiser
- Defender
Walkthrough

Objective 1: Explore the Taiidan Base

You need to know what the Taiidan base has at its disposal. Send a Recon to explore the base and any activity near it.

Now you can take care if this mission’s basic hardware requirements. Build Support Modules to the extent you can afford. Then, be sure you begin with all of the following:

1. A group of 18 or more ACVs
2. Two groups of Acolytes, at least 12 ships each
3. One Recon
4. One Mimic
5. A Processor

Immediately start building any of these ships not already in your fleet. You may need to build more than these in the end, but this should be plenty for an average player.

Repair the Caal-Shto with your Workers so it won’t detonate at the slightest attack.

After starting to build the necessary units, your next priority should be repairing (at least partially) the Caal-Shto. It must be able to withstand some punishment if things go slightly awry. Once you’ve done that, however, the question arises: What do you do with your Workers?
Your Workers are a controversial subject. There are no asteroid fields in this mission, but there are ample resources. The sector is full of dust clouds and nebula ribbons that can be harvested. Unfortunately, these don’t show up on your Sensors Manager so you must leave it to your Workers to find the resources automatically. This can be very dangerous: A Worker will follow a nebula ribbon to the front porch of the Imperial base without a second thought. The best way to avoid losing control of your Workers is to keep them docked and let the resources here go to waste.

Your Workers are, therefore, expendable in this mission. You can keep them around for repair work or simply tell them to tag along. Or, you could retire them to make room for more strike craft. You’ll get back 60 percent of any retired ship’s Resource Unit cost and you won’t necessarily have to build any expensive Support Modules.

While you’re building these basic ships, you’ll be offered a chance to build an Armor Module.

**NEW BUILD: ARMOR MODULE**

The Armor Module is the home of all research pertaining to your ship’s protective technology. Here you’ll upgrade your basic ship armor and develop technology for more advanced defenses. See “Research and the Technology Tree” for details.

When the Armor Module is finished, immediately put it to work researching force field technology.

**NEW RESEARCH: FORCE FIELD LEVEL 1**

This technology creates a low-level force shield for the Sentinel. Groups of Sentinels can join together to project this field over any ship of your choosing. This weak shield can protect a ship from basic projectile weapons. See “Research and the Technology Tree” for details.
Send one Mimic (disguised as an Imperialist ship) toward the beacon at the Imperialist base (bearing 225, 90 km from the Command Ship). It automatically stops when the base is in view.

See the Imperial base convinces your ship’s command crew that today is not the right one for a fight of this size. You’ll need to sneak through the nebula.

When you’ve seen the base, the objective is complete.

Objective 2: Scout NAV points

The next assignment is a tough one. The Kuun-Lan has established NAV points through the nebula to guide the blind Caal-Shto—the points are shown as beacons.
in your Sensors Manager. Unfortunately, the nebula prohibits long-range scanning to see if the NAV points are free of danger. You need to lead the convoy by sending a Recon ahead and checking each NAV point.

**Tip**

**Clearing a NAV point starts the Caal-Shto moving to it. Therefore, don’t send out the Recons until you’re able to defend the fleet.**

Before dispatching the Recon and starting this process, set up your defense of the convoy.

**Interceptor teams visit you constantly as you trudge across the nebula. Make sure they don’t see your fleet.**

The Imperialist base doesn’t know you’re hidden in the nebula. If one of their Interceptor scouts gets close enough to see the Kuun-Lan or the Caal-Shto and it makes it back to the base alive, you’ll have to bear the full brunt of the base’s wrath. Thus, keep the Interceptors away from the Command Ship and the Caal-Shto and run down any that try to head back home.
First, set your Command Ship to guard the *Caal-Shto* in Sphere formation; this keeps them moving together.

---

**Keep the mixed band of fighters between the convoy and the base in the distance. If you can vaporize any interlopers before they even reach the convoy, you can rest a little easier.**

---

Group the large ACV force with one of the Acolyte groups. Place this combined group in Claw formation (Aggressive Tactics) and position it between the *Kuun-Lan* and the Imperial base. Later, as your convoy starts moving, you’ll need to shift the position of your ACV/Acolyte wing to keep it between the base and your Capital Ships.

---

**This patrol is intentionally huge so it can quickly and efficiently snuff out any visitors. Destroyed ships tell no tales.**

---

The ACVs should destroy any incoming Interceptors. The Acolytes’ job is to run down and kill any that see the fleet and head home to tattle.

---

**If an Interceptor does escape, the Acolytes in your defense group have the speed to run it down before it reaches home.**
Now, assign the other Acolyte group to guard the Recon. Direct the Recon to the first NAV point to see what’s out there.

There are five NAV points to check. The mission is complete when you’ve scouted all of them. Meanwhile ...

**Tip**

_Don’t send your Recons all the way to each NAV point. Not surprisingly, many of the NAV points have hazards nearby. If you direct your Recon to go all the way to the NAV point, it may attract unwanted attention._

Objective 3: Escort and Protect the Caal-Shto with Command Ship

_The Caal-Shto automatically begins moving when the first NAV point is cleared._

When the Recon reaches the first NAV point, the Caal-Shto begins to move. If you haven’t already ordered the Command Ship to guard the Caal-Shto in Sphere formation, do so now.
Don’t forget to reposition your ACV/Acolyte strike teams to keep them between the convoy and the Imperialist base.

This mission objective is ongoing and is satisfied only when the Caal-Shto is safely into the slipgate at the other end of the nebula.

**Objective 4:**
Destroy Ta11dan Minelayers

Send your Recon toward the second NAV point. Here you’ll find a large matrix of mines. Pull your Recon back and order its Acolyte escort to assume Evasive Tactics. Target the mines individually with the Acolytes and select each successive mine until all are cleared.

These mines must be cleared before the Caal-Shto arrives.

Next, link these Acolytes to form ACVs (and adjust them to Aggressive Tactics) and target the Minelayer Corvettes before they put down any more mines. When they and their Defender escort have been extinguished, you should unlink your ACVs and downshift the resulting Acolytes to Evasive Tactics.

Puncturing the Minelayer Corvettes requires the enhanced firepower of the ACV. Don’t forget to switch to Aggressive Tactics.

Reestablish the Acolyte group as the Recon’s escort and move onto the third NAV point.
Continue through the next two NAV points in the same manner: Send in the Acolytes to clear the mines and then scout ahead with the Recon.

**New Research: Frigate Drive**

Frigate Drive research allows you to build—what else?—frigates. You’ll need these larger ships very soon, so start this research immediately. See “Research and the Technology Tree” for more details.

Now that you’re past the Imperial base, keep the ACV/Acolyte group about 25 km behind the *Kuun-Lan* at all times.

**Position the ACV/Acolyte Team Behind the Advancing Kuun-Lan and Caal-Shto.**

If you haven’t cornered and killed the Minelayers by now, get a move on. Time’s running out.

**New Build: Hive Frigate**

The Hive Frigate is the first frigate-class ship available. This large combat ship can either fire its forward guns or release a cloud of swarming drones. It’s most effective against single-gun ships and strike craft. See “Taiidan and Turanic Fleets” for more details.

**CAUTION**

*Your Acolytes have to destroy several more minefields out here. Killing the Minelayers now, however, assures that there won’t be any new mines laid.*
The Heavy Cruiser is blocking your exit path from the nebula. It and its fleet must be destroyed. Eventually, you come into range of NAV point five. This time, make an exception and move your Recon directly onto the NAV point.

As the Recon pulls into visual range, it automatically stops when it spies the Heavy Cruiser with a staggering sphere of Defender escorts.

You haven’t the firepower for this battle. As you ponder how to satisfy this objective, you get your next one.

Your only hope to kill that Heavy Cruiser lies in the quick development of Leeches: Ships designed to clandestinely kill a ship by sucking it dry. This technology can be researched in the Advanced Engineering Module.

**New Research: Phased Telemetry**

Phased Telemetry is a necessary technology if you want to build Leeches. See “Research and the Technology Tree” for more details.
The first step is to *instantly* begin research into Phased Telemetry, a technology required for building Leeches.

**NEW BUILD: LEECHES**

Leeches are micro-ships that feature a gruesome attack. These covert drones can’t be detected by standard sensors and can act on their target in three ways. First, they can vent a ship, draining its material into space without the ship’s knowledge. Second, they can leech a ship, converting stolen material into usable Resource Units and returning them to your fleet. Finally, they can spy, attaching themselves to an enemy hull to give you a window into otherwise unseeable areas. Enemies equipped with Advanced Sensors or stationed near Proximity Sensor arrays can detect—and attack—the Leeches.

The instant the research is done, build 12 Leeches.

**DON’T WASTE A SECOND IN GETTING YOUR DOZEN LEECHES INTO THE FIELD. THE Caal-Sho IS GOING TO THAT NAV POINT WHETHER OR NOT THE HEAVY CRUISER IS PARKED THERE. DESTROY THE CRUISER BEFORE THE Caal-Sho ARRIVES.**

Get as many Leeches as possible onto the hull of the Heavy Cruiser.

As the Leeches come off the line, assign them to vent the Heavy Cruiser. The more Leeches you use, the faster the process is.

Meanwhile, send the Acolyte team to flush out the mines in front of the Heavy Cruiser.
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As the Heavy Cruiser starts to vent flames from the Leeches' damage, bring in your strike craft to swarm over the Defenders.

Finally, as the Caal-Shto approaches the Heavy Cruiser, bring all of your strike craft forward to dogfight with the Defenders. At some point before or as they arrive, the Heavy Cruiser detonates, leaving the Defenders with nothing to defend.

Once the Caal-Shto’s bow disappears into the slipgate, you may proceed to the next mission.

Finally, cover the Caal-Shto as it enters the slipgate outside the nebula. When the carrier is safely away, the mission is complete.
Mission 7: Rescue Convoy

Things are about to get a little hairy. Unlike the battles you’ve won so far, this one demands nimble combat technique and wide distribution of a very large force. Start construction immediately as described below and you’ll be ready for the frantic four waves of Beast Cruise Missiles—fearsome fighter-speed weapons that pack an instantaneous Beast infection.

Objectives
1. Investigate Mayday Signal
2. Protect Convoy from Beast

Research
- Armor Level 2
- EMP Weapon
- Quantum Explosive Charge

New Builds
- None

The Beast Ships
- Cruise Missile
- Interceptors
Walkthrough

Before you begin, start your builds and then pause to get things organized; this one’s gonna be wild.

**New Research: Armor Level 2 and Quantum Explosive Charge**

Higher-level armor can be affixed to all ships with a simple upgrade, substantially reducing damage from missiles, kamikaze attacks, and proximity explosions.

The Quantum Explosive Charge adds some real punch to Mimics’ and MCVs’ kamikaze attacks. When the ship strikes its target, a massive explosive charge is detonated, inflicting damage far beyond the force of the ship itself.

For more information, see “Research and the Technology Tree.”

Although you probably won’t have time to upgrade your ships during this mission, begin research into upgraded ship armor.

Enter the Build Manager and add as many Support Modules as you can afford. To make even more room, retire any ships you won’t need: Mimics, Leeches, Sentinels, and Hive Frigates are of no use here.

---

**Your ACVs are too slow to reliably fight the Beast Cruise Missiles; unlink them to make a swarm of Acolytes.**
Next, unlink your ACVs (to form double the number of Acolytes). Build enough new Acolytes to bring your total Acolyte count to 54. You’ll only need about 36 of these (six groups of six) for the first two assaults.

**Tip**

You’ll eventually want to start building 18 new ACVs. These will be used as escorts for the final two attack waves.

Divvy up your Acolytes into *nine groups of six* and assign them group numbers.

Set your Workers to their task. There’s a staggering quantity of resources in this sector, so you might as well get started.

**Tip**

If you haven’t already built a Processor, don’t. When Cruise Missiles target your ships, the Processor is the first thing they go for. Once infected, it’ll take quite a bit of time for you to breach its diseased hull and send it to its maker. This is a distraction you don’t need. Because you can’t retire Processors, your only choices are to keep it or scuttle it now. Probably best to use it and hope nothing bad happens rather than throwing away your investment.

If a Processor does become infected, act quickly to scuttle the craft before it leaves your control. Otherwise, you’ll have to use otherwise-occupied ships to blast it to pieces.

Now it’s time to check out that distress call. Send your Recon toward it (60 km at bearing 215).

**Objective 2:**

Protect Convoy from the Beast
As the Recon pulls within scanner range, you learn what you must do: Protect a convoy from multiple waves of Beast infestation missiles. A Taiidan Republican (they’re good guys, by the way) convoy of unarmed ships full of colonists is being targeted by Beast Cruise Missiles.

**Note**

The Beast Cruise Missiles aren’t normal missiles. They’re actually very fast ships loaded with explosive warheads of Beast genetic material. Their assault is essentially a kamikaze attack. Since they’re ships, you can target them.

**Tip**

You should conduct most of this battle from the Sensors Manager, zoomed out so you can see the entire battlefield. When micromanagement is required, pause the game and zoom in on the selected area. This mission can get out of control very quickly if you don’t focus on the entire battlefield.
THE CONVOY IS EMERGING FROM A SLIPGATE AT POSITION 1 AND HEADED TO ANOTHER AT POSITION 2. THEY'LL TRAVEL IN A STRAIGHT LINE BETWEEN THEM.

The convoy is moving toward a slipgate, located about 75 km from your Command Ship at bearing 310. Once a ship arrives at the gate, it’ll jump to safety.

ACV ESCORTS HELP IN THE MISSION’S LATTER TWO ATTACK WAVES WHEN THE CRUISE MISSILES ARE ACCOMPANIED BY INTERCEPTOR ESCORTS.

Before the first wave arrives, initiate construction of 18 ACVs. When they’re complete, assign two to each of the nine Acolyte groups as escorts.
Array your strike groups around the convoy. Keep two groups at each of the slipgates. Your goal is to intercept multiple missile groups before they get to the convoy and to move groups quickly to help others that become overwhelmed. The following figure shows the proper distribution. These positions will change in the heat of battle, but remember to put the groups back in these positions during the respite between waves. Of course, you’ll only need about six groups for the first two waves, but this figure shows the positions for all nine.

**Tip**

Move the command ship closer to the convoy to speed repairs.

---

*Note the distribution of attack groups around the proceeding convoy. These locations aren’t precise, but are designed to provide full coverage to the entire convoy.*
A single hit won’t infect a convoy ship. Several, however, will turn the ship into a moving cruise missile launcher.

If a convoy ship is hit by enough cruise missiles, it is converted into a Beast vessel. One or two hits probably won’t do it, but more will be certain doom. Once infected, a convoy vessel can fire cruise missiles of its own at other convoy ships or your fleet. If you can’t save a ship, slaughter it quickly.

When you receive the missile alert, switch to the Sensors Manager and begin moving your groups into position. As the missiles enter sensor range, target them with the closest group.

When the first wave of cruise missiles arrives—each group shows as a flashing yellow beacon in your Sensors Manager even if it’s outside explored space—scramble your Acolyte groups and put them on intercept courses with the missiles. Try to engage the missiles as far from the convoy as possible.

While the first group has been targeted to the cruise missiles, the second is moving in behind to act as a safety net.
You need only one group per missile squad, but it’s good policy to have a backup group on its way to battle in case things go awry.

**Note**

The Cruise Missiles fired at the convoy usually won’t target your fleet. Ones fired from infested convoy ships will. Generally, they seem to target processors first, then workers, then attack ships. Only if things get totally out of control will they target the Command Ship.

When your Acolytes intercept the Cruise Missiles, band-select the entire set of missiles (from the Sensors Manager) and let the strike group do its job—because the Cruise Missiles ignore your attack ships, no micromanagement is required.

**Tip**

After each wave, try swapping the positions of the group closest to the Command Ship with a group that hasn’t been upgraded with Armor Level 2. This way, you can gradually upgrade your strike teams without sacrificing battlefield coverage.

The second wave is just like the first, but you’ll see more groups of Cruise Missiles from more directions.
SOME OF THE CRUISE MISSILES IN THE THIRD WAVE COME WITH AN INTERCEPTOR ESCORT. YOU’LL NEED YOUR ACV ESCORTS TO TAKE CARE OF THESE EXTRA SHIPS WHILE YOUR ACOYLES GO AFTER THE CRUISE MISSILES.

The third wave is a bit more complicated; some of the Cruise Missiles have escorts. In this situation, assign the closest group to intercept the entire missile group (including the escorts)—your ACV escorts will dutifully come along. As your ships near firing range, pause the game and target the missiles with the Acolytes and the Interceptors with the ACVs. If you don’t make these specific assignments, your Acolytes get hung up fighting the escorts and the missiles continue on their course.

NEW RESEARCH: EMP WEAPON

This secondary attack allows ACVs to briefly debilitate any enemy ship by emitting an electromagnetic pulse. The attack takes time to recharge, making it less useful in this mission. Use it on Cruise Missile escorts and infected colony ships. See “Research and the Technology Tree” for more details.

**Tip**

YOU CAN AFFORD TO LOSE A FEW CONVOY SHIPS, BUT DON’T MAKE A HABIT OF IT.

**Tip**

ANOTHER WAY TO GET HELP WITH ESCORTS IS TO SELECT SOME ACOYLES TO QUICKLY LINK AND TAKE ON THE INTERCEPTORS WHILE THE REMAINING, FASTER FIGHTERS GO AFTER THE MISSILES.
The gap before the final wave is a bit longer. If you need to, you can send ships back to the Command Ship for repair. I don’t recommend it—it’s probably more efficient to build some back-up ships during the early parts of the mission and swap them out as groups amass excessive damage.

The final wave is the most difficult. Most of the Beast Cruise Missies blaze in with escorts. What’s worse, most come in clusters and at varying altitudes.

You will lose a few convoy ships. Don’t forget to destroy any infected ships quickly with an overwhelming Sphere formation before they fire new volleys of missiles. Remember that the newly infected ships will fire missiles at both your ships and other convoy vessels. One infected ship, therefore, can quickly create a domino effect on the entire convoy.
When all the Beast ships are destroyed, the mission is complete.

Given the massive quantity of resources in this area, don't forget to finish collecting before moving on to the next mission. You may want to construct a Processor to speed the efforts.
Mission 8: Republic Spy

It’s salvage time! You’re going to get lots of practice with this delightful skill. Several Imperial ships are yours for the taking in this mission. If you’re lucky, you’ll not only satisfy your objectives, but also add some very powerful ships and killer technology to your arsenal.

Objectives
1. Resource and Build
2. Protect the Taiidan Rebel Spy
3. Capture One Imperial Frigate
4. Capture Three Taiidan Resource Collectors

Research
- Energy Cannon
- Advanced Ion Cannon
- Crystal Processing

New Builds
- Assault Frigate (Salvaged)
- Ion Beam Frigate (Salvaged)
- Multibeam Frigate

Taiidan Imperialist Ships
- Interceptor
- Defender
- Multigun Corvette
- Resource Collector
- Support Frigate
- Gravwell Generator
- Ion Cannon Frigate
Walkthrough

Objective 1: Resource and Build

Take this opportunity to resource the nearby asteroid fields and reinforce your fleet. Also, retool your fleet if necessary and regroup your ACVs into larger squads of eight to 12. Finally, build a Processor, a Ramming Frigate, four Workers, and at least four Leeches.

By now your Command Ship should look like this, with a full complement of Support Modules.

Note

If you had a large buildup of fighters from the last mission, you may be running short on available Support Units. Now is a good time (if you can afford it) to expand to the maximum number of Support Modules. If you’ve already maxed out on those or can’t afford to build more, retire several Acolytes and ACVs. In the end, you should have at least 24 (but preferably 32) ACVs. It’s very important to have substantial support unit headroom or you won’t be able to salvage all the necessary enemy ships.
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**Note**

When you retire ships, you receive 60 percent of their cost in resource units. For example, a 100-RU ship returns 60 RUs when you retire it.

---

**Objective 2:**

**Protect the Taiidan Rebel Spy**

You require the data from the Taiidan spy. At about the three-minute mark, the Taiidan spy appears on your Sensors Manager as a beacon (110 km at bearing 255). Send out Recons and Acolytes to reach the spy as soon as possible and protect him from any pursuers.

The spy is a very popular fellow. Send out all of your strike craft to fend off his pursuers.

When his first wave of pursuers (Interceptors) appear in the Sensors Manager, target them immediately.

Next, focus on the second, larger wave of Imperialist attackers. Fire your squads’ EMP weapon at the Multigun Corvettes and then let them have it with all guns. The rather large group of escorting Defenders is no problem once its dangerous big brothers are scrapped.

Return your strike groups to the Command Ship.

---

**Objective 3:**

**Capture One Imperial Frigate**

---
You need at least two Workers to salvage an Imperial Frigate. After the spy files his reports and dashes away, turn your attention to capturing some Imperialist hardware. Bring your strike groups back from their dogfight with the spy’s pursuers and make any necessary repairs.

The Resource Collection Fleet is well defended. With skillful tactics, however, you can neutralize their forces and still swipe all of the ships you need.

Once all hands are ready, dispatch a Recon to get a good look at the resource collection fleet (beacon at 110 km at bearing 165). When you’ve seen what you’re up against, send two ACV groups, four Workers, a Ramming Frigate, and four or more Leeches toward the resource collection fleet.

When the Ramming Frigate takes control of the Gravwell Generator, it’s time to move the rest of your attack group in for the kill. It’s only a matter of time until the Gravwell wiggles away from the Frigate.

When you arrive just outside the fleet’s scanner range, begin by sending the Ramming Frigate to push the Gravwell Generator out of the battle.

Tip

If all the Frigates are destroyed before you can collect one, the game is over.
ONCE THE GRAVWELL GENERATOR IS OUT OF RANGE, THE LEECHES SHOULD HAVE NO PROBLEM ATTACHING THEMSELVES TO THE ANNOYING SUPPORT FRIGATES.

As the Ramming Frigate makes contact with the Gravwell, target one of the Support Frigates with the Leeches. When the first explodes, move the little bloodsuckers to the second Support Frigate. That’ll stop them from healing your targets!

THOUGH THE MISSION OBJECTIVES DON’T REQUIRE IT, YOU NEED TO SALVAGE BOTH TYPES OF COMBAT FRIGATE: THE ION CANNON FRIGATE AND THE ASSAULT FRIGATE.

When the Ramming Frigate hits, assign two Workers to salvage one Ion Cannon Frigate and two to salvage one Assault Frigate. Next, assign an ACV group to each of the salvage targets; when the target ships are sufficiently damaged, the ACVs cease fire. Promptly assign them to the other frigates.

YOU CAN (AND SHOULD) SALVAGE MORE THAN ONE FRIGATE IF YOU HAVE THE PERSISTENCE TO TRY. THE STEPS ARE THE SAME AS FOR A SINGLE FRIGATE, BUT THE EXECUTION IS MORE DIFFICULT. ON THE UPSIDE, YOU’LL HAVE EVEN MORE KILLER RIGS IN YOUR FLEET WHEN THE DAY’S DONE AND, IF YOU GO FOR ONE ION CANNON FRIGATE AND ONE ASSAULT FRIGATE, YOU’LL GAIN TWO VERY POWERFUL WEAPON RESEARCH TOPICS.
Next, assign (in Sphere formation) one strike team to each frigate you’ve selected for salvage. Once the target ships are sufficiently damaged, the Workers will move in and drag them back to the Command Ship.

If the Gravwell Generator escapes the Ramming Frigate and returns to the fray, the Ramming Frigate will be along soon to reacquire its target.

Once you’ve claimed all the frigates you desire, open fire on the remaining frigates and the Gravwell Generator (if the Rammer didn’t do enough damage by itself).

When at least one frigate has been returned to the Command Ship, this mission objective is complete.

It’s important to snare both kinds of Imperial Frigates because of the technologies they yield. Grabbing the Ion Cannon Frigate introduces your Weapons Module scientists to Advanced Ion Cannon technology. The Attack Frigate brings up the Energy Cannon. Gaining both technologies at this stage puts you in an excellent position.

**NEW RESEARCH: ENERGY CANNON**

This research permits the upgrade of all projectile-firing ships to more powerful energy cannons. See “Research and the Technology Tree” for more details.
New Research: Advanced Ion Cannon

The Ion Cannon is a stunningly powerful weapon. With this technology under your belt, you can construct the infinitely useful Multibeam Frigate and be on your way to some larger and even more deadly craft that depend on this technology.

Objective 4: Capture Three Taiidan Resource Collectors

Send out Workers with ACV escorts to collect three Imperial Resource Collectors. You need at least two Workers to salvage each Taiidan Resource Collector.

Tip

If all collectors are accidentally destroyed in battle, the day is doomed and the game is over.

Compared with salvaging the frigates, getting the Resource Collectors is a breeze. Just try to avoid destroying them first.

Just as with the frigates, select each Resource Collector for salvage with your Workers (it takes two Workers per collector) and then target the selected collector with your ACVs. When the ship is sufficiently damaged, the fighters will back off and let the Workers move in.
Once you’ve gotten three collectors, set your ACVs loose on the rest before they gobble up valuable resources. Fire at will!

With three Imperial Collectors in hand, the objective and the mission are complete. Be sure to collect all remaining resources.

There’s still one more thing to do: Send a Recon out to the purple dots on your Sensors Manager (75 km from the start point at bearing 000). These are crystals, and they’re chock full of Resource Units.

Once your Recon discovers these crystalline asteroids, you can begin researching methods of harvesting and processing.

**NEW BUILD: MULTIBEAM FRIGATE**

Your first multiple-weapon ship is outstanding. Sporting several ion beams, the Multibeam Frigate is the fleet’s best fighter killer. The independent cannon turrets can fire beams in most directions, even while turning and executing move orders. They also can target several ships at once. Always band-select your enemies with this ship; aiming them all at one ship is effective but dulls the impact of this versatile vessel.

With three Imperial Collectors in hand, the objective and the mission are complete. Be sure to collect all remaining resources.

**NEW RESEARCH: CRYSTAL PROCESSING**

This research topic creates an upgrade for your Command Ship and Processors. Once properly upgraded, these ships can accept and convert crystals hauled back by your Workers. See “Research and the Technology Tree” for more details.
Gather four Workers and a Processor, and venture out to the crystals. You can’t directly harvest crystals like you do other resources. Instead, your Workers must salvage the crystals and drag them to an upgraded processing bay.

It takes two Workers to salvage a small crystal and four to bring back a big one. Drag all the crystals back to the waiting Processor.

When you’ve retrieved all crystals, you’re ready to move on to the next mission.
The first part of this mission is pretty standard. In the end, however, it becomes a wild protect-and-survive free-for-all.

Once you’ve launched Resource Collectors for their infiltration mission on the research planet, you’ll have to create a distraction and then hold off the predictable retaliation. Before that threat is past, you’ll need to cover the returning (and now exposed) Collector spies. They have an entire armada on their tail, and it’s your job to keep the enemies at bay until the Collectors dock. Once that happens, you’re free to run like hell.

**Objectives**
1. Move Disguised Collectors to Specified Location
2. Destroy a Proximity Sensor
3. Wait for Resource Collectors
4. Engage Taiidan Planetary Guard
5. Protect Resource Collectors

**Research**
- Force Field Level 2

**New Builds**
- None

**Taiidan Imperialist Ships**
- Interceptor
- Defender
- Attack Bomber
- Multigun Corvette
- Support Frigate
- Ion Cannon Frigate
- Ramming Frigate
- Destroyer
- Missile Destroyer
- Gravwell Generator
Walkthrough

Objective 1: Move Disguised Collectors to Specified Location

Your transports must meet up with Taiidan Republic spies at the specified coordinates. Immediately set a team of ACVs and Acolytes (unlink some ACVs if you have to) to guard the captured Resource Collectors and send the spies to the rendezvous point (which is 50 km at bearing 120 from the Command Ship). Before they reach this point, they’re available targets for incoming ships. Once they reach the rendezvous point and leave your control, they’re no longer targeted.

New Research: Force Field Level 2

This higher-level force field makes your Sentinel-projected force fields effective against missiles. See “Research and the Technology Tree” for more details.

Tip

If the Collectors have arrived and the objective is not declared complete, try adjusting the Collectors’ altitude.

The objective is complete when the Collectors are correctly positioned.

Escort the Resource Collectors to the rendezvous point before you do anything else.
Before moving on to the next objective, there’s business to attend to. Begin by harvesting the several small clusters of resources in the area. This is the only quiet time to do this during the mission, so take advantage of the opportunity.

A squadron of Imperial Interceptors immediately attacks you. Unlink several more ACVs and send them out in Claw formation to deal with this minor threat.

Until you satisfy the second mission objective (see the next section) by destroying a Proximity Sensor, you’ll be under attack by these small squads of Interceptors. They usually go for your Workers but have been known (beyond all reason) to go for the Command Ship. Stay lightly but adequately defended.

**Note**

A FEW OF THE FIELDS ARE UNCOMFORTABLY CLOSE TO THE ENEMY BASE, BUT UNLESS YOU INTENTIONALLY VENTURE TOO FAR FROM THE FIELDS, THE IMPERIALS SHOULDN’T DETECT OR INTERFERE (EXCEPT WITH RANDOM PATROLS) WITH YOUR WORKERS. DISCRETION, PERHAPS, DICTATES LEAVING THOSE FIELDS ALONE.

These small bands of Interceptors peck at you until you intentionally or accidentally attract the entire fleet’s attention.

**Note**

THE INTERCEPTORS DON’T ACTUALLY COME FROM THE BASE, BUT APPEAR IN RANDOM SPOTS ON THE MAP. THUS, IT’S POSSIBLE FOR A SQUADRON TO MATERIALIZE IN THE MIDDLE OF YOUR FLEET. ALSO, UNLESS YOU’RE SPOTTED BY A SHIP BEHIND THE PROXIMITY SENSOR MATRIX OR AN INTERCEPTOR ESCAPES TO REPORT YOUR EXISTENCE, YOU SHOULD ONLY SEE INTERCEPTORS UNTIL YOU ATTACK THE MATRIX.
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Be sure none of these Interceptor squads escape your fighters! At some point in each skirmish, the Interceptors will turn tail to their base. For this reason, you want to battle them with Acolytes instead of ACVs—once an Interceptor runs, an ACV can’t catch it. An Acolyte can.

If the Interceptors make it home alive, you’ll soon be greeted by much more fearsome visitors: large squads of Attack Bombers and fleets containing random combinations of at least one Destroyer or Missile Destroyer, Ion Cannon Frigates, Attack Frigates, Support Frigates, and one or more Gravwell Generators.

Spend this time building up and tuning your fleet for the next objective. You’ll need the usual swarm of ACVs (re-link all but one group of your Acolytes after the harvesting) also at least one Ramming Frigate.

**Note**

The only reason you’d welcome these stronger forces is for the opportunity to salvage a Destroyer. This endeavor is, however, epically difficult and should only be undertaken by the most determined and patient players.

**Tip**

On the other hand, you might want to hold onto those Workers. If you plan to salvage any enemy ships (boy, that Destroyer looks tasty!), you’ll want at least two Workers. If you plan to heist several ships at a time (you daring devil, you), keep four Workers.
Once the harvesting is done, consider retiring all but two of your Workers to make room for more attack ships.

Leeches make short and quiet work of those annoying Support Frigates.

Keep a team of at least four Leeches, primarily for Support Frigate destruction. They also work well on Destroyers as long as you’re not near the Proximity Sensor matrix.

**Note**

Leeches have some limitations in this mission. They can’t be used near the Proximity Sensor wall. Because the Proximity Sensors can detect their existence, they won’t be invisible to ships at the wall. Also, Leeches can’t attach to Gravwell Generators.

The force field cast by a team of 12 Sentinels can totally encircle your Command Ship. It’s a good idea to use this defensive tool, but it means fewer attack ships.
Sentinels are also an option. This entire mission is pretty punishing, but the final rush is potentially devastating for your Command Ship. If you choose, start gradually building 12 Sentinels to later serve as a force field sphere around your Command Ship.

**Tip**

*Keep in mind that building a large group of Sentinels means building fewer ACVs. Doing so might prevent you from getting to the final objective. Choose the strategy that suits you best.*

When your Workers declare the region stripped of all resources, dock them.

**Objective 2: Destroy a Proximity Sensor**

Disrupt the Taiidan proximity grid by destroying a Proximity Sensor. Doing so provides the necessary diversion for our insertion team.

**Note**

*Mimics are useless in this objective. The Proximity Sensors expose them immediately as the frauds they are. You can't spy on the Imperialist fleet.*

A little chaos is necessary for your Collectors to make their approach. Your job is to take out one Proximity Sensor to draw attention to your fleet while the spies find what they need. You'll have to weather quite a counterattack once you expose yourself to the base.
Move the entire fleet (except the Collectors) as far as they’ll go (to the edge of the game field) toward the left end of the Proximity Sensor wall (bearing 120).

Re-link all but one squad (about eight) of your Acolytes and divide them into two groups. Keep the squad of Acolytes guarding the Command Ship in Claw formation, using Aggressive Tactics.

Take the two ACV squads and inch them in small steps toward the sensor wall. Stop when the sensors appear (as red dots) in your Sensors Manager. If you’ve been careful, you haven’t been spotted yet.

Bring your Ramming Frigates and any Assault or Ion Cannon Frigates you captured in the previous mission into position just outside the wall. Take along a Processor (assigned to escort the captured frigates) to provide automatic repair services. This is the rest of your assault fleet.
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Your Sensors Manager will show a large and potent fleet guarding the wall. Among your welcoming committee are two Support Frigates, a bunch of Ion Cannon Frigates, and a squadron of Multigun Corvettes.

Pull your attack fleet back a bit from the wall and send one group of fighters to draw the attention of the enemy. When they turn to pursue, draw your decoys back to the rest of the ships.

When the enemy fleet arrives, first target the Support Frigates with your Ramming Frigates. This gets them out of the area (and out of repairing range) while you pound on the ships they protect. Next, target the Ion Cannon Frigates with your captured frigates.

As the slower units are about to engage their targets, swoop in with the speedier ACVs and engage the corvettes one at a time. When the corvettes are vaporized, focus all fire on the Ion Cannon Frigates (in Sphere formation).

When only enemy frigates are left, switch your ACVs into Sphere formation for speedy destruction.

If you’re efficient in this assault, you won’t see a reinforcement fleet (except maybe a small squad of Interceptors).

Dispatch one strike group to target a Proximity Sensor. Now you’ve done it!
Take this moment to target the nearest Proximity Sensor. When that’s done, the mission objective is complete and the spies can move through the enemy lines.

**Tip**

*Once the Proximity Sensor is destroyed, you no longer need any Acolytes. Link them to form the more powerful ACVs that will get you through the remainder of the mission.*

**Objective 3: Wait for Resource Collectors**

You must wait for your insertion team (disguised Resource Collectors) to infiltrate the base on the planet and gather the needed information.

The waiting is the hardest part! As your disguised collectors trudge toward the planet, you begin to see the true size and power of this Imperial fleet. Your goal in this stage of the mission should be uniting your fleet and moving it toward the sensor wall. This prepares you for the final stage.

It takes about *six minutes* for the collectors to pass the Imperial checkpoint. That’s how long you have to get within spitting distance of the wall.

Move your Command Ship forward and your attack fleet back so they rendezvous in the middle.

With the Proximity Sensor destroyed, move your assault team back toward the Command Ship. At the same time, move your Command Ship toward the assault team. They’ll meet somewhere in the middle.
It’s likely that the assault team will have more than a few ships on their tails. Avoid stopping to fight unless it’s absolutely necessary.

Unite the fleet and prepare to move toward the Proximity Sensor wall where the collectors entered (they’ll come back out the same way).

For this stage, you want as many ACVs as possible (about two dozen), two Ramming Frigates, four Workers, one Processor, and a couple of captured frigates.

The opposition gets really thick now. Don’t worry about dominance, just survival.
You see several large squadrons coming your way; try to deal with them individually. In this stage, you’re set upon by several large wings of Interceptors and mixed groups consisting mostly of Ion Cannon and Assault Frigates. Multigun Corvettes appear on their own and as escorts.

Once you’ve united your fleet, move it inexorably toward the Proximity Sensors wall at the point where the Collectors entered—it appears in the Sensors Manager as a cleared path between the wall and the planet.

Keep very tight control over your fleet as the attack waves roll in. Stay in a defensive shell as much as possible, using your more mobile ACVs as a human shield around your Command Ship—this is where the Sentinels might prove effective.

GET THE GRAVWELL GENERATORS OUT OF THE WAY WITH RAMMING FRIGATES.

Use the Ramming Frigates to push away Imperial Gravwell Generators or the odd Destroyer that catches your scent.

The collectors reach the planet’s checkpoint after six minutes. A cutscene shows that the codes you stole were thankfully legitimate—and the collectors haven’t been blown summarily out of the sky.

WHEN YOU SEE THIS SCENE, IT MEANS YOU NOW HAVE TO HOLD ON FOR SIX MORE MINUTES.

If you still have any ships left in the battlefield at this point, you’ve fulfilled this objective.
After the cutscene, the collectors disappear from the Sensors Manager for about three minutes. During this time, you have to not only survive, but move your ships into position to rendezvous with the collectors as they leave the planet. Your job is to engage the Taiidan forces long enough for the insertion team to make planetfall.

The first step in getting the Collectors aboard the Command Ship is to position the *Kann-Lan* as close as possible to the Sensor wall. This significantly shortens the trip for the collectors and the gauntlet they’ll be forced to run. If the *Kuun-Lan* isn’t at the wall when you receive the message from the collectors, there’s scant chance they’ll make it back.

**Note**

* A cutscene informs you that the collectors are in danger. By this point, however, it may be too late. Watch the clock and the Sensors Manager closely; when the blue blips reappear, it’s time to make your move.

Punch through the enemy lines to be in position when the collectors return.
The second element of success is having ACV escorts on hand as early as possible during the collectors’ return. Send in two large wings of ACVs as soon as (or even before) the collectors reappear. Thus, they’ll arrive in time to protect them when the proverbial Beast droppings hit the fan.

When the Collectors reappear, dispatch two large ACV escorts through the Proximity Sensor wall. Set them to Neutral Tactics so they aren’t sidetracked in skirmishes during their rendezvous.

Guard these ships faithfully or all your efforts will be for naught.

When they arrive, switch one group of ACVs to Sphere formation, and assign it to guard the collectors. Keep the other group in Claw formation and order it to attack any enemy groups that make a play for the collectors.

Before you play white knight to the collectors, however, you have to survive these three minutes. Because survival is the primary goal of this mission, keep your strategies defensive. Unfortunately, this means severe losses and almost constant construction to replenish lost ships. All you need to succeed in the final seconds is the three collectors and a Command Ship with more than 1 percent Health.

If, by the time you see this scene, you aren’t already set to escort the collectors, it’s probably too late.

After the three-minute interval passes, you see a cutscene that introduces the final mission objective. You should already be in position for it. If you’ve survived this far, the objective is complete.
About three minutes after the collectors reappear on the Sensors Manager, their peaceful return is shattered—they’re identified as spies. Escort them to ensure the return of all three ships.

Place your Command Ship in Neutral Tactics but keep her escorts Aggressive. Next, set a course directly for the collectors.

---

**The Collectors Take Some Time to Dock, So Be Ready to Put on a Big Defensive Show in the Mission’s Final Seconds.**

---

When the collectors arrive at the Command Ship (or vice versa depending on how you look at it), they take some time to dock. Send out everything you’ve got to run interference.

When the last Collector is aboard, quickly click on “Hyperspace” (in the lower left corner of the screen) to blink away to safety.
Mission 10: Debris Field (Koreth's Rift Sector)

What starts as a simple salvage mission soon becomes a war on three fronts. First, you must get your hands on a hotly contested bit of space garbage. Then you must give your Command Ship time to install the weapon. Finally, you must use it on the Beast Mothership ... that is, if you can survive assaults from Raider and Imperialist forces in the sector. This is your first campaign with a large fleet of strike craft and frigates. Make it a good learning experience.

Objectives
1. Salvage Siege Cannon
2. Research Siege Cannon
3. Build Siege Cannon
4. Fire Siege Cannon

Research
- Advanced Sensors
- Siege Cannon

New Build
- Siege Cannon

Turanic Raider Ships
- Fighter
- Standard Corvette
- Missile Corvette

Taaladan Imperialist Ships
- Multigun Corvette
- Interceptor
- Destroyer
- Defender
- Heavy Cruiser
The Beast Ships

- Interceptors
- Missile Corvettes
- Acolytes
- Attack Bombers

Walkthrough

Objective 1: Salvage Siege Cannon

Send a team of Workers into the debris field to salvage the Siege Cannon. Before setting off on this errand, take a moment to bring in some rocks for the war effort. No attacks occur until you reach the debris field.

Plenty of resources are right near your starting point, and even more can be found with a little exploration (55 km at bearing 010) in nearby space.

Hidden just outside explored space is another resource field.

Take the time to build up your fleet. You probably took intense losses in the previous campaign, so make sure you rebuild any lost Command Ship modules.

Add a squad of 8 to 10 ACVs to guard the Command Ship while you’re salvaging the cannon. Also, make sure you have 5 Workers for the task at hand. Finally, build a couple of Multibeam Frigates to escort your Worker team.

Once you’ve fully exploited the local resources, send a group of five Workers, with a sizable escort, toward the beacon. Circumstances certainly justify a force of ACVs (two squads), the Multibeam Frigates, and at least a few heavier frigates.
THE RAIDERS WANT THAT CANNON AS BADLY AS YOU DO.

As the cannon comes into view, a Raider fleet reveals itself near the debris field. The Raiders also want the abandoned Siege Cannon. You must deprive them of their prize. A wing of Fighters leads the way, followed by Missile Corvette escorts. The Standard Corvettes are equipped to salvage the cannon.

BE SURE TO DEFUSE THE MINES BEFORE ATTACKING.

Approach the Siege Cannon with two squads of ACVs or Multibeam Frigates set to Evasive Tactics. Target the mines surrounding the cannon to clear the way for the Workers.

As you’re about to engage the Raider Fighters, some of the debris in the field uncloaks to reveal itself as a large squad of Standard Corvettes.

Set the Workers to salvage the cannon, escorted by the Processor to provide emergency repairs. Use the extra Worker (you only need four to haul the cannon) to heal its compatriots.

NOTE

THERE’S A LOT OF DEBRIS IN THIS BELT, MUCH OF WHICH CAN BE TARGETED AND SALVAGED. MAKE SURE YOU DON’T SELECT THE WRONG ITEM OR YOU COULD BE DRAGGING AN INTERGALACTIC SEPTIC TANK WHILE THE RAIDERS MAKE OFF WITH THE WEAPON.
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Restore all of your strike craft to Aggressive Tactics and target the Missile Corvettes first. Focus the frigate fire on these ships as well.

\[\text{Your workers are latched on, but they may be pulling against the Raider Corvettes.}\]

Once these ACV-killers have been neutralized, target the Standard Corvettes one by one. Destroying all Raider craft leaves you free to grab the cannon.

\[\text{Surprise! A fleet of Ion Array Frigates sneaks up on the Kuun-Lan. Good thing you left that escort back there.}\]

As the Workers assume control of the Siege Cannon, a fleet of Ion Array Frigates uncloaks near the Command Ship and immediately attacks. Use the Kuun-Lan’s ACV escorts (in Sphere formation) to target each enemy ship.

NEW RESEARCH: ADVANCED SENSORS

This upgrade for your ships’ sensors permits them to detect enemy Mimics, cloaked ships, and Leeches. It also enables them to see the Health of a highlighted enemy ship. All existing ships must, of course, be upgraded.

With the Siege Cannon safely docked in the Kuun-Lan, the objective is complete.

Objective 2: Research Siege Cannon
Research the Siege Cannon in your Weapons Module. Doing so enables you to mount a modified version of it on your Command Ship. The Kuun-Lan takes control of the Siege Cannon as soon the Workers bring it into range.

Triggered by this event, a large fleet of Imperial ships arrives. They’re outside immediate attack range for the moment, but you must be ready for the coming incursions.

**New Research: Siege Cannon Weapon**

The research from the Weapons Module is required before you can use the awesome weapon. Begin research immediately to add it to your arsenal. See “Research and the Technology Tree for more details.

Perform some quick repairs and upgrades to prepare for the coming Imperial assault. The incoming fleet contains several Multigun Corvettes, Interceptors, Destroyers, Defenders, and (alarmingly) a Heavy Cruiser.

There’s a scary-looking Imperial force headed your way.

First to arrive is the swarm of Interceptors and Multigun Corvettes.

After a very brief respite, you’re alerted to the launch of a new Raider attack, but first you must prepare for the frigate wave of the Imperial attack.

When research into the Siege Cannon is complete, the mission objective is fulfilled.
**Objective 3: Build Siege Cannon**

**NEW BUILD: SIEGE CANNON**

When you finish research on the Siege Cannon, you can (and must) build a mounting for the weapon. Look at the bottom of the list in your Build Manager and initiate construction immediately.

The Siege Cannon is an unusual weapon, functioning differently from all others in the game. Within a range of 35 km, the cannon does out full damage. Beyond that range, effectiveness drops with distance, eventually reaching maximum range and zero effectiveness.

To target with the cannon, select your Command Ship and start its Special Attack. This gives you what looks like a move tool; the effectiveness of the weapon is shown in red. Set the distance and altitude of the target exactly as you do a destination in the move tool and left click to complete targeting.

It takes time for the cannon to charge and fire its slow-moving shot. When it detonates, the shot sends out shock waves that inflict additional damage within a certain radius—the amount of damage dissipates as the wave moves away from the detonation point.

Immediately initiate construction of the Siege Cannon.

At some point, you’ll receive a transmission from the returned Caal-Shto. It has arrived with reinforcements (at approximately 100 km, bearing 245). Something, however, sounds wrong.

THE CAAL-SHTO DOESN’T LOOK WELL. WAS ALL THE PROTECTION IN VAIN?
Avoid engaging the second wave of the Imperial fleet if possible. Shortly after its arrival, the horrible truth about the Caal-Shto is revealed. It’s been undermined by the Beast and has led the way for the arrival of the Beast Mothership. The Imperials disengage with your forces to deal with the Beast. Let them.

You’ll probably have to deal with at least the Heavy Cruiser’s Interceptor escorts. Draw your forces back to avoid contact with the Heavy Cruiser itself.

Tip

IT’S ACTUALLY QUITE EASY TO SALVAGE THE HEAVY CRUISER FOR YOUR OWN USE. WAIT UNTIL THE IMPERIAL FLEET TURNS TO ENGAGE THE BEAST. THEN, TARGET THE CRUISER FOR SALVAGE AND ATTACK WITH ALL FORCES. YOU MUST HAVE SUFFICIENT SUPPORT UNIT HEADROOM BEFORE THE WORKERS ACCEPT THE SALVAGE ORDER. IF YOU NEED TO CLEAR SPACE, QUICKLY RETIRE OR (IF NECESSARY) SELF-DESTRUCT SOME ACVs. NONE OF THE CRUISER’S ESCORTS WILL ENGAGE DURING THIS ATTACK, SO YOU’VE GOT A FREE PASS. THIS MOVE GIVES YOU A VERY POWERFUL WEAPON AND KEEPS IT OUT OF THE BEAST’S HANDS. BE SURE TO REPAIR THE SHIP ONCE IT’S IN YOUR FLEET.

Prevent your fleet from pursuing the Imperials, but be ready for the sudden arrival of a Beast strike team of Interceptors. A second wave contains Missile Corvettes. Subsequent waves contain Acolytes, Attack Bombers, and ACVs.
When you’re finished building the Siege Cannon, the objective is met.

**Objective 4:**
**Fire Siege Cannon**

Attack the Beast Command Ship with the Siege Cannon. This means getting pretty close. That’s not the difficult part. The lurking Imperial and Raider fleets that peck away at you are what make things harder at this point.

Therefore, before heading to the Beast, make a play for your other two sources of opposition. Not only does this reduce other threats, it also gives you the opportunity to loot the resources from which both fleets are feeding. If you wait until the Beast is gone to attack these enemies, the fields will be depleted before you arrive.

Start with the Imperial Carrier hovering 110 km from your starting point at bearing 320.

*Quietly pick at this resource field and maybe its Imperial neighbor won’t notice.*

Bring your entire fleet to the resource field near the Imperial Carrier. Cultivate as much of the rock there as you can without the Imperials noticing. If you get away with all of it, you don’t even have to engage the Carrier.

**Tip**

The Imperial Carrier can be attacked with Leeches.
If, however, you attract attention, fire a Siege Cannon blast at the Carrier. The blast itself puts a sizable dent in the ship, and the ensuing shock wave should vaporize any Interceptors in the zip code. Move in quickly with the frigates targeted on the Carrier and any strike craft as escorts.

**Note**

*If you’re lucky, the Beast will do your job for you. It’s possible that, while you’re harvesting in the Imperial’s field, a band of Beast ships will begin to hammer on the Carrier. If so, you can just pile on, watch the fun, or simply go on your way without engaging the doomed Imperials.*

The Raider Carrier is thick hulled and very well stocked with resources and strike craft. Though its resource fields are rich, it’s probably not worth the effort.

Next, begin moving toward bearing 210. The Raider Carrier is anchored here amid three resource fields. Unfortunately, the fields are very close to the Carrier and can’t be harvested as long as the large ship and her ion beam are around. You’re not required to knock out this fleet and, frankly, you’ll spend more on the battle than you’ll make in the resource fields. Better to move on to bigger fish.

**Tip**

*Unlike the Imperial Carrier, the Raider Carrier is equipped with advanced sensors that can detect the arrival of your Leeches. No help there.*

Send a Recon to explore the space beyond the Raiders. You may have noted the position when the *Caal-Shlo* appeared.
THE CAAL-SHTO IS ANCHORED NEAR THE HRRIFIC BEAST MOTHERSHIP AS IT BELCHES OUT STRIKE CRAFT.

Ease your Command Ship to within the Siege Cannon’s 100-percent power range (35 km if your Command Ship and its target are on the same vertical plane). You’ll probably have to fend off several attacks by Beast strike teams during this strategic positioning, but it’s nothing a fleet of this size can’t handle.

With the Kuun-Lan at a full stop, target the Beast Mothership with the Siege Cannon. When you’re positioned horizontally and vertically, check the indicator. If it shows less than 100 percent, you need to move closer to the target. When the power reading shows 100 percent, let the shot fly.

You’ll have to wait while the weapon charges and the lead-footed blast hurtles its way through space.

When it hits, however, it’s gonna do some serious hurt! Right?

Wrong. The shot does no damage and the Command Ship and her fleet begin closing on you. Speed out of here and live to fight another day.

THE SIEGE CANNON SHOT CREATES AN IMPRESSIVE EXPLOSION AND VAPORIZING SHOCK WAVE. BUT DID IT WORK?
Mission 11: System AZ-23769

You must protect your comrades from the monster you’ve come to know. Nurse your Kiith-mate’s Command Ship back to health and then build up your own fleet to go toe-to-toe with a fully stocked Beast carrier.

In the end, this mission is a war of resource dominance and numerical advantage. The treat for you is your first opportunity to field a full-fledged fleet with Super Capital-class ships and a large group of frigates.

Objectives
1. Destroy Beast Ships
2. Repair the Faal-Corum
3. Destroy the Enemy Fleet
4. Protect the Faal-Corum

Research
- Destroyer Drive
- Repair Bots

New Builds
- Carrier
- Destroyer

The Beast Ships
- Acolyte
- Attack Bomber
- Multibeam Frigate
- Defense Field Frigate
- Carrier
Walkthrough

Objective 1: Destroy Beast Ships

Destroy the Beast ships attacking the Faal-Corum. A Hiigaran fleet is under siege by the Beast. Your fellow Hiigarans, however, think you are the source of the attack. Prove them wrong by engaging the large enemy fleet buzzing around their Command Ship.

The Faal-Corum thinks your ships are attacking her. Prove your good intentions by being the enemy of her enemy.

Unfortunately, merely attacking their enemies doesn’t immediately prove you’re a friend and the Faal-Corum’s escorts continue to fire on your ships. Place your ships in Neutral Tactics and focus fire on the Beast ships.

When the Beast fleet is exterminated, your first mission objective is fulfilled.

Objective 2: Repair the Faal-Corum

As is often the case, you don’t want to tackle the mission objective just yet because of what it triggers. In this case, once the Faal-Corum is restored to a certain level of health, the Beast fleet will arrive.

Instead of using your Workers to repair the damaged ship, set them all to strip this very small region of its plentiful, valuable resources.
The crystals are the proverbial gold mine! Get them before you do anything else.

Start with the crystals. Remember that you'll need four Workers to haul large crystals. Nab those sparkly beauties and then begin gathering the rest of the sector’s bounty.

Set a Recon to explore the area for additional deposits of resources. You needn’t worry about sending along an escort; there’s nobody here except the Hiigarans. For now, that is.

**Tip**

By all means, crank up time compression during this collection session; it takes a while. Plus, there’s no risk of attack until you affirmatively initiate repairs on the Faal-Corum.

This part takes a long time, but it’s worth it. Strategically, you’re preemptively depriving the Beast of the resources it needs to defeat you. If you leave resources for the enemy, you’ll see a seemingly endless array of frigate probe attacks, distracting you from any thought of an effective assault.

If, however, you cut off the resource line in advance, the attacks will quickly dry up, leaving the Beast dug in for a feeble defensive stand. Which would you prefer?

Once you’ve exhausted all resources, dispatch your Workers to repair the Faal-Corum.
Only after you’ve collected all the resources should you begin repairing the Faal-Corum.

Tip

The more Workers you have, the faster the repairs go.

New Research: Destroyer Drive

Altering existing technology to form powerful drive systems opens a whole new dimension of combat. With this research, you can build your own Destroyers and, even more important, carriers. Carriers permit you to expand your fleet’s support capacity beyond what Support Modules provide. Carriers also offer limited building services and full-service docking (repair). See “Research and the Technology Tree” for more details.

New Research: Repair Bots

Your earlier experiments in Micro-Ship Construction bear tremendous fruit as you begin to research these automatic healers. When this research is complete, the Command Ship and every frigate and Destroyer-class ship in the fleet will be equipped with a crew of automated repair drones. The upshot: All upgraded and newly built large ships will gradually and automatically heal themselves over time. The Repair Bots won’t repair as quickly as Workers, Processors, or docking, but will provide a bit of insurance in the heat of battle. Repair Bots are (after upgrade) automatically deployed and don’t need to be built through the Building Manager. In fact, you won’t ever actually see them in the field. See “Research and the Technology Tree” for more details.
When the Faal-Corum reaches 70 percent Health, a large Beast Fleet (led by a subverted Imperial Carrier) hyperspaces into the region. At this point, the mission objective is complete.

The Beast Fleet is anchored about 50 km away from the Faal-Corum at bearing 072.

The first things to pop up on your Sensors Manager are Cruise Missiles. Unfortunately, the Faal-Corum's escorts impetuously head out to their doom. Those that aren't hit by the Cruise Missiles try to take on the carrier. That's a few more ships for the Beast.
You can minimize the damage by accompanying these ships and destroying the Cruise Missiles as they come in. If one of the escorts is hit, force fire on it before it turns and attacks you.

The survivors of this foolhardy mission continue toward the carrier. Follow them no further.

Return to the Command Ship, where you’ll spend the next several minutes building up a fleet worthy of an assault on a carrier.
Start construction on a Carrier the instant they become available. While you’re at it, place a Destroyer in the line, too.

ORDER THE KUUN-LAN TO GUARD THE FAAL-CORUM. FORCING THE BEAST TO ATTACK ONE LARGE TARGET INSTEAD OF TWO SMALLER ONES MAKES YOUR DEFENSE MUCH EASIER.

Note
RETIRE ANY LEECHES. THE BEAST SHIPS ARE EQUIPPED WITH UPGRADED SENSORS.

NEW BUILDS: CARRIER AND DESTROYER

You’ve finally gotten to the big time! These are the big daddies of the fleet (until you get your sweaty paws on a Dreadnought, that is).

The Carrier serves many of the same functions as the Command Ship. It can build ships (except Capital Ships), repair, upgrade, dock, and process resources. It’s also borderline invulnerable and can’t be subverted by a Beast infection beam.

Carriers also serve to expand your fleet-wide support capacity. If you’re bumping against this limit (which you surely are), Carriers (with Support Module expansions) will provide relief even if you don’t use the ships themselves.

Destroyers form the new core of your fleet. They can fire in almost any direction, even when on the move, and can take quite a beating. Their secondary missile attack is an outstanding follow-up to the turret-mounted railguns. Just put them behind a Sentinel shield and send them in. What more could you want?
Order the Command Ship to guard the Faal-Corum and move your entire defense force close to these larger ships. This way, you don’t have to split your forces.

---

Keep your fleet close to the Command Ships.

---

The second Beast assault is a bit more serious. Cloaked Fighters, Cruise Missiles, Ramming Frigates, Multibeam Frigates, and Hive Frigates are barreling toward your fleet. Leave the Hive and Multibeam Frigates to your Multibeams and go after the Ramming Frigates with ACVs (in Sphere formation, Evasive Tactics).

---

This combination of ships is very dangerous. Keep your head and choose your targets wisely. Also, be on constant lookout for Cruise Missiles.

---

Tip

AN EMP blast can force Ramming Frigates to stop.

---

When your Carrier is ready, move it up to guard your frigate group. Its weaponry isn’t world class, but it can’t hurt. Plus, it might attract fire away from more vulnerable ships.
Once you have a Carrier, you can start to move your fleet away from the Kuun-Lan and Faal-Corum. The Carrier serves all of those ships’ most essential services.

Tip

Always keep an MCV or two around your fleet. Its explosive kamikaze assault is a good last-ditch attack.

Watch your Sensors Manager. At some point while you’re tussling with the Beast frigates in each wave, another volley of Cruise Missiles will appear. If necessary, break off the battle and stop them before they infect any of your ships.

Subsequent waves will feature smaller combinations of the same ships. Usually, they’re followed by a Cruise Missile attack. Be alert.

By now you should be getting your Carriers and Destroyers on line. Be sure to add as many Support Modules to your carriers as you can afford.

Now this is a good-looking fleet!
Ideally, you want to make your move on the Beast Fleet only when you can boast two Destroyers and at least one Carrier (two are better). Of course, you’ll require a full complement of Multibeam Frigates, some Hive Frigates, and a couple squads of ACVs.

With all that in your corner, this is the best time to attack!

If you totally stripped the region bare of resources before the Beast arrived, the enemy will eventually start to run out of funds. You’ll know this has happened when the flow of attackers drops off, and you see nothing but Cruise Missiles.

If you suddenly see nothing but Cruise Missiles, you’ve got the Beast right where you want it.

At this point, start to advance. Lead with the Destroyers (if possible, with a partial Sentinel shield in front of each). Escorting them should be all of your Multibeam Frigates and Hive Frigates in Wall formation.

Bring the Carrier(s) along as escorts for repair and building purposes during the battle.

The dregs of the Beast Fleet don’t look like anything you can’t handle.
The remaining Beast Fleet consists of the Carrier, some Workers, Ion Array Frigates, Defense Field Frigates, and an array of Sentinels making up the Carrier’s force field.

Band-select some of the Sentinels in the Carrier’s force field. Slaughtering these micro-ships opens the Carrier to your main attack.

As the attack fleet nears the Beast Carrier, use the ACVs to target the individual Sentinels projecting the Carrier’s force field. You’ll probably lose this wing of fighters, so start a new batch in your accompanying Carrier.

Pound on the Carrier with all guns. Those Ion Array Frigates can wait.

Tip

Remember, if one of your ships is struck by an infection beam, select it quickly (while it’s still under your control) and scuttle it.

When its shield is down, target the Carrier itself with all ships. Because the Beast has precious few resources left with which to build, you’ll only see a few Cruise Missiles emerge from the Carrier.

Ignore the other ships until the Carrier’s hull is breached. Then soften up the remaining ships with EMP shots, and finish them with a hail of fire from your frigates.

Thanks to your good planning and overwhelming numerical advantage, the Beast goes out with a whimper. Your mission is complete.
Mission 12: Turanic Outpost (Kyor1 Sector)

Asking pirates for help appears to be a futile gesture. It becomes painfully obvious when your reasonable request for help against a common enemy is met with an instant and savage attack. Be alert for plenty of trickery from the Raiders’ mimicking ships, and build up for an all-out assault on their Outpost.

Objectives
1. Defend Command Ship
2. Attack Turanic Outpost

Research
○ None

New Builds
○ None

Turanic Raider Ships
○ Missile Corvette
○ Fighter
○ Standard Corvette
○ Ion Array Frigate
○ Carrier
○ Outpost
Walkthrough

Objective 1: Defend Command Ship

Though you’ll be tempted to start with the usual routine of organizing, building, and harvesting, wait a moment. Instead, fend off the immediate attack of swarming fighters and Missile Corvettes that are coming your way. Let the Multibeam Frigates do most of the work while the ACVs shock the Raiders with EMP shots.

Build a team of eight Leeches. When they’re complete, send them together toward the beacon representing the Turanic base (100 km at bearing 230). Order the Leeches to vent the Raider carrier. It should be nothing but space debris by the time you make your assault.

Okay, with that minor detail taken care of, we can begin all the normal activities, except harvesting. The nearby resource fields are mined—and they contain other surprises, too.
Send your ACVs (or even better, your Multibeam Frigates) to the resource field nearest your Command Ship (20 km at bearing 135) to clear out the mines.

The only Hiigaran ships in this region are yours. Anything else is a Raider in Somtaaw clothing.

Approaching this field at the same time is a small school of friendly Acolytes. Because you know very well that you have no friends here and (more importantly) you have Advanced Sensors, you can immediately identify these ships as frauds. Attack them as they're forced to reveal their true identity (Standard Corvettes).

Construct a Sentinel force shield around the Command Ship. It'll take 12 Sentinels to form a complete sphere.

Build a team of 12 Sentinels. Once they're all ready, order them to form a force field around your Command Ship. You'll see why in a moment.

You don't get any warning of this massive threat; the Ion Array Frigates simply appear near your ship. Be ready when it happens.
Hold off resource collecting just a bit longer and dig in for an assault on your Command Ship. Without warning, a large fleet of Ion Array Frigates uncloaks next to your Command Ship. Hit them with every gun in your fleet. You may even want to pull your Command Ship away while the Ion Array Frigates are engaged.

Lick your wounds after this punishing assault by repairing any damaged ships and tending to your Command Ship’s modules (if any took damage).

You can now patrol the resource fields around your Command Ship with a sizable team of ACVs. Fields can be found at bearings 250 (50 km), 330 (50 km), and 145 (50 km).

These fields contain either mines or some very curious asteroids. These rocks seem to register in your Sensors Manager as enemies. That’s because those asteroids are disguised Standard Corvettes planning to ambush unsuspecting Workers. Foil their fiendish plan by sending in the ACVs or Multibeams first.

With the resource fields cleared, send out the Workers with a respectable ACV escort.

Meanwhile, begin to shore up your fleet for the offensive. Bulk up heavily on Multibeam Frigates. You’ll also need a couple of medium-to-large wings of ACVs and, of course, a couple of Destroyers. At least one Carrier should come along to provide support and emergency shipbuilding.
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THE LEECHES SAVE YOU A LOT OF TROUBLE WITH THAT CARRIER.

While you’re at work on this project, the Leeches should be finishing their work on the Raider carrier. Once the carrier is destroyed, the Raiders can no longer build ships.

If any Leeches remain after the blast, adjust them to spy duty and attach them to one of the Ion Array Frigates guarding the Raider Outpost. Thus, you can continue to see into the Outpost.

Tip

MAKE SURE TO TELL YOUR WORKERS WHERE TO HARVEST OR THEY MIGHT GO FOR THOSE LARGE FIELDS NEXT TO THE RAIDER BASE.

When you’ve hauled in all the resources near your fleet, it’s time to go on the offensive. This objective is incomplete until you’ve subdued the Raider Outpost.

Objective 2: Attack Turanic Outpost

Be sure to use a well-rounded attack force. Set all of your ships to guard the Command Ship. This positions most, if not all, of your ships inside the Command Ship’s force field.

BYPASS THIS DEFENSE WALL BY STARTING YOUR ATTACK FROM THE SIDE.
There’s a large wall of Ion Array Frigates between your fleet and the Raider Outpost. Avoid running straight into it if possible. Instead, move your attack fleet toward bearing 165 so you can approach the base from the flank.

Move your fleet to the side to attack the Raiders from the flank that has fewer defenses.

Next, move your fleet toward the Raider Outpost. When you’re halfway there, stop and rearrange your ships.

Move your Sentinel force fields to your destroyers and let them lead your fleet into battle.

Remove the force field from the Command Ship and switch it to the Destroyers. Assign six Sentinels to each Destroyer; this gives each a front force field.

Arrange your fleet so that the protected Destroyers lead the way; all other ships should be escorting it.

Leave the Command Ship behind and continue your approach.

Target the mines first as you approach, then break up your assault fleet to attack appropriate targets.
As the Outpost comes into view, you notice that mines surround it. Target them first. Next, go directly for the Outpost with the Destroyers. Band-select all other nearby ships with your Multibeam Frigates to let them decide what to fire at. Use your ACVs and Hive Frigates to clear out strike craft and, next, the Ion Beam Frigates that guard the base.

**DO NOT ENGAGE THE IMPERIAL FLEET!**

During the attack, a fleet of Imperial frigates ominously appears nearby.

Your treatment of the Outpost seems to give the Imperials pause. They decline to intervene and flee into hyperspace.

**THE OUTPOST EVENTUALLY BOWS TO YOUR SUPERIOR MIGHT.**

Once the Outpost is sufficiently damaged, it surrenders.

Mop up the resource fields near the Outpost and your mission is complete.

Don’t however, bound into hyperspace just yet. There’s some important preparation for the next mission.
First, build up your fleet for a very big Capital Ship battle. This means adding a third Destroyer if you can. It also means shoring up your frigate ranks. Or, instead of another Destroyer, you can leave a little Support Unit headroom for salvaging enemy ships.

Make sure you have 12 Sentinels constructed. Also, build a team of eight Leeches.

OK, now you're ready for the final trick. Instead of quick docking like you probably normally do, manually dock all of your ships in one of your Carriers. ACVs, Workers, Leeches, Sentinels, Acolytes, Mimics, Recons—they all go in the Carrier, not the Command Ship.

CHECK YOUR SYSTEMS MANAGER TO CONFIRM THAT ALL OF YOUR SMALLER SHIPS ARE DOCKED IN THE CARRIER, NOT THE COMMAND SHIP.

When everyone is safely docked in the Carrier, head into hyperspace with your pirate prisoners.
Mission 13: Location Unknown

You’ve been sabotaged! During the hyper-space jump, the Kuun-Lan has inexplicably taken massive damage to several of its modules. The mighty Command Ship can neither build new ships nor launch any docked in its severely damaged Hangar Module. Repair the crippled ship and, at the same time, ward off the most fearsome and massive fleet you’ve seen thus far. If you’re lucky, you might get some help.

Objectives
1. Destroy Enemy Fleet
2. Support the Faal-Corum

Research
- None

New Builds
- None

Taaladan Imperialist Enemy Ships
- Attack Bomber
- Destroyer
- Ion Beam Frigate
- Interceptors
- Missile Destroyer
- Carrier
Walkthrough

Objective 1: Destroy the Enemy Fleet

Something has gone horribly wrong. Perhaps bringing pirates aboard wasn’t the best idea. Whatever the cause, your Command Ship is severely crippled.

The Horror! Your ship is spitting flames and can’t use its Hangar Bay. It’s going to take some creativity and tenacity to survive this trap.

The Hangar Module, Armor Module, Advanced Engineering Module, and Support Modules are severely damaged while the Engineering Module and at least one Support Module are totally destroyed.

Had you docked any ships in the Kuun-Lan’s Hangar Module, you would have no access to them until the module is repaired. Fortunately, you docked them all in the Carrier, right?

In any event, you won’t be able to construct any new ships from your Command Ship until you can make repairs. That means no Frigate- or Capital-class ships; you can still build anything smaller in your carriers.

Now is the only remotely quiet moment you’ll have to get your ship back in order. Immediately do the following:

1. Initiate construction of a new Support Module and an Engineering Module.
2. Go into your Systems Manager and designate damaged modules for Priority 1 automatic repairs.
3. Launch your Workers and order them to repair the Kuun-Lan.
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GO INTO THE SYSTEMS MANAGER AND DESIGNATE THE DAMAGED MODULES AS PRIORITY 1 REPAIRS.

Protect the Command Ship from further damage. Launch the Sentinels and set up a force field around the Kuun-Lan.

Launch any ACVs remaining in the carrier and get them ready to fight—Claw formation and Aggressive Tactics. Split them into medium-size groups (about 8 to 12).

Tip

IF YOU HAVE LEECHES, LAUNCH THEM NOW. SEND THE BLOODSUCKERS TOWARD BEARING 260 (ABOUT 85 KM FROM THE COMMAND SHIP). OUT THERE IS THE CARRIER LAUNCHING THIS ASSAULT. WHEN YOU FIND IT, VENT IT AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE. THIS SHIP IS THE ONLY SOURCE OF THE IMPERIAL ATTACK SHIPS; ONCE IT’S DEAD, THE ATTACK WILL STOP FLOWING.

THIS TIP IS CRUCIAL! SEND A TEAM OF LEECHES OUT TO FIND THE IMPERIAL CARRIER AND LATCH THEM ON. THIS IS THE EASY WAY TO VICTORY.

As soon as the Workers are done fixing the Kuun-Lan, place them back in the Carrier dock.
The first wave features Attack Bombers and Interceptors.

The second wave of the attack should make your hair stand on end. Still, it can be managed with a little creative navigation.

Heavy Cruisers and Destroyers quickly follow from three directions.

As soon as you spot the Heavy Cruisers, move the Command Ship toward the closest one. This buys you some time before the other teams arrive.

Start with the closest Heavy Cruiser and send all guns to take it down. As the strike forces move to intercept, move the Kuun-Lan in the same direction; this gives you some breathing from room.

If you chose to build Ramming Frigates, order them to target the approaching Heavy Cruisers. However, because Ramming Frigates take up serious Supply Units and require so much management, you may prefer to wait until later in this mission—when you get them for free.

Check your Sensors Manager constantly to see what the next attack looks like.
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After taking care of the first cruiser, leave the ACVs to handle the Destroyer (Sphere formation) and move your frigates to engage the next cruiser.

**Tip**

**If you lose some of the Sentinels in your force shield, parts of your ship will be left open. If this happens—and it often does—turn your Command Ship frequently to keep its exposed side away from the line of fire.**

Continue moving focused fire from one Heavy Cruiser to the next. Only when all three are destroyed should you move on to the Destroyers. The Command Ship and Multibeam Frigates should be able to handle any strike craft wings that arrive.

**Tip**

**If you have enough Supply Unit headroom, you might be able to salvage one of the Imperial Cruisers or even a Heavy Cruiser.**

---

The first wave is over when you’ve eliminated all the Heavy Cruiser/Destroyer teams.

The respite is short—a new wave of strike craft heads for your fleet.
The next wave consists of a Destroyer escorted by Ion Cannon Frigates.

After the last wave, this one should be a breeze.

This objective continues until all Imperial ships are destroyed.

Objective 2: Support the Faal-Corum

As if from heaven, an angel suddenly arrives to aid you. It’s the Faal-Corum with a large escort fleet. The sister Command Ship grants you control over its most powerful support ships: Ramming Frigates, Ion Cannon Frigates, and Destroyers. The Faal-Corum’s Acolytes, Workers, and Multibeam Frigates remain under its control.
Here they come to save the day. The Faal-Corum’s reinforcements are just what you need to get the upper hand.

Use the ships you’ve been granted well. They provide a substantial edge.

Kaboom! The Leeches have done their job admirably and cut off the creation of any more Imperial ships.

About this time, your Leech attack pays off royally as they suck the last drop of life out of the Imperial Carrier. With this momentous event, move your entire fleet toward bearing 250 (the previous location of the Carrier).
IF YOU CAN’T DO THE LEECH METHOD, AN ALL-OUT ASSAULT ON THE CARRIER IS YOUR BEST BET.

THE FIGHT ISN’T OVER UNTIL THE VERY LAST IMPERIAL SHIPS ARE BUT A DISTANT AND UNPLEASANT MEMORY.

There are several stragglers, mostly of the Destroyer and Heavy Cruiser variety. You won’t need to seek them out; they’ll find you. Pay special attention to the Missile Destroyer and keep your ACVs away from it.

Once the last Imperial ship is vaporized, this mission is complete. Be sure to harvest the very ample resources now that the battle is over.
Mission 14: Galactic Rim (Gulf Sector)

This mission is primarily defensive. Like a prizefighter, your fleet has to endure punch after punch from the Beast Command Ship. As you undergo this brutal and punishing test, you must simultaneously manage a very delicate and stealthy intelligence operation. Can you do both?

Objectives
1. Protect the Command Ship
2. Get a Sample of the Beast
3. Salvage Taiidan Ship

Research
- Advanced Destroyer Drive

New Builds
- Dreadnought

Taiidan Imperialist Ships
- Defender
- Multigun Corvette
- Heavy Cruiser
- Gravwell Generator
- Assault Frigate
- Interceptors
- Attack Bombers
- Missile Destroyer
- Destroyer
- Ion Cannon Frigate
- Support Frigate

Beast Ships
- Beast Command Ship
- Naggarok
- Multibeam Frigate
- Sentinel
- Cruise Missile
- Acolyte
- Ramming Frigate
- Multigun Corvette
- Attack Bomber
- Missile Corvette
- Hive Frigate
- Heavy Cruiser
- ACV
- Cloaked Fighters
Walkthrough

Objective 1: Protect the Command Ship

Most of this mission is pure self-preservation. You must dig in deep at your starting position and avoid being spread out by the near-constant stream of attackers.

Place your frigates in two groups in front of the Kuun-Lan.

It won’t be easy. Begin by placing your frigates in front of the Command Ship in two groups in Wall formation. These are your first and, if all goes well, only lines of defense. Keep a wing or two of ACVs around for EMP duty.

Note

The good news is, for reasons we can’t divulge until the next mission, you don’t need to worry about how many ships you lose in this defensive stand. The ones that survive here may not be around long. With that in mind, don’t build any more ships than you absolutely need to survive this mission. It’s a waste of RUs to do more.
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THE SENTINEL FORCE FIELD ACT AS INSURANCE IF ANYTHING GETS BY YOUR FRIGATES.

Surround the Command Ship with a Sentinel force field—just as you did in the last mission—and pull it behind the resource field.

THE SENTINEL FORCE FIELD ACT AS INSURANCE IF ANYTHING GETS BY YOUR FRIGATES.

INCOMING! THIS WAVE IS JUST A WARM UP FOR THE STRONGER FORCES WAITING IN THE DARKNESS OF SPACE.

NEW RESEARCH: ADVANCED DESTROYER DRIVE

The Advanced Destroyer Drive is a prerequisite for the construction of the mighty Dreadnought. It also adds greater speed to all of your carriers and Destroyers. Research it promptly and upgrade your ships at the first break in the action. See “Research and the Technology Tree” for more details.

INCOMING! THIS WAVE IS JUST A WARM UP FOR THE STRONGER FORCES WAITING IN THE DARKNESS OF SPACE.

You can collect the resources around your Command Ship, but it will be just one more distraction in the heat of battle. There’ll be time later. Dock your Workers until you need them for repair duty.
Around this time, the waves of attacks begin from the Imperial fleet guarding the Naggarok (125 km at bearing 200). These first assaults are mostly large groups of strike craft (Attack Bombers, Interceptors, and Defenders).

**The Beast Command Ship has arrived to add a new front to this battle. Watch out for those Cruise Missiles.**

In short order, the Beast Command Ship hyperspaces into the region—one more thorn in your side. She’s anchored a hundred kilometers away at bearing 160 and she’ll pump out Beast ships for your entertainment.

**Note**

You don’t need to take on the Command Ship. She’s the source of the attack groups you’ll see from this point on, but there’s nothing in the mission objectives that compels you to attack her. In fact, let’s just say it would be futile. Just absorb her punches and know that you’ll get your chance soon enough.

It gets messy as the attack fleets get bigger and the enemies get stronger.

From this point on, you’ll be seeing a steady flow of ships from both sides.
The next wave holds a Heavy Cruiser, Multigun Corvettes, Assault Frigates, Destroyers, and Defenders. Subsequent waves contain further combinations, including Ramming Frigates, Hive Frigates, Cruise Missiles—just look at the beginning of the chapter for the full list. Can you handle it?

**Tip**

*Watch out for cloaked fighters popping up behind your lines.*

This objective continues until the *Naggarok* leaves the scene.

**Tip**

*The faster you get out to the *Naggarok* and retrieve the sample, the faster this’ll all be over. So, once you get your defenses set up, get moving on the second objective right away. You’re going to leave your defensive force mostly to its own devices while you handle the more delicate operation of the Mimic mission. So don’t waste time.*

**Objective 2:**

*Get a sample of the Beast*

To make things interesting, you must split your time between defending your Command Ship and infiltrating the *Naggarok* with one of your Mimics.

The Mimic must dock with the *Naggarok* while it’s undergoing repairs from the Imperial Support Frigates. Once inside, the Mimic’s pilot will secure a sample of the Beast and return to your ship with his find.

Before you can send a ship bounding toward the *Naggarok*, make sure you knock out the Proximity Sensor array that surrounds the *Naggarok*. That way it won’t spot your spy ship for what it really is.
Bring the ACVs around the battle to the perimeter of the Naggarok’s defenses. Short circuit the Proximity Sensors one at a time.

Take one of your ACV wings and carefully navigate them toward the beacon representing the Naggarok (bearing 190). Be sure to keep them out of the way of ships advancing from the ancient Beast ship.

**New Build: Dreadnought**

The Dreadnought is the most powerful ship at your disposal. It’s literally covered with weaponry and super-thick armor. For all that power, it sacrifices maneuverability and speed, but who cares? The Dreadnought’s also expensive and takes a long time to construct. Consult the “Somtaaw Fleet” section for details.

As the ACVs approach the Naggarok, you notice a ring of enemy targets surrounding the ship. These are the Proximity Sensors. You must destroy the entire ring to allow your Mimics to enter undetected.

Your full ACV squad can take out the first Proximity Sensor it encounters.

Next, split the squad in half and start working your way around the circle in opposite directions, targeting each Proximity Sensor as you go. It’s easiest to manage this operation from the Sensors Manager.
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**NOTE**

This ACV squad probably won’t make it back to base, so don’t fret too much if they take a beating after they’ve knocked out the Proximity Sensor ring.

Take the Mimid somewhere quiet and change it into an Imperial ship.

When the entire ring is destroyed, bring a single Mimic into an area of empty space between your Command Ship and the Naggarok. When you’re sure that no enemy ships are around, change the Mimic into an enemy ship of your choice.

**NOTE**

You can tell if a Mimic has successfully changed itself by checking its status bar. There should be two green dots next to the ship’s health indicator. If one of the dots is red, you probably changed too close to a hostile vessel.

Move the Mimic right next to the Naggarok and it docks automatically. It’ll return automatically, too.
Move the Mimic close to the *Naggarok* and it automatically docks in her hangar.

After a short time for the Mimic’s pilot to do his job, the ship reemerges and automatically docks with your Command Ship. With that, the objective is complete.

**Objective 3: Salvage Taiidani Ship**

Soon after the Mimic’s return, the *Naggarok* and (though you can’t see it) the Command Ship leave the sector. On their departure, you overhear a transmission from the *Naggarok*. They mention a weapon. The *Kuun-Lan* has decided that it must discover what this weapon is.

---

**On its way out, the *Naggarok* drops a big, fat clue.**

To get this information, you have to salvage a Taiidani frigate and interrogate its crew.

It won’t take long for a likely candidate to show up. Shortly after the *Naggarok*’s departure, the final incoming attack waves arrive.

---

**Pick which imperial frigate you want to take and bring out the workers for a little thievery.**
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On one flank you’ll see a Destroyer and, on the other, a cluster of Assault Frigates and a Missile Destroyer. Incoming attack waves will be a cluster of Imperial frigates.

Quickly destroy the Missile Destroyer and then target one of the Assault Frigates. At the same time, activate two Workers and designate the ship for salvage.

As soon as the Assault Frigate has been defeated, your work here is done.

When the ship is in your possession, the objective and the mission are complete. Destroy all remaining Imperial frigates.

When you’re ready, jump into hyperspace to end the mission.
Mission 15: Deep Space (Gulf Sector)

A chat with the Bentusi should be pleasant, right? Circumstances have led you to seek the advice of this benevolent, if not exactly friendly, ally. Their technological expertise may be what you need to get the Siege Cannon back on line. Unfortunately, what you need to do to get them to help you isn’t going to make you very happy. Hopefully you aren’t too attached to most of your ships.

Objectives
1. Destroy Slipgate Nodes
2. Block Slipgate Entrance

Research
- Advanced Fighter Drive
- Advanced Frigate Drive
- Armor Level 3
- Force Field Level 3

New Builds
- None

Bentusi Ships
- Super Acolyte
- Bentusi Exchange
Walkthrough

Objectives 1 and 2: Destroy Slipgate Nodes and Block Slipgate Entrance

You must destroy all Slipgate Nodes to collapse the slipgate. Closing the gate keeps the Bentusi from evacuating. If we can’t keep them here, then we have no chance against the Beast.

Prevent further Bentusi stations from leaving by moving your Command Ship in front of the slipgate.

It’s going to be your job to keep the rest of the Bentusi from fleeing this galaxy to avoid the Beast. Oh, this’ll make you really popular!

You’re going to need protection from the Bentusi ion beam weapons, so get on those two Armor Module topics. Complete the Force Field Research first, then the upgraded armor. You can do the drive technology topics, too, of course, but they won’t really help you here.

New Research: Advanced Fighter Drive and Advanced Frigate Drive

Each of these upgrades adds speed and maneuverability to your fighters (Acolytes, Mimics, MCVs, and ACVs) and frigates (Hive Frigates, Multibeam Frigates), respectively.

New Research: Armor Level 3 and Force Field Level 3

Level 3 armor beeps up the hulls of Sentinels, Workers, Destroyers, Dreadnoughts, Carriers, and the Command Ship to provide protection from energy weapons.

Likewise, the Level 3 force field upgrades the Sentinel-projected force field to provide protection from energy weapons.
IT STARTS TO GET REALLY CROWDED IN FRONT OF THAT GATE AS YOUR COMMAND SHIP GETS IN THE WAY.

While research is under way, move your Command Ship in front of the slipgate to block the Bentusi ships from escaping. Cover the *Kuun-Lan* with a Sentinel force field.

START ATTACKING THE SLIPGATE NODES BY BAND-SELECTING THEM.

Next, group all of your Frigate- and Capital-class ships and set them to attack the Slipgate Nodes.

Dock everything else in your Command Ship (except the carriers) for safekeeping.

**Tip**

*When your research on the armor topics is complete, upgrade the appropriate ships quickly. This means briefly disengaging your Sentinels. As soon as they’re docked, get them back out and reset in their newly, upgraded force field.*

When your frigates arrive at the Slipgate Nodes, they’ll open fire.
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The Super Acolyte is not to be ignored—its firepower is awesome.

The Bentusi respond by launching squads of some kind of Super Acolyte. They're just as fragile as regular Acolytes, but they pack an ion beam weapon that can breach a Destroyer in a few shots.

Select your frigates, and band-select the Slipgate Nodes and the Super Acolytes together. You won't escape damage, but you can minimize it.

When the Slipgate Nodes are shattered, the gate disappears. Unfortunately, you might just disappear, too, as the remaining Bentusi ships converge on your fleet.

Defend your Command Ship at all costs. It's the one vessel you can't afford to lose.

Focus all frigate fire on any Bentusi ship that attacks your Command Ship and any Super Acolyte wings that buzz in. In the heat of this battle, a philosophical argument breaks out between your ship and the Bentusi.

It's strangely quiet during the negotiations.
Eventually, though not soon enough to save large portions of your fleet, the killing stops. An agreement is reached: The Bentusi will assist in the "Kuun-Lan"'s plan to repair the Siege Cannon.

In the quiet that follows, take time to harvest the system’s resources. Don’t forget the crystals. Also, repair and rebuild your fleet before proceeding to the next mission.

Make sure all research topics are complete and all applicable ships are upgraded. Repair any modules on your Command Ship and be sure that both of your Carriers and the "Kuun-Lan" still have their full complements of Support Modules.

Take the opportunity to create a balanced fleet for the next mission. You’ll want a couple of Destroyers, a Dreadnought, several Multibeam Frigates, and a small contingent of Hive Frigates. It’s a matter of taste, but you should consider a Ramming Frigate or two.
**Mission 16: Sojent-Ra System (Far Reaches Sector)**

It's time to start undoing the horror you inadvertently unleashed. In this harrowing mission, you must face the Beast Command Ship (your former lower deck section) and the infected Clee-San. Neither will fall easily but, with your Siege Cannon and the experience gleaned from this grueling campaign, your fleet is up to the challenge.

### Objectives

1. Locate the Clee-San's Position
2. Cripple the Clee-San
3. Dock Worker with Clee-San
4. Harvest
5. Destroy Beast Command Ship Fleet

### Beast Ships

- Clee-San
- Heavy Cruiser
- Ramming Frigate
- Recon
- Interceptor
- ACV
- Heavy Corvette
- Hive Frigate
- Defense Field Frigate
- Carrier
- Worker
- Sentinel
- Missile Corvette
- Acolyte
- Multibeam Frigate

### Research

- None

### New Builds

- None
Walkthrough

**Objective 1:**
Locate the Clee-San's Position

The first order of business is to locate the infected research vessel, the *Clee-San*. You remember her; you saved her life a couple of times. She is now anchored 132 km toward bearing 313.

You have some time to harvest resources if you like. There are even several crystals out there if you explore. However, it’s probably best to wait until after the battle to do your resource collecting unless you really need the funds.

**Tip**

*If you’re in dire need of resources, get the crystals, but leave the rest for later. Don’t forget to take along four Workers for large crystals and a Processor or Carrier for quick conversion.*

Although this quiet period lasts a while, it’s abruptly shattered after 15 minutes (if you don’t expose the *Clee-San*). When the battle begins, you don’t want to be worried about your resources. Dock your Workers for now.

Send out a Mimic or MCV to keep an eye on the Beast Fleet. Position your vessel near and below the fleet for a good and safe vantage point.
Sometime before 15 minutes have elapsed, prepare for the attack by disguising an MCV as an asteroid and move it toward the Clee-San. This vessel acts as your early warning system for the coming assault. The closer you get to the Clee-San, the earlier you’ll see the attack coming.

Note

The Clee-San’s fleet is equipped with upgraded sensors, so the MCV will be detected if it gets close enough. If, however, you park it on a lower plane than the Clee-San, there’s little chance that it’ll be noticed.

This could be tougher than you thought. The size of the fleet backing the Clee-San is formidable.

When you see the Clee-San and her unexpectedly large escort, the first objective is complete.

Objective 2: Cripple the Clee-San

Once the Clee-San detects you, you trigger the first attack wave. Cripple the Clee-San by firing a single shot from your Siege Cannon. Target the Clee-San within the 50 percent range of the weapon.

Note

This same wave would’ve shown up anyway after 15 minutes had elapsed.
The first wave gives you a good taste of what’s to come. In fact, it only gets harder.

This fearsome assault contains a Heavy Cruiser backed up by Acolytes, Heavy Corvettes, Hive Frigates, and Multibeam Frigates.

Begin to move your fleet toward the Clee-San. The first opposition you’ll encounter is the team of Multibeam Frigates. Wipe them out before the other ships arrive.

Switch your Multibeam to the arriving Hive Frigates, and let your Destroyers and Dreadnoughts take on the Heavy Cruiser.

Tip

Lead your assault on the Heavy Cruisers with your Destroyers and Dreadnoughts. Unlike the Multibeam Frigates, they aren’t affected by the infection beam. Because the Heavy Cruiser usually only gets one infection beam shot off before your fleet penetrates inside its firing range, having immune ships out in front effectively nullifies this attack. If, however, a vulnerable ship is struck by the infection beam, try to self-destruct it before it turns.
The next wave consists of a Heavy Cruiser, Acolytes, and a team of Ramming Frigates. After this wave, you'll have some time to move in peace.

Next up is another wave with Attack Bombers, Multi-Gun Corvettes, Multibeam Frigates, and Missile Corvettes.

That barrage is followed immediately by ACVs and more Ramming Frigates.

As you draw closer, you're greeted by another Heavy Cruiser and Hive Frigates.

---

CHECK YOUR RANGE WITH THE SIEGE CANNON. WHEN YOU'RE WITHIN THE 50 PERCENT POWER BAND, FIRE AWAY.

By now, your fleet should be nearing the requisite range for the Siege Cannon. You need to be within the Siege Cannon's 50 percent power radius (about 47 km).

If you’re dramatically too close (power is over 60 percent), back up and aim again. You don't need to be exactly at 50 percent, but you should be close to it—you don't want to destroy the Clee-San, only disable her.
LOOK FOR THE BRIGHT YELLOW MARKER TO FIND THE CLEE-SAN AMID THE OTHER SHIPS.

Once you have the shot aimed, let her rip. It takes a while for the Siege Cannon to charge and fire. Once the shot hits, the shock wave vaporizes almost every ship in the Clee-San’s escort.

THE BLAST SHOULD CRIPPLE THE CLEE-SAN AND DESTROY ALL THE SHIPS AROUND HER, EXCEPT THE CARRIER—AND IT WILL BE LEFT QUITE WEAK.
With the successful Siege Cannon attack, this objective is complete.

Objective 3: Dock Worker with Clee-San

Send your frigates and capital-class ships to finish the Carrier before sending in the workers. Unless, of course, you want to see them all infected by the Beast.

The Carrier and some miscellaneous ships are still guarding the Clee-San. Lead with all of your frigates, Destroyers, and Dreadnought in a single Wall formation and crush the Carrier. She may pump out a few more fighters, but they’ll be no more than a minor annoyance.

Get the worker right next to the Clee-San, and the pilot will take things from there.
Once the area is clear, send in a Worker to approach the *Clee-San*. When it's very close to the ship, it automatically latches on and boards to place the phony distress call. The Worker then disengages, and you can return it to other duties.

With that, the objective is complete.

**Objective 4:**
**Harvest**

Actually, you won’t have much time to harvest. Doing so, in fact, triggers the arrival of the Beast.

**Objective 5:**
**Destroy Beast Command Ship Fleet**

Use the Siege Cannon as much as possible on the Beast Command Ship. Better to organize your fleet behind the Dreadnought and Carriers. They’ll act as a shield against Cruise Missile attacks (they can’t be infected). Escorting this wall should be a Wall formation of Destroyers followed by a Wall formation of Hive and Multibeam Frigates.

LEAD WITH THE DREADNOUGHTS AND CARRIERS, AND FOLLOW WITH SEPARATE FORMATIONS OF DESTROYERS AND ANOTHER FORMATION OF MULTIBEAM AND HIVE FRIGATES. ALL OTHER SHIPS SHOULD FOLLOW THEM.

The first wave of attackers to arrive is a pesky swarm of Recons.

Liquidate them and start marching toward the Beast Fleet (a beacon in the Sensors Manager).
The main purpose of this wave is to distract you from the incoming wave of Cruise Missiles. Break off from the Recons to pulverize the Cruise Missiles.

**NO MATTER WHAT ELSE IS COMING, TARGET THE CRUISE MISSILES SO THEY DON’T GET TO YOUR MORE VULNERABLE SHIPS.**

As you continue to approach, the next wave brings Interceptors, Multibeam Frigates, and Ramming Frigates. Send the ACVs out to give the Rammers a big taste of EMP, then pull them back away from the Multibeam.

Following directly behind is an armada with a Heavy Cruiser, Acolytes, Interceptors, Multi-Gun Corvettes, Heavy Corvettes, Multibeam Corvettes, and Hive Frigates.

**YOU’LL KNOW THE BEAST COMMAND SHIP IS GETTING DESPERATE WHEN ALL YOU SEE ARE RECONS AND CRUISE MISSILES. YOU’VE GOT HER WHERE YOU WANT HER.**

As you move into Siege Cannon range, the attack waves start to dissipate into large swarms of Recons and Cruise Missiles. These can be easily handled by your Multibeam, ACVs, and Destroyers.

When the *Kuun-Lan* moves into a range of about 60 percent or higher, lob your first Siege Cannon shot at the Beast Command Ship. There’s no need to wait until it reaches 100 percent power. Landing this and other hits allows you to deal out damage as you approach, recharging the beam between shots.

When your fleet arrives within 40 km of the Beast Command Ship, stop advancing; you don’t want to be in the blast radius when any Siege Cannon shots hit.
With the Kuun-Lan in 100 percent Siege Cannon range, hold your position and fire off as many shots as it takes.

It takes about of three 100 percent power Siege Cannon shots to bring down the Beast Command Ship.

Tip

Once the Beast Command Ship is severely weakened, you can finish it off with an all-out assault with your Dreadnought, Carriers, and Destroyers. All of these ships are immune to the Infection Beam, so there’s no danger beyond the Command Ship’s sheer firepower. Don’t send Multibeam Frigates, or you’ll spend the entire assault fighting them as they become infected one by one.

When the Beast Command Ship is no more, take all the time you need to harvest the region’s asteroids and crystals.

Use this time to rebuild your fleet for the final assault. You should have a complete and balanced armada ready for the start of the final mission; there won’t be time to build once you begin. Be sure you have the same basic fleet as this mission with the added necessity of a team of Leeches. Make room for them if you have to.

When the Kuun-Lani’s fleet is ready, take the plunge into the ultimate battle.
Mission 17:
Republican Naval Base Alpha (Far Reaches Sector)

The final battle is here. At the end, either you or the Beast will be left standing. But much is unknown. What is the Republic weapon? What can the Naggarok do? What role will the Imperials play in the end?

All will become clear as you engage the Beast for the last time. Everything you’ve seen and experienced comes into play in this seemingly hopeless situation. It is within you now to emerge victorious.

Objectives
1. Destroy the Naggarok
2. Destroy the Nomad Moon
3. Disable and Destroy the Naggarok

Beast Ships
- All ship types
- Nomad Moon
- Naggarok

Research
- Repulsor Weapon
- Inertialless Drive

New Builds
- Super Acolyte

Ta1ldan Imperial Ships
- All ship types
Walkthrough

Objective 1: Destroy the Naggarok

As your fleet arrives, two battles are raging between the last remnants of the Republican fleet and an overwhelming force of Beast ships. One battle is very near your starting position, another is more distant. Both attacks are led by Heavy Cruisers and massive support fleets.

Note
The full capabilities of the alien vessel aren’t known. Attack with caution.

Note
There’s a large resource field here. Even if you’re flat broke, don’t waste time harvesting in this area. There are better opportunities later.

Though it would be noble to help out the outnumbered Republican souls, strategy is better served by looking out for yourself. Set up a force field around your Command Ship and dock all smaller craft in her.
Next, organize your larger ships. Order the Multibeam Frigates (in Sphere formation) and the Dreadnought to guard the Command Ship. Line up all the other ships behind the Destroyers.

Your first goal is to get away from the meat of the battle. If you zoom out in the Sensors Manager, you'll see a massive crystal field toward bearing 155.

To help your escape, you need to keep the battle closest to you going for as long as possible. Send a large team of Workers to repair the strongest Republic Destroyer in the battle. Over the next few minutes, check back frequently on the well-being of these sacrificial lambs.

Where can you go that's safe? Just outside the field is one crystal standing all by itself; this is the landmark you should head for, your guiding star.

From your starting point, it's about 75 km away at bearing 130. Send your Command Ship and Destroyers to that location and the rest of the fleet should follow.

Keep a close eye on the battle nearest to you. As long as the Republican ships are alive, they'll hold the Beast ships in place, preventing them from following you. The Workers you sent should help.
When the battle seems about to end (only one of your Workers left), target the Heavy Cruiser in the battle with a Siege Cannon shot.

It’s important to aim while the battle is still going on because the cruiser is very difficult to target if it’s on the move. You need a 100 percent power shot to totally eliminate it, so make it count.

The instant the shot flies, order the Command Ship to resume its journey to the crystal landmark. During this trip, your Command Ship may be attacked—let the escorts take care of it and keep the Kuun-Lan on course.

These Processors are the main resource supply system for the Beast fleet. Take them over and you gain the first upper hand.

During this journey, launch or build a Recon and send it toward the massive crystal field to scout. Almost immediately, an asteroid resource field appears below the crystal field. In it are two Processors hard at work. This is the core of the Beast’s resource collection effort.
With your fleet regrouped at the lone crystal, send them in attack formation to this resource field and butcher the Processors and as many Workers as you can. This field is your base of operations for the moment.

**Note**

You can now collect resources if you can find the time between attack waves.

**Caution**

Beware venturing into the crystal field—remember that crystals are very unstable and will explode if shot. The crystals in this field are so close to each other that detonating one will set off the entire field. Don’t be anywhere near the field if that happens, and remember that it may be possible to use this to your advantage.

Every wave must be dealt with quickly because there’s another right behind it.

Throughout this part of the mission, you’ll have to absorb wave after wave of Beast attackers of all types. These skirmishes are too frequent and too varied in their ship content to list. Use all of the combat techniques (formations, tactics, focused fire) you’ve mastered and no battle should be totally overwhelming.

Overwhelming or not, you will take losses, serious ones. Be very aware of what you’ve lost and what you have in production.

**Tip**

Pay particular attention to your carriers and command ship. If either loses a support module (they’re the first things destroyed by attacking ships) your capacity for a full fleet is reduced until you rebuild the modules.
Once in the field, send your Recon out to search for the Naggarok. Send it from the resource field toward bearing 260, about 65 km away. You’ll have to increase elevation substantially during this trip to locate the enemy flag ship.

**Tip**

**YOU WON’T WANT TO USE A PROCESSOR. WHEN CRUISE MissILES TARGET YOUR SHIPS, THE PROCESSOR IS THE FIRST THING THEY GO FOR. ONCE INFECTED, IT’LL TAKE QUITE A BIT OF TIME FOR YOU TO BREACH ITS DISEASED HULL. THIS IS A DISTRACTION YOU DON’T NEED.**

This must be the Nomad Moon.

It’s here that you get your biggest surprise. You’ve found the Naggarok, sure, but there’s more. She’s guarding a large sphere called the Nomad Moon. Obviously the Republic’s proud creation has been assimilated by the Beast.

This mission objective is ongoing until the Naggarok is destroyed at the end of the game.

**Objective 2: Destroy the Nomad Moon**

To get your large ships close to the moon, you must first disable the repulse emitters. Then you can bring in your fleet to engage the moon itself.
The repulse emitters in front of the Naggarok preclude any kind of attack.

The Nomad Moon is outfitted with two orbs (above and below) that emit repulsor waves. These defensive weapons can repel enemy ships as they approach or even deflect a Siege Cannon shot. You'll never get a shot at the Naggarok while those orbs are operational.

New Research: Repulsor Weapon

Readings from the Nomad Moon’s repulsor emitter allow you to build your own version onto your frigates. This burst pushes enemy ships away from the weapon’s shock wave and disengages any attacks, including Ramming Frigate assaults. It takes time to recharge after use. See “Ships and the Technology Tree” for more details.

You can, if you choose to go the hard way, attack the moon directly by sending your ships in two waves. The first one will be pushed back by the repulse emitters, but the second attack team will have an open shot while the orbs are recharging. This method is very difficult on any level above Very Easy.

Get several Leeches onto the repulse emitters to drain them to death. You’ll first need to disable the Proximity Sensors.

Instead, you’d be better off sending in Leeches (the more Leeches, the better) to quietly deplete and destroy the orbs.
There’s one small problem, however. The Nomad Moon is surrounded by a ring of Proximity Sensors; the instant your Leeches close on the Nomad Moon, they’ll be vaporized.

A team of ACVs can take out all of the Proximity Sensors to clear the way for the Leeches.

Send a group of ACVs to the area to run the gauntlet and knock out each sensor. Overall, the Beast fleet is too occupied with hunting your Command Ship to defend the sensor ring—but that doesn’t mean this’ll be easy. Keep the strike craft on the move and target each sensor as soon as the previous one is gone. You may or may not be able to extract these ships when they’re finished.

When the sensor ring is gone, split the Leeches into two groups and send them to the orbs. It takes them some time to do their work.

While the ACVs are working, keep the Recon searching the area between your fleet’s current location in the resource field and the Nomad Moon.

If you can knock out the Beast Carriers, you can disable the fleet’s ability to produce new ships. The Siege Cannon works wonders!

You’ll eventually come across several Carriers (encased in force fields) and their small but strong escort groups. These are the sources of most of the ships you’ve been fending off—eliminate them and you’ll be able to focus on the main task.

*Note: Once the sensors are down, you can also send in a Mimic to spy on the Naggarok.*
When you spot the Carriers, target them with Siege Cannon shots. Even a 100 percent power shot probably won’t do the whole job, so be prepared to send in the Destroyers to mop up the mess.

**TIP**

**REMEMBER, NEVER SEND IN ANYTHING SMALLER THAN A DESTROYER AGAINST SHIPS EQUIPPED WITH INFECTION BEAMS (SUCH AS CARRIERS AND HEAVY CRUISERS).**

That should take the pressure off.

After you’ve cleaned out the Carriers, you can start inching toward the Nomad Moon. You want to be in Siege Cannon range by the time the orbs are destroyed.

The Siege Cannon should largely eliminate all of the Heavy Cruisers and smaller craft surrounding the Moon, and it’ll knock off a nice chunk of the Moon’s good Health. Don’t get close enough to attract its attention.

**DELUDE THE NOMAD MOON WITH FIRE TO BLAST IT INTO OBLIVION.**

After the Siege Cannon shot hits, move in with a full-scale Dreadnought/Destroyer attack. While you’re pummeling the Moon, the Naggarok won’t react. Whatever you do, don’t attack it yet!
THE IMPERIALS APPEAR TO BE UPHOLDING THEIR PART OF THEIR UGLY BARGAIN.

You will, however, see a reaction from the flanks. A gigantic Imperial fleet emerges from hyperspace on one side of the Naggarok under orders to win your surrender or your obliteration.

From the other side, in the crystal field, a Beast fleet approaches. It’s a pincer move, designed to trap you between the fleets.

WHEN THE NEW BEAST FLEET ENTERS THE CRYSTAL FIELD, BLOW THE CLOSEST ONE TO DETONATE ALL THE CRYSTALS AND EVERYTHING IN THE FIELD.

Don’t worry about the Imperials yet. Send a team of ACVs toward the crystal field. Wait at the outer edge of the field until the Beast attack fleet is entirely inside the crystal field. When the big ships arrive, force-fire on the closest crystal. The resulting chain reaction of exploding crystals will decimate (if not entirely destroy) the Beast fleet.

Tip
IT TAKES A CONSIDERABLE AMOUNT OF FIREPOWER TO BLOW A CRYSTAL. EITHER GIVE YOUR ACVs PLENTY OF TIME TO TARGET THE TRIGGERING CRYSTAL OR SEND MORE POWERFUL SHIPS TO DO THE JOB. KEEP IN MIND THAT WHATEVER SHIP YOU SEND WILL BE CONSUMED BY THE EXPLOSION.
A few minutes of sustained fire eradicates the Nomad Moon, completing this mission objective.

**Objective 1, Continued:**
**Destroy the Naggarok**

As the Nomad Moon detonates, a Bentus Exchange hyperspaces into your midst and gives you the technology to build their Super Acolytes. Start building as many as you can immediately!

**Note**

**You won’t actually need any of your Capital- or Frigate-class ships for the rest of the mission. Focus all production on building ACVs and Super Acolytes and protecting your Command Ship and Carriers. If you need to make room for new ships, retire or scuttle some of your Destroyers or Frigates. Whatever you do, do it fast.**

Open fire on the Naggarok as it roars to life. Sometime during the attack, the ancient ship will reveal its abilities. It can zoom effortlessly across the map, easily escaping any attack. Once you’ve witnessed this ability, a new research topic is introduced. Get it started without delay.
NEW RESEARCH: INERTIALESS DRIVE

To defeat the Naggarok, you must understand how it moves around so quickly. Researching the ship’s Inertialess Drive will provide the answer.

YUM! THE NAGGAROK CAN EAT A SHIP BY CONVERTING IT INTO ENERGY.

On the offensive, the Naggarok can attack your ships by literally devouring them, and sucking the energy from the ship into its own system. For the moment, there is no counterattack to this and no way to stop the Naggarok from zooming away whenever it likes. You’re going to have to survive until the Inertialess Drive research is complete.

Don’t worry if the Naggarok chomps down on your Dreadnought or other large ships, you don’t need them any more. Make sure though, that it doesn’t get your Carriers; you’ll need all the Support Unit space you can get.

THE IMPERIALS DECIDE TO BACK OFF. WHHEW!

On the other flank, the Imperials decide that they’ve been betrayed by the Beast and call off their attack. The Naggarok attacks the Imperials.

When research into the Inertialess Drive is complete, this objective changes into Objective 3.

OBJECTIVE 3: DISABLE AND DESTROY THE NAGGAROK
Our research suggests the *Naggarok* can be disabled with successive EMP bursts. Use ACVs to disrupt the Inertialess Drive. Once the drive is disabled, the *Naggarok* can’t move.

As the battle rages, the *Naggarok* calls for aid. It comes in the form of a Beast fleet of biblical proportions, closing from multiple vectors. You must finish off the *Naggarok* before they arrive or you’ll be totally overwhelmed.

---

**The ACVs disable the *Naggarok* with the EMP blast, and the Super Acolytes pound the ship into dust.**

---

Group your ACVs with the Super Acolytes and hit the *Naggarok* with an EMP blast. While it’s disabled, unload with the Super Acolytes. The little ships pack a ton of firepower in their ion beams. You should only need to immobilize the *Naggarok* once or maybe twice to get the job done.

When the *Naggarok* is destroyed, the objective, the mission, and the game are thrillingly complete.